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in advance of the usual scientific publications. The articles
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-with certain reports also being contributed by visiting
stateside scientists. Occasionally a regional scientist will be
invited to submit an article covering his own work, considered
to be of special interest..
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CONTRIBUTORS
Dr. Nelson M.Blachman is now at the Western Division of the GTE Sylvania Electronic Systems Group, Mountain
View, CA, where he is a Senior Scientist and Consultant on statistical communications theory. From 1958 to !960 and
from 1976 to 1978 he took leaves of absence to do scientific liaison work in the field of electronics as a member of the
staff of ONR London. He is the author of the; McGraw-Hill book Noise and Its Effects on Communication, and of numer.
ous papers on information theory, nonlinear transformations of signals and noise, random processes, FM demodulation in
the presence of noise, sphere packing, search theory, synchrotron theory, and other topics.
James Churgin has an M.S. degree from West Virginia University. He has worked at Vitro Minerals Corporation and
the Naval Oceanographic Office before joining the National Oceanographic Data Center, where he is director of the Data
Services Division.
Philip J. Dudt is a structural engineer with the David W. Taylor Naval Ship Research and Development Center,
Bethesda, Maryland. He holds a degree in metallurgical engineering from the Colorado School of Mines. He spent 19701972 as a science teacher trainer in the Philippines. His interests include structural design and fabrication of ship struc.
tures and components.
Leon H. Fisher. presently on the staff of ONR Tokyo, is on leave from California State University, Hayward. He
recently completed an eight.year assignment as Dean of Sciences at Hayward, where he is also Professor of Physics. Dr.
Fisher has held professorships at New York University and at the Untieritiy of Illinois, has led research groups at the
Lockheed Palo Alto Research Laboratory and the General Telephone andrEletionics Laboratory, and has been visting
professor at the Umversity of California, Berkeley, the U,:.e.-sity oi Wasiington, and the University of Southern Califor.
nia. His specialty is gaseous electronics, and his interests include ionizatloni coefficients
Takashi lchiye is Professor of Oceanography at Texas A&M University, College Staari, Texas. He received his Ph.D.
from the University of Tokyo. Research interests include the dynamcs of ocean cuculatto nnearshore eceanography and
diffusion, and physical processes near and at ocean bottom. In 1977 he participated in th. NATO Ai, Re. Interaction
Program and also was visiting scientist and lecturer at the Institute of Ocean Sciences at G ,dalming. Engind, and at the
Marine Science Institute of Kiel University and Dutch Meteorological Institute.
Masao Inokuchl is a Professor of the Institute of Geoscieice, and the Director of tit Lavironmental Reseat'i Laboratory, The University of Tsukuba. He received the Doctor ',lScience degree from Toky,, Funnka University His pcuial
research interests are coastal and fluvial geomorphology. Currently he is wurkn g an the sa'dhmentological aspects of sedi.
merit transport.
Dr. Herbert Keocmer received his Ph.D. degree in theoretical solid state physics fioi a the University of Gttingen an
1952. He has worked at RCA Laboratories, Vauian, and Fasahild, and the Urversoy of Colorado before joining the
faculty of the University of California at Santa Barbara in 197b r)r Kaoeme, is inlert std in semiconductor heterostructures that make extensive use of molecular beam epitaxy (MBE)technology
Francis A. Richards is Professor of Oceanography at the University of Washs ,lon Dr Richards' research interests
in chemical oceanography include analysis of seawater, ilankton pigments, oxygerndeficient and sulfide-bearing environments as the ocean, and interreiationships amoitt, tht branches of oceanography through chemistry lie served on the
staff of ONR Tokyo from 1977 to 1979 and again in the summer of 1980.
Dr. Frederick Rothwarf is Chief, Materials Brand,. U.S. Army Researsth, Development and Standardization Group in
London He previously served as Chief, Solid State Electronics Branch at the Electromr Technology and Devices Laboratory, Fort Monmouth, NJ (1971-1980) actively directing a basic research program of synthesizing and characterizing a
wide variety of unique materials for advanced electronic devices Dr. Rurhiwaif won the Secretary of the Army Research
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and Study Fellowship to the University of Paris.Orsay, 1965, and the Bronze Medal and Cash Award for Scientific
Achievement, Army Science Conference, 1974.
Harley J Walker is Boyd Professor in the Department of Geography and Anthropology at Louisiana State University
He just completed anine.month visit asa Japan Foundation guestprofessor at Tsukuba University Dr. Walker's interests
lie in the areas
of ,-ztic hydrology, coastal morphology, and coastal defense systems
Y. S. WuhasIt.S. and E.E. degrees
from the Georgia Institute of Technology He worked for RCA, Bendix Radio,
CDC,and IBM before joining the Naval Research Laboratory, where he is head of the lnfonation Prcessing Systems
Branch. His interests arein the design and development of signal and data processing systems.
George R.Yoder is currently a Metallurgist at the Naval Research Laboratory, where formerly hewas an NRC Postdoctoral Resident Research Associate (1970.72) Dr. Yoder received the Ph.D degree
from Syracu University i 1970
Since then, he has published many papers on various facets of the mechanical behavior of materials, including the metal
lurgical optimization of alloy crack tolerance properties, elastic.plastic fracture analysis, electron fractography of 'he
micromechanisms of fracture and subcritical crack growth, and superplast'c deformation His rmostrecent rescart
achievement, have been in the areaof fatigue crack propagation of titanium alloys. Dr. Yoder has beenhonored with the
prest aumsNRL Research Publications Awards for scientlfn papers In 1973, 1976, 1978, and 1979. He isa membei of
TMS.AIME, ASTM, ASME, ASM, Sigma Xi and Phi Lambda Upsilon.
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SOME CHINESE OCEANOGRAPHY INSTITUTIONSK
Jmes Churgin
InsNovember, 1979. four of us (George Saxton. NOAA. Michael Lougisridge. NOAA, Frank Wang,USGS. ,ad It
spent three weeks in China. visiting various oceanographic institutions.
IIISTORY OF MARINE PROGRAMS IN ChIINA

In order to understand the state of misne sciences inChina today, we were given a brief history of mrarsine
programisI
once 1949. This history is divided into three periods The first period from 1949 until the mid 50s might be charactericed by a number of diverse progranms in connection with fishery research, biological oceanography and sonse physical/
clicemistry, measurements, Data were not collected in a tyssernati. manner and quality was extremsely variable Techniques
and programs began to imrprove at experience was gained.
Ttie second period lasted from the mid.50s thsroughs
the early 60s. This was the time the Chinese refer so as the
"Great Lrap Forward." It included a I2.year Plan for Ocean Science Research Bcginnirng in 1956, wvithsingle-stsrp investigations of variability in the shallow seas surrounding China, tis work giew to nsulti-slsrp, regular (four per year) observational stations in 1957.5g. With experience. the techniques and quality of observations improved Irs 1958, a miassive
30-ship. 16.rnstitution survey was launched Iltits mrultidisciplinary survey included lihe Yellow Sea, Last China Sea.
South (tuna Sea and Po llar Bay. Asa result of this effort the following data were collected 12,000 ocean stalionss(T, S.
nutrient chemistry). 10,000 stations of current observations (I/hr for 24 lis.). 10,000 biological and geological samiplet,1
92,000 investigation data stseess, 30,000 tables and Liarts During threthree years following this observational programt,
lite data were processed analy/ed and conspiled into an atlas containing inforniasror on physics (water miassstructure and
circulation), plankton, nutrients, buttons senoents, balsynresry, etc. These atlas voluimes will be msadeavailable frons
EDIS thiroughi
NODC, ESIC. and NGSDC. This experinment also enabled lie PRC to train a cadrle of peoplc koiowledgeable in lte collection, processing, aiid analyses of oceanographic data.
period oh she cultural revolution in China, when virtually all invesigations were suspended and when alimost all progress
in science and almost everytinsg else ecaie to a tralt. [ir ltre msarirne
skcences this period riay be chiaracterized by single
ship area surveys, expansion ol coastal stations, the beginning Ofrlrir-SeS observatios at specific locationis, and itudies
of mrarinemseteorology particularly on lihecause, effect, arid prediction of stori surges
The coastal station network ope;,ited h5 NBO lsee below) now has 5 1 stationis .ollecting, tides, tidal currents, ternperature. salinity, and sufice weather onlAregular basis Daily summirary sheets ire senltby smailItisi plannied so subnmit
iese bsyteletype to Beierng in lte lotirte Filry iwo thousand station/rontrs ot data have beers collected and are stored
at several locations including ic Center in Tiajin ThIs Center also receives smnrlar data fins coastal stations operated by
tise Minstris of Aquatic ProduL ts, Transprtationi arid the Navy.
NB,). also undicater thiat isiure plans included mrine isestigaions in deeprocean areas of tire Pacific arid Indian
Oceans They did parsliupate in lireFGGI rigraqs in lte Western equatoriAl Pa1il arid would like to coninue tis sort
Of asso -ration wriihinterniationral oc~eanographic programis
Mtypersonal conclusion regarding she state-of lire-air in imarine sciences is that thremiarine science commriunity has.
lor tire pass ice years, been sery busy obtarinirng and reddmg as rmanypapers aird publicatiorns as possible in order so
gain an unlderstanding or irrotuerrsrerrific cnincepis arid technlolgy They raves, mieolder scieriists trained aswestern
rnrstitutionrs sct as Scihps, soice trained at Soviet nnivtrsitres, ,oric traried within tire PRC, and a genrerationr of peoprle
wiro received s,t ie training but have little experience because of rue cuitural resolution

The Data Ceistcr (see below) is remninscent of tire U S NODC in rtscearly 60s. Muchlof the work is done nianurlly.
The comtputcr is equivalent to a second-generation machine with isundi tipe rather thtan itagnetit, tape and nmostoi file
output is in the formnof printouts of data Thcre is an automtated plot tcipability, althought few, if any, data products
(sumnmarist, graphict, contours, ets,) are Created. The comtputer staff sents to be rither provinctal and does not appear
to have been exposed to the latest concepts of software design such at structured progranmming Most of the historical
data are not available is sutoiiated formsand are furnished to requesters as phiotocopies. The site visit description given
below provides additional inforitation on specific activities
The Chinese are extremely eager to "catch-up' both personally arid is a neuAter
of governmtent policy. Most of thre
individual scientists we suet appeared to be bright attd eager to learn The tultural revolution not only causeda set bad,
in technology developtient but, because foreign languages, espcilly Ligltsli were forbidden, caused a curnnturntaon
gap which msakes discussion at atdetailed technical level difficult authslow There isa nmajoreffort underway to overcotte
this problemt. but it will take lttlie.
NATIONAL BUREAU OF OCEANOGRAPHIY (NBO)
NBO was established in 1964-65 NIIO is responsible fos psrogramts in all discrplinses of oceanography. They are sirga
nized into three sub bureaus (Southi Chitna. Last China, and North Cina or Yellow Sea). three research institutes (First.
Second, and Third Institutes), a1sInstitute for lInformtioni, arid assInistitute for Envirotnmetal Protection. As far is I
could tell, ill eight organilattoiss are roughly equivalet it tise orgai/itionri tthy. Is aiddition, NI30 has a "G wicrl
binsI iris tit sure where tis group fits is ste organizational pi~ture.
Statiotn for Prediciots" it Beijinsg.
Thresub biureaut asid institutes Ihaveregular observationsal pirogramts at sci. coastal stations, and ,s numtber at research
projects There are also sec~il pcograsts suds as art Last Chrina Sea ShselfStud), prediction research, current nieasuretrents network arid environiteistal protection studies fit oastil areas which have beet oinilleted or started.

Tile Institute of Mnie Scieistifi arid TeClisiohigica IsitortirAror 4.0115011 01 a Char Makinig
Service. Informrationi
Research Divisions,
Screistifi, itid Techniological D~ivisioni.
Pirinting IHouse.arid D~ataColletting arid Processing D~ivision.r
The flter asroughly equivalenst to their National Olceatiogapiss Dita Ceisser.arid I will seler it) tis Division as ste PRC
Data Censter fi this report
SITE VISIT DESCRIPTION
Southi ChiiaSiam~siir n~-uiss~.,sal'si
Director Qia Ihitg.Jittg
Vice Director Ilinatig Yurriyae

iii, Grnase:Isoi (Cairessi

Tire South Chitna SeaiInstitute of Ocinolog) ot ste 'liuries Atcadeuryot Scseiues vass'Itahised fi Februir> 1959
arid MAr,,as
AsWellasbasicreseich
of Institute elliiiileS k0iiipeheiiSrae 1lsVesigatnats ohWSen
Tire research orienitationr
At the samielitte, studiet onl tiastail geology asid gteoiiwuphlogy , e\lniieisl cology, psitW0ectiof the eriviiisieiir.
sea-air iiiteiatoiin, as well as aiplitiioii of stewtechiiues ai te ar .imed osi I iglItlaboratories ,sid ar iniformial ie.
search division have beers established. Thleeight labosatuuies are pIrtssuajl rcenigaphy autd isieseosohogy.ririsse physis.
u ,euieirs
jiatal andhestuarine prucessel le.
msarine cheusi) stune biology. tewsrechuolugy , sctiims. rissii
sides, there are three eatpefiiieiital stationts to are in tiheOites tit Zhiujiassg aut Shiantou. sespectively. tise third is
lie tre total rsusssei ohrtse scieti stiff iaounts it) 360.
being built m.sHainani Island At the psresenit
ThreInsitute has a seseardi sessel. trained "Ixpeiirieit" authtwo othes beinrghushtonInterest ire
Quaternary geology arid rico tectoic itoveieit Alonig
risecoastal hineof South Clina.
physical otciiowrilkhv iii thre ihote regions or Guasighiou Privince asidPesbu Gulf,
Physical oceassograpis struture autd retiss silinsg fi specific ha) s isid harbors,
Topographuc surtey autdsuifac.e sedunist iisesigaiai insposim oun
atcoiisicil shell wateis aft ise sus rhsci
i
South China Sea.
Study on rearigi of pearl oysters autd spats.
Developmrentr autdevolutiosi of tcotal reef arid siaigioe veashi
Species arid calogy ot reef buildsing coral iii shillow "aters.
Developmsenst of miarsine
optical uituirsiab et,

At the present time, the principal contents of research work include
-

-

-

Marine geophysics and geotectonics,
Submarine geology and mineral resources;
Geology and geomorphology of coasts and estuaries.
Geology and geomorphology of coral reef islands,
Subnsarine morphology,
Structure of sea water nsasses and currents;
Sea wave spectra and application;
Sea-air conditions inducing typhoons in South Chuna Sea.
Biology and the ecological characteristics of coial reefs.
ei e of mand eoolmnaton and plsytisplaiskton and the rules of variation of their distribution,
- Exerientson
ultiatig ecnomc maineanimals and plants (mainly, pearl oysters and larvae),
INetaiation ondtelresources of hsarnmful
orga'tisnss and studies on their attaclsment niechianism (nmainly barnacle),
- Ivesigaion
o th reouresof miedical mrirne organisnms:
- siainof pollution state and environnmental quality in estuarine and coastal waters;
Rue fdistribution and variation of injor msarlise
cemnical eleiments:
Studies concerned with tile application of new maijrne techniques (einn> -..canogmapluc and nmeteorological
auto-observatory buoys as well as subsaine laser ranginig iiige-forimg slcvn.. etc.

In order to meet national goals. sosie trew researdi 4jiivitis will begin later, e g . the 3ppllLation of retiote sensing
techniques in nmarineinvestigations. thle study On nsjriiie CiSi)5ii541
enviroinmrents aiid iisclsanisiis, .i study on marine
productivity, etc.
As IStrhe case Wilit ti1Sutevery "listoinsiatios iid Data Divisioiis we visited, ilic primary emiphsasis
Iinrse Infoisa
nion Research Division is the coihettion oh hiardc:opy miaterial into I librairy systemi.Alto Itsevery List great efforts ie
beling misde to obtain English language papers, journals, publicatios. etc and translate thsemiinuto Clsiss
Sixond Ihistiriie iof Ot tuniographIi. ANational Bruion of Oceanograpiiy I1arigisoa
Director, Chang Tsun-bAv
Secretary of the Institute- Sung Yitsua
Thet institute was esa blishied Iii Mardi. 196b It is lom.atd in llangthou There ire about 520 research personnel
Tile institute is omnpeheissive institute ot oleaiogtiaphy The main researdih .bjectsve is fise nitural enivironteint
of the hast China Sea and its adjacents areas. The pririlil taisks ate to investigate itid study the Lliaraoteristiu.. ol dise
natural environtment, miaritie iesourtes. Loistal tonie, ad thet.pplil~atiots of aeitl teiue sensing tedliniques Iii rislaitie
ients. They also have Atudies ois iune envisonsmeintal loies ising. seaiwAtri devsiitiois ndiniqsies, aiid basiL int inie
thieoies

At present. there aieI
uS Marine Ueology. investigate inine sediiieintation,. se~afloor gevlogintl tiiiation, stru~tiii of the
oteaniL liust and the disirbunii Of inisiie giavitinionsil and inigneti, tields D~epositionial nnehainisvnis arid seai
floor variability ate also studied
Depairinent ol Coastal Lune, investigate and stud) tineLoast and estussnes and the Lauses ArideffeLSt
Ofisatujll
evolution under dynaicn actions
Departmsent ol MAtin ilydiougy arid Meteoiuolgy . study miarine lnydiupnyvLal phsenomienia, jiniosphesi plie
noitiena and utiflition ot WA~
wilei, aswell as the ihneosie for toretaSIng titimarne hnydkulognL~il
and iseteoro
logical paransetets
-Departnsent of Mairine Rensote Sensing Tedinques. study the spe, tral .hOtiiiLthe
methods and the itfifo
iiion Interpretation rediniques oS ieniote tenvig oil marine enironmental paaiters
-Depainsent
of Mlnin CIMUvnAsI
, AVi.y the disAibuiuoi. titslorinnsisn. .smd tiasiotvit ol miarine hteii'ila
elenments
-DeParineni

ol Mirine Biology. missigite arid study spe~ieS Lorupusitinr, regional distribution, quantitative
vitiationu, and pliysiulugi~jl and brodienni.
P.lA~tenisti-, and their vatiabiliiy is related to i.nrne environ
niental paramneters

-Department

3I

'

-

Departmsent of Desalination, study the methods of sea water desalsnatica-, basic theories and application
Department of Iltorns.tion andData, scientiiic information collectio~n, data storage anddata services areui,
taken in this deparinient.

Besides the above mentioned departnments,
they arc going to establosh
a department of marusegeophyst..s and a
departmtent of comsprehenstve
techniques.
The managenment
of all the scientific research p~ogiams and coordination with othserinstitutes it performed bythe
Scientific Rescaich Division
In touring this facility we noted that they hadrecently purchased somse
newequipment fromthe U S. for determin-.
tng atomic absorption spectra as well asother laboratory instruments. After our lecture we hada round table discussion
with some department headsand sientists. Mat of the questions dealt with marine geology and geophysics.
Again, the 30 people in the Informsation and Data Departmtect arepiMarily involved in library collecting and testislatton. Data processing and storage consists of copying and armtvting data. Must of what we would Lonsider data process,
tug isdone in thlerescarels
departmsents.
Althtough all NBO Research
Intitiutes arecoimprehensive,. e , include all disilincs. the Second Institute. seemss
to
beparticularly interested in rie geology arid geophiysics
Third Iniatutme ofOcantograslty. Nat imnal
Bureiau ofOcesvoogruphy,, Aiaoiset (Aito)-)
Vice Director Li Cltaugheng
The predecesor of the Itistitute wantile Last China Institute at Om~eattgriply ot Ada~ciiia Sinica. built in 1959 Iii
1965 tlte fa~ility wastranisferred to NBO. The organico hasosci 200 professionial siatt itemibers and occupies 60.000
square iteters of spaceIt is organized itito sixilaborioies atid a Divisioti of Intorittiot and Data. The laboratories ire
asfollows.
Biology. conicentrating Ottecological studies of plainkton,.beimihos.
and fouling organiss.
Chieistry;rtiicroanalysin of chiemical constituents of seawater.
-Marine Geology; sedimentation studies in offshore area.
-Marine Radiotsotops. concentration and exicretioni of radioisotopsets inmartine
oFgattiISS
-Marine Instruieatst developied detectors on currents,. ultrasonic velocity, aid msercury.
- lydro-iiteorotogy. observatios and anialysis
of currents,. waves,
arid storiti surgeiii Taiwan Straits.
Divison of hIsforisation and Data. collectuig. proessitig arid disseimiation oh tnuorittion, data aiid libiaiy
tmaterials Data areall in hardcopy fornt as far at I ould tell. rio astoitiated proessing occurs in this Division
Their curreini ollewtoni cointains about 25.000 do~uiiiis. There are three groups in thledivision, Otie is for
acqisuit of documtenits, oise isfor edaiiimiid tranislationi, ad otie for disseinois.
-Macslic
-Marine

Tile Institute seims to ou~cntwate
onil ine biology aisd hienutty Besausethis is is aieawhich hasisot beein
visited by Westernsers,
they seemespeialhy amteis to feeive publi~atioiis Aosd
otheridoumiients dealing with"msicl
scientific subjects.
Xiameni Genieral Oumri Station, Aaional Bumroa
of Oieuisogrupi Xianien (Atnzoy/
Director Yu Deving

Tis station isoiseof three si-,h stations under tile NBO sub-bureau loi the Last Chisa SeaAppireultl) edi Oftile
sub bureius (South Chinsa
Sei, I-asi China Sea,and Noith Clutia (Yellow Sea) .peiatcs Onie "Stations." Thesestation$
areiesponsable los the opesational t(oi routinse) a~quisition. analysis, and dissemminsation
ohiiaiine d.i and intoinito
Operatiosnal responsibdlities Him~ude
responsibdiies tos miiaitenan~e ohslaps, buoys, and oistal tadities.
The station we visited waslo~ated
onl the Wsaid ot kahassgsu,
ineailike w)t ot Xiinii. It operates tine oastal
stations Fise of theseie on laud aiid are pisioaid5 loi tile uolle..tion oh.ealeseldata Theuthi toss areofhshsoie
buoy s
and uolle..(siilar data aswell as itoidmiigs of t
ghlt tsoi %ws latl Tile station is also iesponsible hot dINopeia
tios of three reseaichi
sessels
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Wealso visted one of the coastal stations on Kulangsu Island At this facslity, tidal heights are measured continuously. Measurements of tidal current, temperature, salinity, and surface meteorology arealso recorded, and daily summaries areforwarded to the Central Station. The Central Station will furnish these, in turn, to both the East China Sea
sub-bureau and the Data Center
Geophysical Survey Vessel,
HAI YANG I
Captain: Han Qigong
Computation Technology Lin Zhonghe
Chief Office of Marine Geology Shanghai-Wang Shigi
This vessel,
which was built in 1972, was recently converted from a general purpose oceanographic research vessel
to
ageophysical research ship because
of China's strong emphasis on offshore surveys for petroleum development. The ship
is l05 meters in length, twin screw, 9,000 h.p., maximum speedof 20 knots, and acrew of 61 Scientific survey equipment includes seismic gearmanufactured in Texas (DFS #5), Magnavox satellite navigator (MXI 107), a gravismeter
manufactured in the Federal Republic of Germany (SS#5), and a magnetometer produced in China All equipment is new and
a U.S technician was on board testing the seismic instrumentation.
The ship conducts regional reconnaissance along rather widely spaced track lines. All original records are stored at
the Office of Marine Geology in Shanghai.
ShanghaiInstitute of Computation Technology. Shanghai
Department Chiefs, Qian He
XIaFuxim
Guo Shudong
This is a research organization under the Provincial Government of Shanghai. The staff we spoke with seemto be
well aware of the latest developments in computer technology, although virtually all the hardware and software have
been developed by the Institute. R~search irudes not only basic design of computer hardware and software, but also
applications which can then be put into operational useby other groups
Wewere shown several computers. Their must heavily usedappeared to bethe SJT-73 I, built in January 1973. The
machine has 64K (6 byte) words, core memory, one multiplexor channel with eight selector channels, five magnetic tape
drives, a line printer and X-Y plotters on-line. The operating system, aswell asALGOL and COBOL compilers, were
developed by this institute. The operating system allows both time-sharing and batch processing as well as
multiprogramming.
They arealso linked to a university in Shanghai with another computer (SJT-761) and havebeen able to establish
computer-to.computer links using rather low speed
line (200 bps).
Applications work includes some oceanographic OaIcuAtons such us tidal predictions for harbor construction,
geostrophc currents, and atwo-dimensonal model of an estuary.
Shanghai Normal (Teachers) Umiveritty
Deputy Duector: Zhu Shuzheng
Director, Coastal Department- Wan Brochan
Director, Estuary Department Shen fhuantung
Director, Topography Department PanMingyou
In addition to being ateaching facility, the University also includes anumber of researci.
laboratories Some of them
are concerned with estuarine, coastal, and oceanic piocemses. Much of this work is being performed atthe mouth ohthe
Yangtze and in associated estuaries. Some 20 years of data have been collected Because
of the extremely large tidal
range in this area,much ot the work isdevoted to the effects of tidal processes on port and harbor development, on
potential effects of channel dredging, and on sedimentation processes historMal data areusedto study the influence of
river changes on shoreline development. Also being studied by i,seaidier' are ocean hydrology, mineralogy of sediments,
geonsoiphology, and stoms surge effects Sousenewstudies oalude the application of reiote sensing to sedimentation
studies, carbon determination, and spore analyses Mapping of the Yangtze Estuary and Delta bottom topography has

begun From rough sheets at a scale of 1 50,000, a composite bottom topography chart at 1 200,000 is scheduled for
completion by 1982.
If this university is typical of others in China, they may also be a good source of data and information, particularly
in coastal and estuarme areas.
Qingdao Institute of Oceanology, Academia Snica, Qingdao (Tsrngtao)
Director: Dr. Tsing
This Institute is the largest oceanographic research institute under the Academy It has been visited by a number of
Western scientists in recent years and its Director is a graduate of the Scripps Institution of Oceanography. The Institute
was founded in 1950 as a marine biological laboratory, adding physics and chemistry in 1952-53 and geology in 1956. In
1959, it received its current designation. This organization has a scientific and technical staff of 530 located in nine
departments, Four of these departments arc devoted to marine biological research, botany, invertebrate zoology, verte.
brate zoology and experimental zoology (manculture). Four departments ase concerned with physics, chemistry. geology
and geophysics, and instrumentation. Finally, there is a department of information.
The principal work being conducted here is the area of the China Seas, nearby oceanic areas and the Kunsluo. Studies
of marine plants and animals, geology of the continental shelf and marginal seas, shoreline dynamics, pnnciples of man.
culture methodology, marine pollution, circulation, tides waves, marine meteorology, harbor models optics and acoustics
are all being conducted The Institute publishes one or two journals of their own and contributes to other Chinese scientific journals Samples of their publications were received Most of the data collected as a result of this research either
remain in the hands of the researcher or is stored by the Information Department.
A computer is not currently available, but we were told that they are getting a computer associated with a seismic
digital data system They also informed us that the) were constructing a research ship which will have five shipboard
computers.
The Fitt hIsttute vf Oceanography.National Bureau of Oceanography.Qingdao (Tsigtao)/, ShantdongProrine
Deputy Director: Wang Yizhien
Th Institute is a comprehensive oceanographic institute under the National Bureau of Oceanography. Its main task
is to investigate the natural environment of she Yellow Sea, the Pohti Sea, and its neighboring ocean areas. The Institute
conducts investigations of the marine environment and emiphasizes applied researdi. It provides the Bureau and oilier
organizations with data, charts, methods of forecasting and practical technologies to help with their understanding,
development, and exploitation of the sea.
Established at the end of 1964, there are inore than 200 reseaih workers in the Institute. The liritrute consists ut
four divisions, imarine hydro meteorology, marine geology marine biochenstry, and the marine physics. There is also a
marine book data service
The task of tie marne hydro imeteotulogy division is to investigate waves, currents, salinity, temperature and tides
of the seas mentioned above.
The task ot the marine geology division is to investigate the .oastal zones, ports, and bays, the geomorphulogy and
the hlstoiy of the evolution and development of tie Fast China Sea
The marine biochemistry division has tui its maimtask ieseaidi on tie methods ut deterning the pollution ut the
sea for tie purpose of envsionmental protetron It is also petoimuig resear.h on the bmofinull
sat iii is-iorganisns
The marme physics division Lenteis its attention chiefly on marine optics and the application of reiote sensing
technology in marine s.ience Some at the tasks al the Institute air part at the national plan tur the developmieent at
science and tedinalag), while others aie carried out at tie request A local ci oiganizations undeitaking ollshoe dr
velopment

Yellow Sea Fisheries Research Institute, Bureau of Aquatic Products (Fisheries), Qingdao (Tsingtao), Shandong
Province
Deputy Director Xia Shi.fu
This institute was founded in 1946 and has a scientific and technial staff of 150 plus seven
research fellows and 48
assistant research fellows. This organization is primaly involved in research for the Yellow Seaand Po Hai Bay. but
similar groups exist for the South China Seaand EastChina Sea.
There artseven
laboratories at this institute:
- Marine Resources; studies the distribution and migration of yelow croaker, spanish maciercl, prawns and other
commercial species; ecological studies of the effects of hydrocarbons and other pollutants, develop fish fore.
casting techniques utilizing envionmential conditions such astemperature and salinity. In order to develop fish
forecasting, temperature/salinity data have been collected for up to ten years at a network of stations. These
stations aresampled monthly throughout the fishing season
at five meter intervals in shallow areas
and 10to.20.
meter intervals in deeper water. The data arethen punched onto tape and arefed into aforecast model. I believ,
these data aremade available to the Data Center in Tianjin but : is not clear whether they areoa punched tape
or on data sheets.
- Fishing Technology; experiments in fish geartechnology, acoustic detection, etc.
- Seaweed;studies of culturing techniques for Ltaninariaand Porphyra; ecently introduced kelp culturing.
- Animal culturing; aquaculture techniques for seacucumbers, prawns, oysters, niussels and fish arestudied.
- Fish processing; methods soprotect freshness of fish in canneries.
- Information services; library, data archives and translation services.
Catch statistics and catch per unit of effort areproduced manually. The institute is currently experimenting with
broadcasts of fish forecasts to vessels.
They usea Chinese mechanical bathythermograph which they calibrate .Iid alSo
usea Japanese STD at their hydrographic station. The STD produces both an analog and digital recording. Time and
interpretation difficulties did not permit our going into the detail of data reduction tech,irques, but it was most interest.
Ing to note that they aresodeeply involved in the relationship of the ocean environment to fishery production.
Research Vessel RIVVXIANG YANG IONG No. 9
Head of Commanding Department. EastChina SeaSub.Bureau' Cut Bingxn
Captain: Zhang Log
Chief Scientist Wang Zhong Shan
This vesselis a general.purpose oceanographic research ship capable of conducting deep ocean, aswell ascoastal
measurements. The ship was launched in 1978 and is 112 meters long. 15meters wide, with a draft of 5 5 meters. It can
work for up to 60 days without resupply and took part in the FGGE equatorial progasM for a seeen.month period in the
vicinity of 175* E.
Navigation equipment include a satellite navigator, Loran A and C. and Omega Oceanographic winches and ositru.
mentaton for physical, chemical, biological, and geological work were seenBoth upper air and surface meteorological
data were collected during the FGGE experiment. It was my impression that this ship could be usedfor almost any kind
of oceanographic experiment if niodern instrumentation (including computers) and trained personnel were available

Institute of Marine Scientific and Technological Infomraton, Natronal Bureau of Oceanography. Tianjri (Tesen)
Director WangDuo
Deputy Director. Sun Ende
Chief of Scientific and Technological Division Luo Chuanwe
Director of Information Research Division. Xu Zhensca
Director of the Data Collecting an. Processing Division llou Wenfeng
Director of the Chart Making Service Zhang Xishen
lead of Printing iouse Zheig Xmg-quo
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This institute was started in 1964, and in 1965 underwent organizational and functional changes to its present name
and mission. It is difficult to find an analogous organization in NOAA as it combines some functions of EDIS and NOS
together with minor elements of other NOAA groups. The major divisions are
Information research, primarily conducts the library, translation, and other information dissemination functions
- Chart making, produces both bathymetric (topographic) and meteorological/oceanographic charts and products.
- Printing house, operates printing plant using what appeared to me to be rather outdated equipment and method
The labor required to select typeset from thousands of Chinese characters was quite fascinating.
- Data collection and processing, this division performs most of the functions of an NODC and is what I have referred to in this leport as the Chinese Data Center. The division has acquired data from foreign countries as well
-

as PRC sources and now has a total of 500,000 physical/chemical stations. All of these are in the originator's for-

mat. Some XBT, BT and geophysical data are stored here but in limited quantities. The mission of the division is
to acquire, process and disseminate oceanographic data from and to all organizations .a the PRC having marine
interests.
There are eight groups or branches as follows
Data information. the mission of this group is to acquire data and provide services to customers. Data acquired
are both foreign and domestic. Foreign data are acquired through exchange, NBO data by directive and other
PRC organizations through negotiated agreements Data reports in published form may be obtained through a
central agency similar to NTIS or DDC.
- Basc data computation group, their mission is to process data and compile them into data reports. Station data,
coastal observations, and tidal data arc procc,.rd. They may also develop technical specifications for compdations. Most of the work is done manually. All prc-1977 tidal stations have been processed. Post 1975 station data
have now been placed on punched tape.
- Environmental atlas compilation, the mission of this group is to produce atlases of the China Seas or specified
ocean areas. These atlases contain information on currents, waves, sea temperatures, salinity. bathymetry, and
,
geology. In order to prepare atlas material data are statistically compiled into 1*, 20, 50 or l0 square averages.
Atlases for the North Pacific, South Pacific, North Atlantic, Indian Ocean, Taiwan Straits, and Japan Sea have
been completed. The addition of geology, geophysics and bathymetry has recently been started.
- Data services, the mission of this group is the management and dissemination of stored data records. They prepare
catalogs and provide data to requesters usually in hardcopy form either from printouts offset printing or photocopying devices. Some data are stored on microfilm or sicrofiche. although these collecisons do not seem to be
extensive. About 1,000 requests per year are received.
-

The data base is said to contain the following items:
-

-

50,000 coastal stations with temperature and salinity values,
80,000 ocean stations physical-chemical,
4,000 current stations, hourly for 24 hours,
4,000 variable depth, current profiles,
3,000 time series stations,
24,000 ship of opportunity observations (foreign),
13.000 ship of opportunity observations (Clnese), standard ocean stations are increasing at the rate of about
3,000 per year and are expected to increase by 10,000 per year in the early 1980's
Data processing: primarly a tape punching group
Progammming, their mission is the system design, programming and implementation ol processing and applications
programs They have just completed a systems study of processing and interpolation techniques for station data
Their computation routines are very =ssdar to ours They are now studying methods for compressing and un.om
pressing data.
Computer maintenance; their mission is to operate and maintain the DGS computer
Tide and Tidal Current Prediaton, this group is responsible for analysis and prediction of tides and tidal currents
for the China Seas It also c.onducts research on prediction methods In addition to compiling tide tables for
China, they have recently started to prod ce world wide tide tables. Front time to time they are ailed upon to
provide special analyses for projects such as harbor construction
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The Division Director expressed a desire to expand acquisition, improve processing, develop data products, and perform other data management tasks with greater efficiency and accuracy At the present time the data information group
is responsible for quality control of data, but they really depend on the originator to decide whether corrections are

needed and to provide them

Mr. Luo Chuanwei provided us with an insight asto the NBO plan- for upgrading this facdity into afully operational
NODC. These plans include expanson of %llfunctional areas,development of standard systems and formats, regionalizations, international exchanges, training in modern computer hardware and software technology, new facilities, and new
equipment, mcludli.g alarge mainframe computer.
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ELECTRICAL ENGINEERING AT THE INDIAN INSTITUTE OF TECHNOLOGY,
DELHI. AND SOME CENTERS OF INDIAN ASTRONOMY
Nelson M.Blachman
The 16 February, 1980, total solar eclipse that traced a path across Africa and Asia provided the impetus of a
scientific tour of India sponsored by the American Astronomical Society. The 60 participants in the tour included over
a dozen astronomers, along with assorted other scientists. This article summarizes information gathered during the course
of the tour and at the Indian Institute of Technology, Delhi, which I had been invited to visit afterward to present some
lectures on statittical communication theory.
TATA INSTITUTE OF FUNDAMENTAL RESEARCH
PDom
Bhabha
s Road, Bombay 400005), founded
The tour began with the Tata Institute of Fundamental Reswarch (
in 1945 and durected now by Dr. B. V.Sreekantan which is engaged innuclear phycs, genetics, astronomy, chemistry,
solidstate physics, and computer softwareresearch, This institute also awards PhyD.'s in physics and mathematics, having
had70 and 35 candidates enrolled in these two fields, respectively, at the time. Lecture courses fill the first two years of
these student's studies.
Among the TIFR astronomical projects underway is a 1000.kg telescope, 5a meters in height, with a 75.cm aperture
and thiree-axis mounting, which is to be carried to an altitude of 30 km byballoon. The TIFR has acommand and tele.
metering station in Hyderabad that will be usedin connection with this telescope for 20-micro, infrared studies. Another
project invw,--s a 55 kg balloon.borne array of four cosmic.ray detectors. also to be launched from Hyderabad to a 3.
millibar altitude t25 miles) and recovered, for the counting and spectral analysis of 20.to.100.V x rays with a 6* x 6*
acceptance angle. The four detectors fill aI-m cube.
TIFR iabudding equipment to beput aboard the first Space-Shuttle Spacelab in coordination with NASA to detur.
mine the abundances and energies of the heavy ions in 5.to-100.MeV/nucleon cosmic rays and their times and directions
of arrival. It is hoped that recorded and telemetered measurements will indicate the origin of the anomalous distribution
of elements between carbon and iron in the low-energy cosmic rays The equipment is scheduled for completion in 1981
in a 30.kg cylinder of 48-cm diameter and 53-cm height. It isto bereturned to earth in April 1982, after aweek in orbit
e
Professor S. Biswas of TIFR is heading th Indian participation in the NASA mission, which includes contribution from
the Physical Research Laboratory in Ahmedabad and assistance frot other Indian organizations.
In 1959, TIFR built India's fun indigenous digital computer, the TIFRAC, patterned after the ORDVAC. In 1960,
TIFR built a second digital computer - this one patterned after the ILLIAC, and in 1967 a third one Meanwhile, in
1964 acentralized CDC3600 waspurchased from the US. which isused by some 75 organizations in India, TIFR among
them. In addition, TIFR has a newmachine, the OLDAP construct d from Indian components onginally intended for
the entertainment industry - which is tied to their bubble chamber and is functioning successfully, aswell assuch other
US. minicomputers, such asa PDP-8 and a PDP.l I.
In 1975, the Indian Atomic Energy Commission decided to establish a national computation center along wish
regional centers Thus, a design center is being setup snBangalore, an information center is Delhi, and a software divi.
sion ind regional center in Bombay. The plan isproceeding well with the help of UN financing, and wcrk on graphiws for
mechanical design is underway. A satellite network of small machines isalso being developed TIFR is devising aphonetic
alphabet suitable for tis system's handling all of the 14official languages of the oountry India's problems in dts regard
dwarf those of Canada, Belgium, and Switzerland, asthe Dravidin languages of the South belong to an entirely different
family from the Sanskritic (Indo-European) languages of the North.
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THE TOTAL ECLIPSE
The eclipse's zone of totality crossed India south of Hyderabad and included the astronomical observatory between
thetowns of lpal and Rangapur, to which NSF sent teams and equipment from adozen US universities and observatortes. The AAS tour visited theJapal.Rangapur Observatory on the day before the eclipse so asto avoid interfering with
the measurements. These were dsrected not at observation of any new phenomena but, rather at more detailed and more
precise recording and measurement of such things asthe green iron line in the corona, 5 solar radii from the center of the
disk (photographed by means of a Fabry-Perot etalon), and the 3-micron radiation at 20 solar
radii (viewed by aspirally
scanning radiometer). A ieliostat wasbeing usedto provide several images whose Doppler shifts were to be compared in
order to determine the speedof coronal motion with a resolutic,i better than 0,5km/s.
With 30-Hz digital sampling, I-s oscillations (Alfven waves)
in coronal loops with an amplitude of afew percent were
tobe studied, telex communications from the U.S. and from Africa were to point out where to find the loops. At that
site, the totality lasted 130 s,while at the village of Palem. 80 km south of Hyderabad, from which the AAS tour observed the eclipse very close to the center of the path of totality, its duration was 150s.Because
of the proximity of the
moon to the earth at that time, the width of the path of totality was 75 miles, and the twilight seenall around the horizon during the eclipse wastherefore scattered from some forty miles away in all directions.
Viewing conditions were perfect in Palem, but most Indians remained indoors during the eclipse with the shades
drawn to avoid any untoward effects, and a number of Indian states declared the day aholiday. During the semidarkness
at 3-45 p.m. Indian time
(Greenwich + 5N), birds went to roost, and mosquitoes began to bile.
INDIAN INSTITUTE OF ASTROPHYSICS
Continuing south, the AAS tour next visited the Indian institute of Astrophysics (Bangalore 560034). founded in
Madras in 1792, whose director, M. K. Vainu Bappu. currently president of the International Astronomical Union. had
received his Ph.D. at Harvard University in 1952. In Bangalore, the IIA headquarters hasa library, optical shop, and
future mechanical shop; 60 km to the north in GaurdBidanu (13* 36' N) is an IIAastronomical field station operated
jointly with theRaman Research Institute, which hasa30-Mliz radio telescope a T-shaped litter array of dipoles with a
30,000.m' collecting areaand resolutions of 20' E-Wand 40' N-S,
the respectie arma
being 1.6 kit and 0.5 kin long, At
o
Kavalur (12 34' N). where the IIA hasbeen acatve
since 1892. it hasa40-inch Zeiss Ritchey.Chretien reflecting telescope
capable of f/6.5 direct photography and equipped with an (/2 Memel camera, f/13 scanning spectrograph, and f/30 coude
spectrograph providing dispersions from 2 A/mm (echelle) to 12.8 A/ma (grating) Under construction in Kavalur are
four additional instruments a 15-inch reflector photograping at f/325. a 93-mch reflector working at (/13 -nd (/45
(coude focus), a30-inch reflector, and a 60-inch solar tower.
At Kodatkanal (10014' N) the IIA works in the fields of solar physics and solar-terrestrial physics, ithasan ionospheric and magnetic observatory there aswell asa variety of optical instruments These include .i 12-inch horizontal
telescope and a 60-foot spectrograph with adispersion of 9 mn/A and a spectral resolution of one part in 600,000, to
which a 13-inch solar image isfedby a 15-inch lens
For the eclipse, the IIAformed two teams in caseof adverse weather, At their western canip they setup aquadruple
polarigraph giving a 10-mm solar diameter,
and including the corona out to 3 solar radii, several coronal spectrographs
covering the dispersion range from 26 to 3600 Alnm with curved slits maximiing angular coverage, which was well over
90 , and white-laght photography with a 50-inmsolar diameter Their eastern earrp utilized monochromatic photography
covering the green, red, and yellow lines. The spicule Structure was studied via a 50-nm image with 2A/mm dispersion
provided by atransmission grating. As it turned out, both camps had fine weather.
RAMAN RESEARCH INSTITUTE
!he last scientific organzition visited on the AAS tour wasthe Raman Research Institute
(Bangalore 560 006). with
a staff
of forty scientists now dirtected byDr V. Radhakrtshnan The RRI wasfounded in 1948 (when India had gained
independence from Britain) by Sir Chadrasekara Venkata Raman (1888-1970) with thefunds front the Nobel prize he
had received in 1930 for his woik on the scattering of light and the discovery of the effect now known by is name The
institute was originally devoted to the study of physics in general, but itis atpresent concerned prirsupally with nidh
metri, radroastronomy The RRI's radiotelescupe, with antenna of 10-indiameter, is to be completed in 1981andis tu
II

operate down to a wavelength of 1 5 mm with a hoped-for 2-arc-second resolution. It will have acooled preamplifier at
the cassegrain focus Also, a I 5-m radiotelescope with a coude focus and millimetric waveguide will be installed inthe
dome of the institute's building, which has so far remained empty The institute has already been osing the 28-to-38 MHz
T-shaped linear array of dipoles in Gauri Bidanur mentioned above to map the galaxy at long
wave-lengths and locate the
ionized hydrogen aswell asto observe the solar radiation and planetary emissions More generally, the work of the RRI
covers general relativity, including the physics of black holes, gravitational radiation, the propagation of neutrinos in
strong gravitational fields (e g.,near black holes), and the exact solution of Einstein's equations; and high-energy astrophysics, including neutron stars, pulsars, supernovae, x-ray sources, and x-ray busters. During the eclipse an RRI team
looked unsuccessfully in a 30-km/hr wind for shadow bands of light on the ground paralleling the disappearing and reappearing thin crescent of the solar disk-the occasional result of refraction by atmospheric inhomogeneities. They had
laid out an array of photocells with I-meter spacing along thearms of a T and used analog recording with subsequent
Fourier analysis up to 500 Hz.
Astronomy seems
to bewell supported in India, asthe configurations of the heavenly bodies have long been of great
Importance to both the rulers and the people of the subcontinent. Even today, among many educated people, horoscopes
determine the suitability and appropriate dates for marriages. Itthus seems
that the belief in astrology hasnot been altogether bad for science.
INDIAN INSTITUTE OF TECHNOLOGY, DELHI
Finally, I visited theIndian Institute of Technology, Delhi 100029-one of the five autonomous campuses of the
ITT, the others being in Bombay, Kanpur. Kharagpur, and Madras. Their total student population is about 14,000. The
Delhi campus, the
youngest and smallest of the five, was established in 1963 asthe successor to the College of Engineering
and Technology, Delhi, and islocated in the village of Hauz KItas on the southeastern edgeof New Delhi, on the opposite
side from the old city. About half of its 2400 students are working for their first degree, bachelor of technology in
chemical, civil, electrical, or mechanical engineering or in textile technology, or master of science in chemistry or physics.
all of which are five-year (soon tochange tofour.year) programs. The advanced degrees. M. Tech. (two-year program of
courses and project) and Ph.D., are offered not only in these departments but also in applied mechanics, mathematics,
and systems and management studies.
Teaching in all IlTs
is entirely in English (with occasional local admixtures). although English is not the first lan.
guageof most of the students, and Hnqdiserves
asa secondary language on the Delhi campus. English is one of the
country's official languages, and here it differs from both the Brttish and American dialects.
On the 115 engineering colleges in India, some are supported by the state and others by thenational government's
University Grants Conunitiee. The lIT's, in contrast, asInstitutes
of National Inportance, are directly under the Ministry
of Education, and in total they got nearly asmuch financial support asall the restcombined. There isajoust entrance
exanination for the five lIT's, which 40,000 candidates take annually atthe ageof 16 or 17?fter
eleven years of school.
tr.there being nothing in India like Britain's 0-and A-level examinations. Thereareplaces for only 1300 students, how.
ever. 250 of these being in Delhi, with one-fifth in each department, although thegreatest demand is in electrical engi.
,
neering. Thus, the
EE Department isabletochoose the crem delacreme.
During their final year, undergraduates arerequired toundertake an individual or group project-usually in collaboration with public or private industry-and on graduating, most students find -ngineermg jobs usvarious parts of
India, but 10-15% go into management, and an equal number go tothe U.S.or Canada, Many of these students turn out
to be very good, particularly so because Indian schooling at the
lower levels is at its best much more advanced than in the
US. and because
of the greater selectivity in India, but others
can succeed in graduating with grades no higher than D.
For the M.Tech. degree, an average
of at least C- isrequired. Many of the M.Tech, candidates are sponsored by industry
or arefacult members from other engineering schools sent for upgrading. In addition, the lIT offers over adozen short
courses during each summer and winter vacation.
The Electrical Ensineering Deparitent has40 faculty members headed by Professor P. S Satsangi,
Ph.D., 250
undergraduates, and 80 graduate students-the great majority of them vorimg for the Ph.D., though part-time in some
cases. Of the Department's five groups, the largest is Control Systems. The others are Power Apparatus and Systems.
Communications, (solid-state) Electronics, and Computers Undergraduates can specialize in any of these areas,and
graduate students have theaddit.onal choice of commusucations andradar (icludinmg underwater electronics). The
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Department also offers a one-year postgraduate diploma course in the last field for students sponsored by defense organizations.
At the lIT there is a heavy emphasis on praictical training and collaboration with industry and with government
agencies which has resulted in the carrying on of about a hundred consultancy projects each year. In ine with this
principle, a research and development center called the School of Rada. Studies was set up at IIT/Delhi in 1971 by the
Communications Project Office of the Ministry of Defence. In its laboratories and offices adjoining those of the EE
Depaitment, civil servants, faculty members, and students have collaborated in the field of radar components and systems. More recently the school has evolved into the Centre for Applied Research in Electronics (CARE), and its scope
has been broadened to include sonar, missile electronics, digital systems, and work for various government agencies such
as Indian Railways as well as for some private industrial enterprises.
CARE's activities fall broadly into three areas of electronics, signal processing, microwaves, and solid.state devices.
The latter ,rea includes the design, fabrication, and application of surface-acoustic.wave devices, charge-transfer devices,
integrated circuits, and solar cells. In the microwave P.rea,a tropospheric.propagation measurement project is underway
over a 160.km path from Delhi to Pilani. An eight.element linear X-band phased array was built originally using imported
electronically controlled phase shifters, but now tie microwave laboratory is able to fabricate ferrite waveguide and
microstrip phase shifters, broadband directional couplers and power dividers, three.octave microstrip-to-microslot transi.
tions, and balanced mixers. Their work on the production of microwave integrated circuits is intended both to provide
experience in their use and to permit domestc manufacture of things previously available only from abroad (mainly the
US.) and only with the expenditure of scarce foreign currency,
In the CARE communication, radar, and sonar laboratory, whose door bears the label "Restricted," I was shown a
digital underwater communcation system utilizing a 300.li bandwidth in the 10.to-I 5-kilz range. It is being developed
to transmit perhaps 8 out 'f 16 possible frequencies during 200.ns keying interval. In this way it might be able to
transmit 65 bits per second. However, smaller
n,
signaling rate, perhaps about 20 Ils, results from the iestrlon to orthogonal signals.
A digital automatic gain control has been developed for radar signals that achieves a 60-dB compression with a
4.i step size and a dynamic range exceeding 80 dB; and a pipelined 64.sample fast Fourier transformer with a I-Mllz
throughput rate has been built front indigenous components for signal processing, particularly in an application to sub.
marine detection. This detection system is already in operational use by the Indian Navy.
In another CARE laboratory I was shown equipnent developed for the counting of railroad cars entering and leavinsg
sections of track. It involves tite transmission of art ultrasonic beam across the top of a rail, this beam being blocked by
the passage of a wheel. The logic needed in order to make it fail safe is being improved, but a version of the counter
already developed at IIT/Delhi is in widespread use by Indian railways with production valued at $1 million per year.
There are, in addition. many olher research topics being investigated, and the IlT/Delhi has an ICL 1909 centrahzed
computer system vwith
32K of core storage and 8K milhon charactets of disk storage, etc., obtained with the help of the
UK Ministry of Overseas Development, which is being upgraded by tie delivery of an ICL 2960 computer system. Under
the Colombo Plan there are also numerous other grants in aid for tile purchase of British laboratory equipment, and there
are many pieces of American equipment, such as a PDP-8E, liP 9830, and Intelec.8 computers in the Electrical Engi.
neering Department as well as numerous Intel 8080 microprocessors and a Tektronix storage oscilloscope, some of which
were obtained with Ford and Rockefeller Foundation support.
Aid fron Britain, the US., and other countries also permits faculty members to spend sabbaticals and attend conferences abroad, thus helping to alleviate the isolation due to India's great distance from Most advanced countries, its
scarcity of funds for imporsed equipment, and the delays of several imsonths in the delivery of technical journals front
abroad because ai.ttsa4 postage is often decimed too dear a luxury Among those itt the Electrical Engineering Departmient who have recently had fellowships in the U S are professor S C.Dutla Roy (1978.9), whose interest is in circuits
(including CCD signal processing), Professor J Nanda (1978.9) (control systems), and Assistant Professor B Maihur
(1979) (the design of charge.transfer devices) Assistant Professor S C Kak was away at Louisiana State University for
an extended period at the ttle of nsy visit lIs interests are in cybernetics, cryptography, and comlunication theory
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Another Department member who has recently spent several years in the U.S. is Dr. Ramesh C.Agarwal, who, after
getting his B.Tech. (Hons.) in electrical engineering from lIT/Bombay in 1968, went to Rice University for his advanced
degrees in this field (1970 and 1974) with a year's interruption to serve as an associate lecturer at the School ofRadar
Studies, ITT/Delhi. From 1974 until 1977, he worked at the IBM Yorktown Heights Research Center, then returning to
India to join the CARE at lIT/Delhl. He is noted for his work (with C. S. Burrus
of Rice University) on "Fast OneDimensional Convolutions by Multi-dimenional Techmques" (IEEE Trans,
vol. ASSP.22, pp. 1.10, Feb. 1974) and
"Fast Convolution using Fermat Number Transforms with Applicatioss to Digital Filtering" (ibid., pp. 87-97, April
1974) and (with J.W.Cooley of IBM) "New Algorithms for Digital Convolution" (ibid., vol. ASSP-25, pp. 392410, Oct.
1977), all of which have been reprinted in J.M. McClellan and C.M. Rader (eds.), Number Theory In Digital
Signal
Processing (Prentice-Hall, 1919). His paper (with Burrus)
"Number.theoretic Transforms to Implement Fast Digital
Convolution" (Proc. IEEE, vol. 63, pp. 550-560, April 1975) isalso worth noting. He has, in addition, published a num.
berof papers on applications of digital signal processing to the development of computationally efficient algorithms for
refining the structures of large biological molecules on the basis of x-ray diffraction data. For his work on number.
theoretic transforms he received the IEEE Acoustics, Speech, and Signal Processing Group's senior award in 1974. He
and his wife had been very happy in the U.S. and atIBM, where he might have remained, but in the end he decided to
return to his native land and tohis extended family. Because Agarwal's work is entirely theoretica., it can continue without difficulty in India. Thus, India does not permanently lose all those who go abroad, although many merely make
occasional trips back there, which also help to bring India the benefits of work done elsewhere.
On the other hand, India is also sharing its technological knowledge with less advanced countries. My host during the
visit, Assistant Professor Suresh N. Gupta, head of the Department's communication group, had spent the preceding
academic year as Visiting Reader in the Department of Electrical and Communication Engineering of the Papua
New
Guinea University of Technology. He had received the BSc. (Hons.) degree in physics from the University of Delhi in
1958. the B.E. (distinction), M.E. (Distinction). and Ph.D. in electrical communication engineering from the Indian
Institute of Science, 3angalore, in 1961, 1962, and 1968. His doctoral research and most oi ,ais subsequent work have
dealt with atmospheric radio noise and its effect on digital communication systems.
During my visit I met too many people to permit describing all of them in this report, but it seems
worthwhile to
mention
one more, Professor Rajendia K. Arora, who obtained his Ph.D. from St. Andrews University, Scotland. and
whose field is microwave devices, antennas (particularly phased.array antennas), and propagation. He is chairman of the
Delhi Section (Western Northern India) of the Institute of Electrical and Electronic Engineers (IEEE, New York) with
350 members. There are four other Indian sections, with headquarters in Bangalore, Bombay. Calcutta, and Madras. the
total Indian membership being 1700 when student.members are included.
India is a country of vast diversity, as isillustrated, for example, by the
great variety of vehicles that share its roads from bullock carts and three-wheeled pedaled taxis to the most modern gasoline- and diesel.powered cars andtrucks. It
has many problems, and it also h;;;:eat potential. By restricting foreign ownership of manufacturing operations inIndia
tono more than 40%. the gover.ment hopes to avoid recolontzation Butto promote the growth of electronics is India
andespecially to promote expoft, it has se' aside a I00.acre industrial zone, the Santa Cruz Electronics Export Process.
lng
Zone, in Bombay in which 100% fomeign swaersh,p is permitted. The Zone is given excise and customs exemptions.
low.cost leases with concessions on municipal taxes, and a waiver of licensing requirements for the import of capital
goods and production supplies. Furtheemose, goods supplied to the Zone from the rest
of the country are regarded as
exports and thus given preferential treatment and concessions. To date the Zone has attracted 39 foreign manufacturers - including 16 from the U S.- and it expects to add three more soon.
The reduction of red tape in theZone is helpful in overcoming one of the problems slowing India's progress, andi
time itis hoped that similar reductions will take place throughout the country and that ways will befound to lessen the
other problems that have so far kept India from jousng Japan, Taiwan, Hong Kong, Singapore, and Korea as suppliers
of the world's electronics. What I saw at lIT/Delhi suggests that India should ultimately succeed in doing so
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ELECTROSTATIC PRECIPITATION RESEARCH AT THE AUSTRALIAN
COAL INDUSTRY RESEARCH LABORATORY. LTD.1
Leon H. Fisher
INTRODUCTION
The Australian Coal Industry Research Laboratory Ltd. (ACIRL) isaprivate non-profit organization. Prior to 1965.
the organization existed asa wholly owned entity of the Australian black coal industry (Australian Coal Association). It
was orginaly formed by the coal industry in 1956 as a merger of Coal Research Ltd. and Northern Colliery Pty. Research
Laboratories. From 1956 to 1965, ACIRL was supported by levies made against the coal industry. In 1962, the Australian Coal Utilization Research Advisory Committee recommended that the Australian government become Interested in
supporting coal research and development. Asa result, the government decided to allocate money for this purpose or. an
annual basis and to effect a reorganization of ACIRL to its present status.
ACIRL hasa ! 5-member board of management. The board includes eight members from industry, appointed by the
Australian Coal Association, and sevenmembers representing the Australian national government and some of the
Australian state governments. The industrial representatives control 51%of the votes on the Board. The non.industrial
members of the Board include three from the government of Australia (Department of National Development. Joint Coal
Board, and Commonwealth Scientific and Industrial Research Organization), and one each from the governments of
South Australia, Queensland, New South Wales.and Victoria.
The primary objects of ACIRL are to beconcerned with all aspects of coal mining, beneficiation (economical prepsration of coal for users). and utilization of coal and by.products derived from coal. It is the only organization in Australia
specializing wholly in coal research. ACIRL keeps in close touch with Electric Power Research Institute (EPRI) of Palo
Alto, California. and hasreciprocal agreements with that organization. ACIRL has carried out work on resistivity of fly
ash under contract for EPRI.
ACIRL is an expanding organization with a staff of 190. 60 of which are professional. ACIRL is not a contract
granting organization. It accepts cmmisiaons to carry out work for clients on an absolutely confidential basis, and it
accepts grants aswell for non-confidential research. About 35% of the funds for non-confidential research come fiora the
coal industry and about 65% come from the Australian government through the National Energy Research Development
and Demonstration Program. For the year ended June 30. 1979, funds for confidential and for non.confidential research
amounted to A$2.1 million and ASI.3 million, respectively, giving a net operating revenue for this period of about AS3.5
million. The commissioned research was carried out for 175clients with an average amount of about A$12,000 per
client. llowever, there istremendous dispersion about the mean, some clients having had services performed for aslittle
asa few dollars. For the year ended June 30.1980, the volume of confidential and non.confidential research were about
equal.
ACIRL operates five laboratories aswell astwo coal preparation stations and one mine model research station. The
five laboratories have some types of equipment in common for analytical work, but certain of these laboratories have
additional items for specialized work. These installations are now listed with their locations along with some of their
specialized equipment and activities:
- Central Laboratory, 22.30 DelhiRoad.North Hyde, N. S. W. (aslsoheadoffice of ACIRL. pilot plant faciltites,

mechanical testing, acoustic and vibration measurements, physical measurements, x-ray fluorescence spectrophotometer, scanning electron microscope for analyzing coal ash,and gaschromatograph-mass spectrometer),
- Southern District Laboratory. York Road, Belambi. N S. W. (located near the southern coal fields, physics and
chemistry for coal analysis),

Is

- Northern District Laboratory, Junction Street, East Greta Junction, Tclarah, N. S. W. (close to the N S. W.
northern coal fields, coal analysis);
- West Moreton District Laboratory, Foote Lane, Ipswich, Queensland (standard coal analysis laboratory),
- Central Queensland District Laboratory, Gavial Creek, Wharf Street, Rockhampton, Queensland (standard labora.
tory for coal analysis, studies of how to reduce mineral content of coal for export, large scaletesting, petrographic capabilities, optical examination of polished coal samples),
- Maitland Coal Preparation Station, at the sameaddress asthe Northern Distill Laboratory; and
- Rockhampton Coal Preparation Station, at the sameaddress asthe Central Qi,eensland District Laboratory. The
Mine Model Research Station islocated at the sameaddress
asthe Southern District Laboratory.
Although I am not a coal scientist, and although the purpose of my visit to ACIRL (Central Laboratory) wasto learn
about electrostatic precipitation problems of fly ash. I am including a list of problems on which ACIRL isworking other
than electrostatic precipitation:
underground mining of thick coal scams,
prediction of mining conditions from bore core information,
development of mathematical modelling techniques for evaluating stability of underground mine openings,
methods of mining the Greta seam atdepth.
prediction, prevention and/or control of outbursts.
methane drainage.
roof control,
prevention and control of spontaneous combustion,
filtration characteristics of fine coal.
coal washery reject disposal,
production of oil and chemicals front coal,
coal carbonization, and
- combustion and environmental protection research.
-

Another problem is the precision of measurement of coal reserves.
This project isconcerned with the variability of
each of the coal properties of interest within an exploration prospect. Such knowledge isusedto assess
the adequacy of
the drilling program tn different regions of the field, and as an aid in optimizing the design of the preparation plants by
estimating the range of raw coal quality.
A funal problem is underground mninig research in the Collie coalfield, Western Australia. The object of this project
is to improve the stability of the overlying strata by reduction of the water content and to design alternative ining
methods to permit increased percentage recovery of the coal sean in the Collie coal basin in Western Australia.
It is with Environmaental Protection Research that the restof this report isconcerned. However, before proceeding
with environmental protection research, a few geaeral comments can be nade about the problems of Australian coal. At
present, only about 50% of the coal from any one scam is recovered. Problems exist for both thick and thin scams. A
reassessment
of what constitutes a suitable ource of coal in Australia will have to be made asthe need for coal becomes
more urgent. It is predicted that by the year 2000, Australia will have increased its coal production by about afactor of
four and that at that time about two-thirds of Akstralian coal will be exported for power generation. (At the present
time, Australia exports only a small percentage of its coal production.) Thus decmons will have to be made about ex.
ploiting coal supplies which are at present located under bridges. gaslines, electric lines, buildings, and dams Sydney sits
over coal seams,
but if they were to bemined, the water supply might become endangered. Up to now, most mining of
coal in Australia has been surface mining, problems as;ociated with minng coal in depth will have to be considered New
deposits s,.oal will haveto be evaluated carefully especially with regard to environmental requirements
ELECTROSTATIC PRECIPITATION RESEARCH AT A(IRL
P'y host at the Central Laboratory of ACIRL was Kenneth M. Sullivan, principal fuel engineer lIis areaof interest is
cons.ustion and environmental evaluation and control relating to coal usageHe brings a lifetimie of practical experience
to this work
ACIRL has been involved for many years in the problem of how to ensure that a power station will be propeily
designed to fire a previousty unused coal deposit over the life of the deposit, taking into account the coimbustion and
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fouling characteristics of the coal, aswell asconsidering the problem of electrostatic precipitation of the fly ash.ACIRL
proposes that the coal field be geologically surveyed and that small core coal samples be obtained from the planned area
of operation, covering the life of the power station, andtested in a number of ways. Although chemical and physical
analysis of the coal helps to determine the combustion and fouling properties, such procedures have been found to be
inadequate for predicting the electrostatic precipitability of the resulting fly ash.
In an attempt to provide an answer to the determination of the proper design ef full-scale electrostatic precipitators
for fly ash from asyet unexploited coil deposits, ACIRL proposes that "synthetic" fly ash beproduced from a small
amount of coal (2 to 5 kg) obtained from 50-mm bore cores in asuitably designed laboratory micro.furnace. Such labo.
ratory micro-furnaces have been developed at ACIRL over the past ten years. Testing over anumber of years by ACIRL
has shown that a suitably designed laboratory furnace produces a fly ashsimilar to that produced in a full.cale boiler
from the samecoal. Preferably the cores should be fired as soon aspracticable after extraction. They should not be
stored in excess
of six months prior to firing, otherwise oxidation may affect combustion conditions.
The micro-furnace is heated electrically to produce a fixed temperature profile ranging 4p to 1450*C along a 38.mm.
bore vertical tube 100 cm in length. The coal sample ihmilled to pulverized fuel consistency, and then fed into the fur.
nacewith good dispersion at a constant rate with a mixture of propane, oxygen, and air, so that each coal particle is
subjected to achemical and thermal situation similar to that occurring in the combustion chamber ot a power station
boder. Fly ashproduction rates of up to 0.1 gihr are maintained until a total of 15.20 g of fly ashis collected. The
method has been tested by comparing the properties of fly ashfrom full-sca!ce
generating plants with the properties of
fly ashfrom the laboratory micro-furnaces using the same coal.
Such studies involved:
standard chemical analyses of the parent coal and the resultant fly ashes.
determination of the sizeand specific gravity of the fly ashes
using standard techniques,
microscopic examination of the fly ashes
at amagnification of 350 to determine shapeand carbon distribution,
determination of the porosity in order to provide data related to the properties of fly ashdeposited on the col.
lecting plates of a precipitator and the handling characteristics of such fly ashen,
- resistivity measurements over a range of temperatures at various moisture conditions in aflue gasenvironment at
various electric field strengths up to breakdown,
- determination of the dielectric constant of abulk sample of the fly ashasafunction of temperature and moisture
conditions in a flue gasenvtronment,
- the determination of current.voltage characteristics in a model cylinder-wue electrostatic precipitation analyzer,
under both clean and contaminated conditions at various temperature and moisture values, again in a flue gas
environment.
-

The porosity of the fly ash,together with sizing, indicates the likelihood of aerodynamic difficulties occurring
within the precipitator collection zones and the possibility of re-entrainment problems.
Determination of the resititty of fly ashis generally considered to beof importance snassessing whether the dele.
terious phenomenon of back corona will occur inan electrostatic precipitator. The higher the resistivity, the lower the
current density at wich back corona becones aproblem. Fly ashwith resistleties of less
than l0t'f meters should give
riseto minmal back corona problems, whereas for fly ashwith resistivities greater than 10"nl meter, severe
problems
may beexpected. The ACIRL resistivity measurements arecarried out in aspecial cell so that only a small quantity of fly
ash,about 10 grams, needs to beused.The cell consists of parallel electrodes, one of which itsporous to allow the simu.
lated flue gas to come into intimate contact with the ash,between which the fly ashis compacted to a depth of Snut
Measurements of resistivity aremade over a temperature range of 90*C to 200*C. for moisture contents varying from 0
to 15%,and usually with an electric field of 400 kV/n. However. some resisttvty measurements aremade with fields as
low as 100 kV'm and aslugh as1400 kV/m.
Determination of the d.c. dielectric constant of the fly ashis mportant since this quantity is one of the parameters
which determines the ability of the fly ash particles to accept charges in a corona discharge ACIRL also feels that the
high frequency dielectric constant of fly ashmay beimportaitt in determining the magnitude of the charge collected by
the fly ashparicle because
of the a.c. components of the corona discharge Measurements of dielectric constant are made
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over the temperature range of lIOC to 190 C at moisture contents of 0,S,and 10% and at frequencies of 500 Hz, and
I kHz. Dielectric constants ranging from I 6 to 5.4 have been measured.
The determination of the current-voltage corona characteristics in the model concentric cylinder analyzer is considered to be complementary to the resistivity measurements and illustrate the effect of resistivity. Such characteristics
give an idea of the magnitude of back corona that may beexpected to be sustained in a precipitator when back corona is
likely to bea limiting factor in particle collection. Clean chamber corona characteristics are first determined at various
0
gastemperatures (100*C to 190C) with moisture contents of 0,5 and 10%. Fly ashis then precipitated in the chamber
and the current.voltage characteristics are determined again. The voltages used range up to 25 kV and the resulting cur.
rent densities range up to 2.3 pA/cm. The largest difference between the contaminated and uncontaminated cell occurs
for dry gas,the contaminated current.voltage cbaracteristic being much steeper and having amuch lower corona voltage
onset.
In one study, tests were carried out at four existing power stations burning four different types of coal. While coal
was being fued in a power station boiler, a coal sample was taken for study in the micro.furnace and acorresponding fly
ash sample was taken front the inlet duct ahead of the boiler's electrostatic precipitator. Each coal sample was subsequently fired In the laboratory micro-fcrtaccs and the fly ashso obtained was compared with that obtained from the
power station. Results, with the exception of particle size, show a close utisndarity between the synthetic fly ash and the
corresponding one obtained from the power station. The laboratory fly ashparticles are tte I I to 12 times larger than
those obtained from the power station.

A paper front ACIRL Investigated the question as to why the reustivity of the two types of fly ashare almost
identical despite the large variation in particle sit/e, since an earher study had shown that the reuisitIvity of a given fly ash
does depend on particle size. To answer this question, fly ash fion a power station was divided into three size ranges, and
the resistivity of eachsize range was nimasred and compared with the resistivity of the composite fly ash. It was found
that for some conditions, the resistivity of the smallest particles Is much larger than the others. Nevertheless, the coin.
posise resistivity is not the weighted average of the reustivties of the components. Thus tie electrical reuistivity of a fly
ash derived fron a blend of coals is not necessaily the weighted average of the resiatlvltles of the individual fly ashes.
It is thus concluded that, despite the diserepancy in sue between laboratory and power station fly ash derived frot the
same coal. the scheme proposed by ACIRL for designing power station precipitators from bore cores is valid. ACIRL
points out that within one San, the reustivity of resulting fly ashescan vary by a factor of 60, and this fact must be
taken into account in the design process of the precipitator.
ACIRL has also made extenuive studies of the reproducibility of fly ash resistivity determination$ The procedures
used at ACIRL lead to a high level of repeatability, about 10%in the presence of moist flue gases, and can be used with
confidence.
The resistivity measurement apparatus, as well as the current-voltage corona measturerent apparatus, is smlar to
those which were developed in the Department of Electrical Engineering. Wollongong University College, New South
Wales,Australia.

NOTES
'Lecrosiaric preipuiaion r-4rth in Jpun %j5dtsuswd in VolumeS. Number1, of thimbullelin A bne diwusumon
of wimt
electrostairc precipiumron iewjrch in Auti lu %asal. gitn
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ELECTROSTATIC PRECIPITATION RESEARCH AT THE DIVISION
OF PROCESS TECHNOLOGY. CSRO, NORTH RYDE, AUSTRALIA
Leon H.Fisher
INTRODUCTION
Australia has3.5% of the world's coal deposits. The principal source ofparticulates in Australian cities is fly ash
resulting from the combustion of coal at electric power generating plants. Since Australia has 80% of its population
living in cities, and since Australia is interested in increasing its export of coal, CSIRO (Commonwealth Scientific and
Industrial Research Organization) is understandably interested in studying electrostatic precipitation. Since Australian
coal contains very little sulfur (Australian coal used in power plants contains 0.7% sulfur, and some Australian coal con.
tains aslittle as0.15% sulfur), Australian workers areespecially interested in the application of electrostatic precipitation
to low sulfur coals. However, there are no Australian companies developing electrostatic precipitators.
Dr. Edmund C. Potter was my host during my visit tothe CSIRO Division of Process Technology. North Ryde.
Australia where the CSIRO electrostatic precipitation research is carried out. Potter, who is Leader of the Mineral Technology Section, is anelectrochemist from Imperial College and Isthe author of a book "Electrochemistry: Principles and
Applications." He andmembers of his group have very unusual views about the role of resistivity of fly ashdeposits in
causing poor performance in electrostatic precipitators, First, these views will bedescribed, and then work in progress at
North Ryde will bediscussed.
VIEWS OF CSIRO WORKERS ON ELECTROSTATIC PRECIPITATION
Workers at the CSIRO North Ryde laboratories have for years been ata loss to understand the overriding emphasis
given tothe high resistivity of collected dust whenever a precipitator operates at a lower efficiency than expected.
CSIRO workers agreethat
high resistivity plays a part
in poor precipitator performance but feel that there areother
ie.portant factors aswell which leadto poor precipitator performance.
Another aspect of precipitation technology that the CSIRO group finds puzzling isthe adherence of sonany precip.
itator designers and users to the idea that
low sulfur coals produce fly ash that
is difficult to precipitate. Potter feels that
published papers do not support this view. Recent CSIRO work shows that
there isno correlation between fly ashcollection andcoal sulfur level.There ai, -oals in Australia with 2. %sulfur that
produce fly ashes
that are more difficult to
precipitate than that
produced from another coal with only a few tenths of a percent sulfur content
The above
views areinteresting in viewof the fact that
itiscommonly believed that theuseof high sulfur coal (sul.
fur content greater than about 2.5%) prevents back corona from occurring in electrostatic precipitation of fly ash.As
described mnthis Bulletin
[5(1),
38(1980)1, back cooria isbelieved to occur when the fly ashdeposited on the
collecting
electrodes of the precipitator has such lugh
resistivity that charge accumulates atthe surface of the fly ashdeposit facing
the corona wire giving rise to breakdown of the fly ashlayer. This leads to production of ions of both polarities near she
dust layer and givesrise to reduction in the magnitude of the charge on the particles tobedeposited
Potter feels that
it is now becoming clear that
precipitators have some built indefense against highly resistive dusts
because of the non-olmic character of the insulating particles, and that precipitators show a remarkable resilience to
back corona. But precipitator users have agreat fear of back corona and believe that itisa cause of large losses in collecting efficsency, despite the
fact that it
is very difficult tofind data in the literature tojustify this
point of view In larger
precipitators, back corona does not occur simultaneously over more than a minor proportion of the ,Nailable collectiig
area.Recent experiments at CSIRO have shown that high efficiency was maintained even in the presence of large back
corona currents The first manifestation of back corona reduces thecharge on a fly ash particle from perhaps 5000 to
about 4000 electronic charges, with only a slight effect on precipitator performance resulting
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Most coal used in the United States has a high sulfur content (3%to 6%)and conies from coal fields in the eastern
part of the country It is commonly believed that the low conductivity of fly ash resulting from such high sulfur coal is
due to surface conduction on the deposited particles of a layer of liquid sulfuric acid (Sulfurous acid has a boiling point
of 105°C and cannot contribute to the surface conduction at flue gas temperatures) The sulfuric acid is assumed to arise
from the catalytic conversion of S02 to SO (about 1%of the S02 is so converted). It is believed that the use of igh
sulfur coals has led t- enormous problems involving S02 emission. Agrowing awareness of SO2 emission problems in the
United States and Europe (Australia has no such problem) wluch electrostatic precipitators do not handle, has caused
interest in the use of low sulfur coals, of which there is a great deal in the western part of the United States Such coals
have less than 1%sulfur content. Up to now, however, the development of electrostatic precipitators in the United States
has been carried out in connection with the use of high sulftr coals.
Potter feels that the use of high sulfur coal in the United States has led to the use of empirical methods in designing
precipitators, and that these empirical methods have held up precipitator progress in the U.S. Many American engineers
have been misled into thinking that precipitation of fly ash is dominated by sulfur content and that high sulfur coal precipitates fly ash well, and that low sulfur coal produces fly ash with high electrical resistivity that causes poor precipitator efficiency. Recent work in Australia has shown that there is no connection between sulfur content and precipitator
efficiency. ' -ly in recent months has the problem of fly ash with high resistivity been observed m a single type of
Australian coal. The coal which does give a problem is not one which is used commercially.
One of the results of the belief in the effect of fly ash resistivity on precipitator efficiency has been the design and
installation of about 100 "hot side" precipitators in the United States. Such hot side precipitators have the flue gases to
0
be cleaned at temperatures ranging from about 315SC to 400 C, and the design is supposed to prevent the appearance of
back corona. The purpose of the hot side precipitator is to overcome the resistivity problems of fly ash that does not
have sulfuric acid surface conduction by taking advantage of the fact that the volume resittnity of fly ash decreases with
increasing temperature. However, reports of malfunction of such hot side precipitators in the United States have been
circulating. According to Potter, the situation involving hot side precipitators is a near disaster, and he is not surprised.
If the difficulty with cold wide precipitators is not due to high electrical resistivity, then decreasing the resistivity might
not help. In fact, raising the temperature of the fly ash may remove the surface conduction because the boiling point of
HsSO4 is 336°C, and this is well within the operating temperature range of most operating hot side precipitators. Fresh
fly ash in the hot side precipitator can be covered with lime and chalk, and these materials can act as insulating layers
between fly ash particles, the volume conductivity being thwarted by such layers. If the coal happens to be low in cal.
cium, such insulating layers may not develop. There are no hot side precipitators in Australia, although Western Precipitation tried to market them in Australia four or five years ago. (There are only one or two hot side precipitators in
operation in Japan). CSIRO has been studying the surface conductivity of fresh fly ash in an effort to elucidate the
above matters.
It has been found that one cannot study the conductivity of old fly ash and expect the results t'wapply to operating
conditions in precipitators. Surface layers can dry out and give rise to different resistivities If the:s is no sulfur at all in
coal, one will have great trouble in cold side precipitation, since some H2SO4 is necessary. However, only very little sulfur in coal is needed for adequate surface conduction to exist.
Potter feels that she most important aspect in r-creasing precipitator efficiency is to have the voltage as high as
possible, since the log (I-efficency) is proportional to the square of the applied voltage. The greatest difficulty in designing precipitators is the variation in the nature of fly ash from coal to coal, and this fact gives rise to variations in the
maximum voltage which can be applied. The range in possible applied voltage depending on the nature of the coal is
enormous, it can vary by a factor of two, say from 20 to 40 kV At she present time, there is no way in which the
maximum voltage which can be applied can be predicted, and an outstanding problem of the large precipitator is to learn
what determines the flashover voltage According to Potter, there is no clue to the answer to this question, no one
knows, for example, if resistivity determines the flashover voltage.
it J White is credited with early pseasurements of fly ash resistivity Although liecarried out these measurements at
high fields, he apparently did not sufficiently emphasize this fact All that engineers took notice of was that resistivity of
fly ash was measured Accordingly, the custom grew among engineers of making resistivity measurements of fly ash it
low fields with the non-olinic aspect of the reistivity of fly ash being overlooked For example, a particular fly ash from
a precipitator may be measured in a resistivity ell as having a resistivity higher by orders of magnitude than it actually
has in an operating precipitator Neglect of this fact has led to inconsistencies being ubtained it une combines currents in
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precipitators with resistivities measured in resistivity cells to calculate potential drops across insulating layers Sometimes,
the calculated potential drop across adust layer exceeds the applied potential difference across the precipitator.
The important point in electrostatic precipitation is whether the resistivity of the fly ashdrops with increasing elec.
tric field at arate large enough to prevent back corona from becoming a problem. This race hasbeen won by precipita.
tors using Australian fly ash,except for the ^netype of coal mentioned above. As an illustration of thix fact, in 1972
three
tons of low sulfur U.S. coal were air freighted by Pacific Power Lighting to Australia. The fly ashprecipitated well,
butthe results were not widely accepted by Americans.
Wenow discuss some investigations in progress of which have been completed at CSIRO North Ryde on electrostatic
precipitation.
ELECTROSTATIC PRECIPITATION WORK AT CSIRO NORTH RYDE
Combustion/preeipitation rig
for producing
flyash
It isperhaps not surprising that CSIRO North Ryde hasdeveloped a combustion/precipitation rig for producing fly
ash.ashasits neighbor ACIRL (Australian Coal Industries Research Laboratory). also at North Ryde. Development ot
this rig started about twelve years ago. Pulverized coal isburned in a manner simulating a full.scale combustion chamber
operating between 1200T and 1600*C. and the resulting fly ashand flue gasarepassed
through hent
exchangers toan
electrostatic precipitator operated under selected conditions of gasvelocity, applied voltage. temperature, ind trace
additive concentration. The coal can beburned at controlled rates up to60 kg/hr for 12hr/day in ahorrontal cylindi.
cal furnace 4.3 m long and 0.76 m in diameter. The fly ash and flue gasmixture isinitially ccoled to about 600*C ini
fire tube boiler attached directly to the furnace andisbrought to tire selected precipitaior temperature (in itse
range
100" to400C) in asequence of air. water, or steam cooled Indirect heat exchangers.
The precipitator hasbeen described differently In various publications, One description states tsit it consists of twin
parallel tubes arranged asthree identical passes
in series,
each tube being 0.16 it in diameter and 0.76 ass
long, the collect.
ing
surface of the six tubes being 2.29 nst and the wire to collecting tube surface distance being 75 nm. Another de.rip.
tion states that the precipitator is tubular and haselectrodes of 2Scm diameter for the receiving electrode and a concen,
trilc
straight wire of 3 mm diameter with a precipitator length of 3 Fr and a collection areaof 2.34 isi (in thesection
describing probe work, the precipitator usedconsists of a fine wire between two plane parallel collecting electrodes). The
gasvelocity can bevaried fron
0.7 to 2msa' andtheapplied voltage ranges
up to 46 kv
Precipitator efficiency is measured gravinsetrically Particle size determinations of fly ash
arc imade
over tire dunieter
range up to SO m.
Measurements of precipitator efficiency aremade with this Fig
with no vottage across tire prerpltator (¢Irehrirrnhr
efficiency) and over the full voltage range to just below flashover. It hasbeen found possible to extrapolate theresults to
those obtained with full.scale precipitators, although data for full scaleprecipitators are difficult to obtain.
The rig isalso being used to study the precipitation properties of blends of coal. The effects are non.linear.
Measurementof eleciricalresistivity
of fir arhIn situ
Experiments have been and are being carried out in which a fine wire between two electrically connected parallel
electrodes forms anegative corona ischarge with voltages between 15and 40 kV Negative voltages of up to 25 kV call
be applied to a thin wire probe mounted parallel to the corona wire In acorona discharge with wire to flat plate geometry, the field adjacent to the plate may beregarded asnearly uniform If athin cylindrical conductor or probe is )jed
parallel to both woe and within the plane of the corona wire normal to theplate, a perturbation of theionized field
occurs in the immediate vicinity of the probe If itis desired thur theprobesho,,Id
like up the unperturbed potentl
wherever in the field the probe issituated, then a particular current must passthrough tire probe to ofiset
tire perturbation This current can becalculated theoretically, sothat, if the probersmade to passtins rahulrted current byronnetion to an independently variable power supply, then the unperturbed potential of the fieldat itre sele.ted locitioi asat
once identified by the probe potential.
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While this method of measuring the field potential issatisfactory, it was more precise and convenient in the work
described here to obtain the appropriate probe current not bycalculation but by experiment, being 'hat value of the
current which yielded a set of estimates of unperturbed field potential extrapolating linearly to zero r.ential at the
dust-free earthed plate. This sameprobe current wasthen usedinsupplementary tests with a dust layer on the plate
deposited there byelectrostatic precipitation. With the probe at selected locations near the plate, the corresponding field
potentials were estimated to within a few millimeters of the dust surface, and a short linear extrapolation to the dust
surface produced an estimate of the potential there. A constant current was made to flow to the probe regardless of the
position of the probe.
In this way the field across the deposit wasobtained,
using the thickness of the dust layer asmeasured after the tests.
The field, divided bythe corresponding measured current density, then yields avalue for the operational resistivity of the
dust layer under the prevailing electrical conditions, the procedure being repeated for each corona voltage or other condi.
tion of interest.
The corona wire was 420 mm in length and 0.5 mm in diameter. The probe was 300 mmlong and 1.28 mm in
diameter. Usually, a synthetic flue gasconsisting of 75% N2 ,3.5% 0, 14%CO2 , and 7.5% water vapor by volume was
used at aflow rate in the precipitator of 6,76 X 10' mrs' at 120'C.
The above precipitator was supplied with a flowing sample front the main stream of fresh fly ashand flue gaspro.
duced by the CSIRO rig which hasits own precipitator The measurements could bemade either in the dust laden flue
gasor after practically all the dust had been removed fromit.
Measurements of the operational resistivity of a particular fly ashshowed a resistivity falling from l010flmt to
ilmasthe corona voltage was raised from 20 to 35 kV. In the casestudied, the dust layer exhibited back corona
astheapplied voltage was raised above about 27 kV. TIle back corona current density was estimated and found to rise
very rapidly with voltage according to a approximate eighth power relationship.
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Potter belheves that they aretile only people who aremneasuring realistic fly ashresistivity. As mentioned above,
the
electrical properties of fly ash
change with time. Tire change calsoccur in aslittle time asaday, certainly within aweek a
change will have taken place. It is for this reason that Potter feels that the CSIRO values of fly ashresistivity obtained
insiri arethe only ones which apply in discussing the operation of aprecipitator. Not even matching the electric fields
in a resistivity cell suffices. Information on theresistivilties of about 10 kinds
of Australian coals are now available.
Incidentally, back corona can be detected in the test precipitator. This is associated will- 3 risein current density
2
-2
fron about 10' atp/m to about 10 amtp/m.
Mlodificatiron ofil D

iuri erquauion to inlude inchantalc
ollelcgOns

The Deutsch equation derived theoretically in 1922 gives the collection efficiency of anelectrostatic precipitator in
terms of the drift velocity of ions at the collector, the gasvelocity, the length of the precipitator as v.11Asits perimeter
and cross sectosal area Itis supposed to apply to asingle stageprecipitator with turbulent flow. Potter points out that
one must also include the mechanical efficiency of particle collection in this formula. In a recent letter to Chemical
Frtgieer, Potter and Anassociate point out that in the turbulent condrios of thepractical electrostatic precipitator,
every particle whether itis charged or not, hasa significant probability of impinging on a collecting surface and staying
there Electrostatic precipitators that have no applied potential difference collect a substantial proportion of uncharged
particles, and mechanical efficiencies of 40% to 50% arecommon, with occasional casesof 70% and higher being observed This collection mechanism persists when a potential difference isapplied across the precipitator.
Itusedto be thought that mechianilal efficiencies were attributable to gravitational fallout and were almost isignif.
scant,but experience with spherical particles such as fly ash hasshown that the principal mechanism of mechanical collection is the trapping of particles following their impingement on a powder surface having cavities of sies comparable
with their own Some of these particles may wedge firmly Into existing cavities or embed firstly int. the surface alter
pushing other collected patirles aside A few impacts will probably cause nome
re-entraiment. The smaller particles are
the least likely to re-entrain others in this
way and are
probably the
most likely to be re-entrained themselves The entire
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mechanical collection process can be more efficient if the particles have certain shapes, for example rods or lenses, or
have sticky, or spiky surfaces.
is experimentally measurable and may be included by modifying the Deutsch efficiency equation to read
7 o I - (f - ) exp (- AwV) ,
wherw 7 is the efficiency of a precipitator including both electrical and mechanical effects, io is the mechanical efficien-,y, w is the drift velocity of ions near the collecting plates, V is the gas velocity and Ais a geometrical factor depending on the length, circumference, and area of the precipitator. The equation reverts to the Deutsch equation if
%0 . The advantage of the ncw equation is that 7 is not zero when w is zero, i.e, when the electric field is not applied.
Since rsois commonly 0.4 to 0.5, the modification is taken to be an improvement over the Deutsch equation. However,
it seems to me that this equation is an empirical one since the mechanical efficiency cannot be expected to be modified
by an exponential involving the particle velocity. The equation giving the effects of both mechanical and electrical collection efficiencies (they are not independent) must be more complicated than the above equation
Potter ascribes mechanical collection to the effect of turbulence. I have asked a number of precipitator scientists
whether turbulence is beneficial or detrimental to particle collection in an electrostatic precipitator. They have all
answered that turbulence is detrimental, with the exception of Potter, who feels that some turbulence is beneficial but
that too much causes re-entrainment. Perhaps this is an academic question, since all precipitator gas flow is turbulent.
However, it would seem to be an important question to resolve.
Useof the extended Deutsch equation by CSIRO
The effect of applied voltage and particle size is not explicitly described by the Deutsch equation, these effects
are manifested through their effect on the ion velocity. These effects were explicitly inserted into the Deutsch equation
about 14 years ago for the first time and led to what is now known as tle extended Deutsch equation Tie extended
Deutsch equatio, has been heavily used by the CSIRO group to analyze their precipitator efficiency measurements. The
essential point is that Stokes' law is used to connect the electrostatic force on the particle with the viscous drag. One has
to use the theory of Pauthenier to determine the charge on the particle, for this one also needs the dielectric constant
and the Size of the particle. Usually, the extended Deutsch equation is taken to involve the voltage and the speciw col.
lection area (collection area per unit gas throughout volume per unit time) The remaining factors are usually gi,,en is
terms of an undetermined constant. At any rate. the extended Deutsch equation leads to tht expectation that the Tog
(Iefficicncy) plotted against the product of the square of the voltage and tile specific collection area Isa straight liae,
called a "performance" line. This method of analysis emphasizes the importance of the voltage, since the sem.loganthisc
dependence is a quadratic one. The perforonance line indicates tile effects of gas additives by changing the slope of tise
curve for a given voltage, and by allowing tie precipitator to operate at a higher voltage than without the additive, if tite
additive has a beneficial effect
Investigationof Carrier GasAdditives
Flue gas additives were tested on the combusiio. , for po,srble improvement of preCipitaston efficiency Additives
included sulfur trioxide, ammonia, and organic auines Of these. tile most successful has been tnethylanine, N(C ls),,
commonly given the acronym TEA. TEA raises the collection efficiency for a given applied voltage. and also allows
higher voltages to be applied before flashover occurs. The increased efficiency at a given voltage is attributed to clustering
of colliding dispersed particles following the reaction of adsorbed triethlylanine with sulfuric acid present on tie fly ash
surfaces. The clustering causes an effective increase inparticle size and corresponding improvement in collection efficiency
TEA selectively improves the efficiency of collection of the smaller particles, in keeping with the idea of clustering TEA
is being used successfully in full.scale coal fired power stations in Australia, and at an addition rate of 10 ppm by weight
on the flue gas is an economic way of reducing fly ash emissions. Triethylamine is capable of stopping back corona, and
is due to the same enhancement of insulation that allows precipitators treated with TEA to operate at higher voltages
However, a precipitator does not have to be suffering front back corona to be improved by site addition of TI:A
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Chemicalcomposzion offly ash surfaces
Potter discusses this topic in a paper and states that the results are those of P. J. Collin, "Some Aspects of Fly Ash
Surfaces," proceedings of the symposium on "The Changing Technology of Electrostatic Precipitation," Adelaide, South
Australia, November 8, 1974.
Fly ash resulting from the combustion of bituminous coal is essentially a glassy aluminosihcate containing significant
quantities of combined iron, alkali, and alkaline earth metals. It is now emerging that the bulk composition of the ash
differs from its surface composition. It is found that the surface layers of freshly formed fly ash, as delivered to the precipitator at up to about 200*C are acid, even though the eventual result of suspending the collected fly ash in dsstilled
water may be a decidedly alkaline solution. Selective aqueous dissolving of the successive layers of fly ash produced from
low sulfur (less than 0.1%) coal shows that the first few molecular layers consist of strong sulfuric acid. Irn'mediately beneath this is a comparably thin layer of calcium sulfate, which is the result of reaction between the outermost acid and
lime that forms the innermost water soluble material. In most cases studied, the lime is in excess of the acid and the initial
acid reaction of a slurry of fly ash in water gives way within an hour to an alkaline reaction, the final pH value, sometimes
greater than 11, being reached within 24 hours.
Fly ash surfaces age on keeping, principally because the sulfuric acid layer gradually dissppears by volatilization,
or more commonly by neutralization. Since the acid layer plays a useful role in conducting precipitator current, the use
of recovered or washed fly ash for precipitation experiments is invalid and may yield quite misleading results.
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COMPUTER INDUSTRY IN JAPAN: FUJITSU LTD.
Y. S. Wu
On 23.25 July 1980, the author visited Fujitsu Ltd., including the computer manufacturing complex in Numazu and
the R & D engineering center (Kawasaki Works). Established in 1935, Fujitsu today is a vertically integrated computer
company. Its product line spans basic research in semiconductor component technology to complete computer, periph.
eral products and software systems. Its 1980 annual sales of U.S. S2.5 billion and its 33,000 employees give a very attractive sales to employees ratio.This isonly surpassed by the industry giant, IBM, which Fujitsu is enthusiastically emulating.
Like IBM, Fujitsu aggressively markets its entire product line worldwide
NUMAZU COMPLEX
Various functions at Numazu are distributed among six zones The "Hardware Zone" manufactures large- and ultralarge.scale computers, including the FACOM "M" series, the all.LSI CPU computer series. In the adjacent "Software
Zone" thelatest basic software for high reliability, high-quality computer programming is developed. The "International
Institute for
Advanced Study of Social Information Science", a very much future-oritented body dedicated to wide ranging
research into the shape and structure of tomorrow's informattosized society, islocated in the "Research Zone" at the
other end of the premises, close to the excellently equipped "Residential Zone". In the far corner of thesite isthe
"Recreational Zone". When construction is fully completed itwill contain a clubhouse, a gymnasium, soccer and baseball
fields, and tennis courts. However, even after the final construction stage, all these zones will occupy only 9.3% of the
overall 530,000 square meter site, the remainder comprising an unspoiled "Green Zone" and tea plantation.
At the heart of the Numazu Complex isthe No. I Building of the Hardware Zone, the most advanced computer
assembly plant in Japan, if not the world. This building specialues in the assembly of large. and ultra-large.scale coinputers.
A noteworthy feature of the budding is its vertical division into production and administrative sections, in order to
increase the smoothness and accuracy of the production process. Another characteristic is the voluninous Qoor space,
fully adequate for production expansion expected in the future.
Throughout, the budding benefits from total automation and a high degree o labor saving due to the installation of
automated control systems in all equipment on every floor, and an online production system integrated with other
related plants. System testing is facilitated by the free access area designation of the first. and second.floor testing
shops
Products manufactured in the No. I Budding include the FACOM "M" series, the large.scale 470V/6 computer for
the Amdahl Corporation of U.S.A.
and two M-200 series for Siemens of Germany.
The "top-down" floor layout is as follows 6th floor-parts inventory, Sth.printed circuit board assembly, 4th-umt
assembly, 3rd-office, test software &computer center, 2nd.system test, rst.final
test andshipping.
Numazu complex is Fujitsu's consolidated manufacturing facility for its entire computer product line FACOM
M.Series. It has been an established fct that no significant new innovation in computer architecture has been witnessed
during the past two decades. All computer architectures are "variations on a theme". Itis not surprising that in careful and
premeditated planning, Fujitsu elected to make the M-Series "Internationally" compatible with the other
"Business Ma.
chine" company in the Umted States to avoid the
long development time and prohibitive cost of system software devel
opment The M-Series is CPU compatible with IBM 370 Series computers. Furthermore, their operating systems are
compatible with corresponding IBM system software For instance, FACOM OS IV/F4 is upward compatible with IBM/
OS/VS2 The same relationship exists between FACOM OS IV/F2 and IBM DOS/VS This compatibility is detaded iv
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Table 1. However, the Fujitsu pricing strategy is to offer approximately twice the IBM performance at the same price
given the same software support. This price performance comparison qdepicted in Figuie 1.
In addition, Jujitsu manufactures all Amdahl (25% Fujitsu.owne V2S.firm) 470V Series (M-180 equivalent)
computers and top of line Siemens (M.190, 200 equivalent) computers for .e% lo Germany. The Fujitsu sales growth
for the last decade is shown in Figure 2. The Numazu complex is the most modern computer manufacturing facility this
author has ever toured.
KAWASAKI WORKS
The Kawasakli Works is within the great metropolitan area of Tokoyo. It was first established in 1938 This is Fujitsu's
engineering center where innovative R&D In both the computer and telecommunication fields is carrieu out. The center
also pursues reliability, maintainability, and production technology research. One of the most Impresive accomplishments
of Kawasaki Is the rapid technology transfer from R&D laboratory to marketable products. Some of these products are
described below:
64 Kblt RAM
In 1979, Fujitsu introduced N.channel MOS dynamic random access memories (DRAM). Fujitsu's 64 Kblt DRAM
features a 144 mm cell and a 21.5 mm' chip area, While this represents an area increase of approximately 20% over the
16 Kblt DRAM, Its memory capacity has been quadrupled.
The 64 Kbit DRAM chip Is mounted on a 16.pin dual inline package (DIP). Compared with the I Kblt DRAM first
introduced In 1970, per-bit area and energy consumption have both been reduced to 1/100th. while access time has been
halved to ISOns.
CMOS Microprocessor
A new CMOS 16 bit microprocessor equivalent in complexity to some 10.000 gates on a single chip is available.
Dubbed the FSSP (Future Small System Processor). this advanced LSI product is already in use in small.scale computers.
The FSSP is comprised of a microprogram.controlled 16 bit processor with two internal parity bits. Using highdensity, high.speed CMOS technology, data storage RAMs and processor logic are contained on a 100 mm' chip. The
FSSP can also directly access up to 16 MB memory, including a virtual storage function. The processor instruction set
includes decimal and floating instructions.
Despite its high integration level, the FSSP consumes only 130 mW. Furthermore, internal gate delay time is 4.7 ns
with internal calculation speeds as fast as 230 as (memory/ALU/memory).
I Mbit Bubble Memory
Fujitsu is preparing sample shipments and mass-production procedures for its newly developed I Mbit bubble
memory device. The new I Mbit bubble memory device is designed to serve as a program memory, mini-file memory and
as a file memory for terminals and other equipment.
Fujitsu entered into bubble memory development in 1970 It currently markets 64 Kbst and 256 Kbit bubble
memory devices as nonmechanical file memories. In June 1980, Fujitsu completed its all.LSI support circuitry, thereby
permitting bubble memory cards offering enhanced miniaturization and reiability
Among its bubble memory products, Fujitsu also markets a bubble cassettte to replace paper tape and card readers
as program loaders ss test equipment. This bubble cassette is currently offered in 64 Kbit and 256 Kbit models.
Following sample shipment and mass-production development of its I Mbst bubble memory, Fujitsu is preparing to
move toward the development ofa 4 Mbit memory.
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Optical Semiconductor Devices
Fujitsu currently offers a wide range of high.performance optical semiconductor devices. In the 0 8 micron wavelength region, Fujitsu's light source selection includes AIGaAs LDs (laser diodes) and AIGaAs LEDs (light emitting
diodes), while in detectors SI APDs (avalanche photodlodes) and Si PIN, photodiodes are now commercially available.
Fujitsu's AIGaAs double heterostructure LDs aredesigned aslight sources for optical communications in the 0.8
micron wavelength region. They feature a 15 mW output, stable cw operation over atemperature range from -40 to
+70 C,a 10S.hour operating life at an output of 5 mW at room temperature, and monitoring optical output for automatic power control.
Fujitsu's 0.8 micron LEDs with a cut-off frequency of 30 MHz have an output capability of more than 200 microwatts coupled into a0.17 NA. 85 micron tep index fiber at 100mA. The LEDs with a cut-off frequency of 100 MHz are
also available. Their operating life at room temperature is estimated to beover 4 X 10' hours.
In optical detectors, Fujitsu's Si APDs are hermetically sealed
with asapphire window;a quantum efficiency of 80%
has been achieved, with an excess noise factor F = 4 at amultiplication of M - 100.
In addition to its 0.8 micron region products, Fujitsu isalsoengaged
in the development of a full variety of optical
devices for the I micron wavelength region. InGaAsP LD's and InGaAs photodlodes are presently under development for
application Inthe near future.
Fujitsu's 1 micron InGaAsP LEDs arecapable of 50 W output at 100 mA vlsen coupled into an 85 micron step
index fiber. Their cut-off frequency is typically 30MHz. Operated at room temperature, these LEDs offer an expected
half.life of up to 109 hours.
For the I micron wavelength region, Fujitsu's Ge APDs feature aquantum efficiency exceeding 60% and an excess
noise factor of F - 10 at M - 10.Their cut.off frequency is 600 MHz, with alight detecting capability through the 1 6
micron wavelength region,
Integral Fiber Branching Filters
Integrating its standard optical semiconductor technologies in the areas of coupling, connectors and peripheral cir.
cultry, Fujitsu hasdeveloped a full lineup of optical fiber link modules. These modules are incorporated in Fujitsu's
series of optical fiber link systems, which include 1.5MbJs.32 Mb/s digital models and 6 Milz.30 Mhiz analog models
Fujitsu hasalso completed development of a wide range of high.reliability connectors, couplers, branching filters,
switches, attenuators and other passive components designed to support its optical transmission systems
GaAs FhTs
Fujitsu developed the normally-off GaAs IC in 1977. Fujitsu currently offers a range of GaAs FETs, from 2 to 20
GHz, including power GaAs FETs in the 4 to 12 GlIz range. The 8 GIl power FET, for example, features apower output exceeding 10W. Fujitsu power GaAs FETs provide a power-added efficiency of greater than 40%. Fujitsu's new
devices currently under development are its GaAs linear ICand GaAs digital IC,When completed early in 1981, the GaAs
linear IC will beable to serve asa microwave subsystem only 4X 4 mm in size. This will represent a 1,000.fold reduction
in volume compared with conventional subsystems incorporating discrete GaAs FETs The new GaAs linear ICwill have
the additional advantage that it will be applicable to a variety of frequency ranges (24 GIlz, 4-12 Gilt, 12.18 GIlt),
thereby achieving subsystem standardization.
Fujitsu's new GaAs digital IC,on the other hand, isbeing developed asalogic IC for super l-gh.speed large-capacity
computer systems. Employing the normally.off operation mode, Fujitsu's GaAs digital ICis to feature 6 to 10 times the
speedcapability of conventional siicon.based ICs, while attaining reduced power dissipation A performance of 70 psec/
gate has already been achieved. Future plans call for development of a GaAs digital IC offering the high speedof the
Josephsonjunction at room temperature
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SUMMARY
Fujitsu manages to move a product from R&D to production in 3 to 7 years, whereas in the United States the
typical delay is 5 to 10 years. This means, among other things, that the Japanese could begin their research and advanced
development based
on U.S. publications and still beat us to market. They do not, however, have to rely upon US. research results. It is significant to observe that Fujitsu asa policy assigns
one researcher who makes adiscovery with the
responsibility to move that discovery through to production. A successful researcher at Fujitsu must make several round
trips from research to production during his career.
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REPORT ON VISIT TO SEVERAL JAPANESE LABORATORIES:
DEVELOPMENT OF HETEROJUNCTION TRANSISTORS BY MOLECULAR BEAM EPITAXY
Herbert Kroemer
In Fall 1980, 1 visited several Japanese laboratories active in molecular beam epitaxy (MBE) or in related hetero.
structure research.
SONY
I had been specifically invited by Dr. Kikuchi, Director of Research for Sony. This invitation matched my own
desire
to learn more about Sony's work on two topics:
- Antiphase domain boundaries (APDB) in GaP-on.Si and Ga-As.on.Ge epilayers,
- Si heterojunction transistors made by deposition, on Si, of "semi.insulating polycrystalline" sallicon (SIPOSI

actually, it is extremely heavily Phosphorus.doped amorphous Si,
but with low P actilvaticn).
On the first item, no additional work since Morizane's paper hasbeen done; the only additional information v..%that the
APDB's commonly observed in (l00).oriented growth would disappear for substrates oriented off the exact (100) direc.
tion by "a few degrees."
Sony is pushing the second topic hard, and ishaving good success.
Two earlier papers (Appl,
Phys. LetS.1979; IEDM 1979) were followed by a third paper presented (in Japanese) at the Tokyo Conference Solid
State Devices(CSSD);detailswill appear in print early in 1981 in the conference proceedings (Jpn. J.Appl. Phys. Suppl.).
liasmuch as there isa considerable question about the high.frequency capability of this combination, I asked
whether they hadhigh.frequency data. Yes, the devices, apparently not optimized for microwaves, had ft a!2G01!
Pressed
whether this was a direct measurement at2GIlz or extrapolation of much.lower.frequency data, they said it
was extrapolation of data up to I Gliz. i was not shown actual dats, nor were any further details given. I do not believe
that they were holding anything back, the whole discussion rather suggested that this was a somewhat casual measurement, done within the limits of the techniques readily available in a laboratory that is not especially oriented towards
microwave devices. I believe one should take their claims atface value, and make additional allowance for the possibility
of future improvements by optimization of technology, device geometry, and packaging. If this optimization goessufficiently far, this approach would bemore attractive than our own MBE-grown GaP-on.St approach towards amicrowave
bipolar technology that is compatible with standard Si technology. I strongly recommend that someone is the US.
interested in MW devices should sponsor SIPOS.on-Si MW device research, us direct competition with our GaP-on.St
approach, which should continue.
ELECTROTECHNICAL
INDUSTRY (MITI)

LABORATORY (ETL) UNDER

MINISTRY FOR INTERNATIONAL TRADE AND

Located usTsukuba. about one hour north of Tokyo, this is a very urge (700 people) government laboratory n
brand-new facilities, they lust .,ioved there from T:nashn
(Tokyo) a few i.aonths ago Itwas one of the laboratoriss tlt
had pubhshed someof the most impressive and imaginative MBE work in Japan, icluding the first GaP.on-Si MBE work
(Dr. Gonda), and some extraordinarily impressive ZnSe MBE work). A visit there was amust for me, itwas well worth it
I lost count of the number of people involved, but they do MBE or quasi-MBE (p ~ 10' Tore) on more materials than
anybody elseI know of A N (on Si and Sapphrn), SiC, NbN, ZnSe, Si (on Si),
GaP (on Si) I kept detailed records oniv
on the latter three Extensive attempts to dope ZnSe beyond the
high asgrown conductivity (especially p-type) have not
been successful. I was shown the equipment. itwascompetently designed, home built, very functional, no "gold-plating,"
no surprises The Si.on.Si work (Dr. Sakamoto) wasof interest to me principally because they areusing ourG3-beam Si
de-oxidation technique (at 9000C rather than 800°C) with excellent success
Dr Sakamoto apparently tried to please me
(and did!) byhaving the equipment setup to show me the electron diffraction patterns of Si surfatra obtained by our
Ga-benm technique, they looked superb indeed The equipment ifor some obicuie reason iite a dean room) was
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remarkably
simple;
home-built andwithout
frills. The GaP-on-Si equipment
waseven sunpler,
to the point that they
appeared to be reluctant to show it. They should have been proud instead!
Dr. Gonda's GaP/Si work hasbeen taken over by Dr. Sakamoto. Gonda had started (apparently for reasons sumdar
to ours,
to avoid antiphase disorder) with (Il l) orientations, which did not work aswell with MBE aswith VPE (Vapor
PhaseEpttaxy) Sakamoto did the fairly obvious switch to a(100) orientation, and investigated the Ts.dependence of the
growth morphology (unpublished). Now here's the stunner Best morphology between 300 and 400oCC!! I was shown
detailed data about this totally counter-intuitive result, and they areconvincing Wehave since then confirmed this
result on both (100) and(110) orientations. This brief episode probably saved us2 months of work!
Asked about the motivation for their Interest in GaP/SI, they stated LED's on a cheap substrate, nottransistors.
They specifically stated that they ne-er attempted a transistor, even though they were fully aware of the idea. Their use
of a (100) orientation makes this clain, quite believable.
I was offered a chance tolook atajust.arrived Varian MBE system almost identical to ours, not yet in full use. I
declined, to everybody's amusement, and nobody's surprise. It was late, I wanted to catch a reasonable train back to
Tokyo. More important: I was totally saturated.
This isavery fine research group, and they were comp!etely open about their work.
TOKYO INSTITUTE OF TECHNOLOGY (TIT)
Professor Takahashi and his
students areanother group that hadpublished outstanding MBE work and other heterostructure work, and I looked forward to a visit. Unfortunately, there was too little time for an in-depth discussion of
Takahashi's own MBE work. Knowing my role asoriginator of the DH laser concept, and knowing that the NEC Central
Research Laboratory, with its
most impressive DHL work. was not on my visiting agenda, he hadarranged avisit toNEC
for me the same afternoon, leaving too little time for himself. Still, in what little time we had,I was given an ultra.
efficient laboratory tout.
with opportunity to take a detailed look attwo MBE (and one MOCVD) systems, and to receive answers tomost of the questions I wanted toask. there was absolutely no language barrier The two systems were
again well-designed, home-built systems, containing everything one really needs, and nothing one doesnot (all MBE
systems I vv in Japan had air locks, mostly of various bellows designs). Most current work ison (Ga,ln)As, ZnSe and
ZnTe. One impressive result was afairly bright visible-light (greenish.whitr) LED made by MEE growth of ZnSe on GaAs,
covered with a transparent Au electrode. Works by impact ionization of impurities atsurprisingly low voltage (5.6 V!).
Similar results have been achieved at ETL.
NIPPON TELEGRAPH AND TELEPHONE (NTT)
There areseveral
laboratories in Japan that have published a few papers each on MBE. but whose work is not as
well known asthat of ETL or TIT. I hadleft one dayof my schedule open, for last-minute arrangements (to
be made
during ;heCSSD) for a visit to one or another of these additional places of activity Fujitsu and/or NTT quickly emerged
asthe plaLz. to : t. One of the conference organizers got me in touch with Dr Suzuki of NTT, and I was invited to
visit there . It was extraordinarily worthwhile Two separate research groups of about three people each are
investigating MEE growth of several compounds and alloys, using two different MBE systems. Both arehome-designed
(again no frills), the most recent one was custom-built for them by ANELVA, and it shows the Varian influence (the
"VA" in ANELVA) A large part of their effort goesinto (Ga,In)As on InPThey usea premixed Ga/in source, with an
auxiliary (weak) In source tomake up for the depletion of In front the mixed source This replaces the separate In and
Ga sources that they reported in their published paper Ga In ratio control is by quad, with careful tongaugecontrol
of As4 background pressure (it changes the Ga In ratio sensitivity of the quad) They grow InPbuffer layers first, using
elemental P asa P4 source They have no end of trouble with this (baking after every run), and this led toa lengthy
discussion of P, vs.P4 sources I decided to be quite open about our preference for a Pi source. and was rewarded by a
complete openness on their part is the discussion throughout the remainder of my visit They have done considerable
work on GaSb and InSb, largely unpublished, on which I wasgiven considerable informsation that would go too far for
this report The stunner was their woik on GaSb/AISb superlattices with a 400 A period Photolummescence data suggest
a flat valence band, in good agreement with both the Frensley-'(roeiner and the Harrson theory
All in all, this visit was every oit asworthwhile asthat to ETL
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WASEDA UNIVERSITY (Professors Kimata and Itoh)
This is not one of the big-name laboratories; I had Invited myself there largely because of the high quality of the
relatively few papers they had published, including particularly an excellent paper on the MBE growth of InAs, amatter
of specific Interest to me. They have since then moved on to InSb, on which they have done similarly excellent work,
which is also published, but which I hadsomehow missed. All of their excellent work was done on ahome-built "string
and sealing wax" MBE machine that was humbling in Its 'tter simplicity. Somehow thia place seems
to have been overlooked by the Japanese research funding agencies. Biut acouple of professors with abunch of energetic and enthusiastic
grad students, and with imagination and a seemingly unlimited genius for improvisation, make up for what they lack in
Auger spectrometers, separate analysis chambers, computer control, and what have you. Four sources, one multi-hole
disc shutter operating the four sources independently with a single rotary feedthrough (!), the obligatory airlock, and a
RED system, that Isall. And even the real-time RED is new; their InAs work was done with aseparate electron diffraction
setup. I suppose our own Phi's, Riber's, and Varian't with all their glittering gimmickry buy us better and more reproducible purity, but anybody who thinks that there is no place left for people with limited equipment, with only ideas and
imagination, should visit Waseda
University.
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FOURTH INTERNATIONAL CONFERENCE ON TITANIUM
Philip J. Dudt
The Fourth International Conference on Titanium isthe most recent of the international conferences on titanium
which occur every four years. The conference from 19to 22 May was
held inKyoto, Japan at the Kyoto International
Conference Hall. The Conference Hall provided excellent facilities aswell asa very pleasant setting. The roughly 450
attendees represented awide range of interests from producers, spot buyers, aerospace, academia, nuclear power, medical
technology and other diverse applications in which titanium finds use.The conference was well attended with significant
participation from all major produces/user countries except the Soviet Union which sent only a few delegates. The con.
ference was very well organized and translators did anexcellent job. A 400.500 pagebook of extended abstracts wasprovided to each participant during the registration.
The first item of business waskeynote addresses from each of the major titanium producer/user countries, the USA,
the USSR, Japan,
the UK, France and West Germany. Following these presentations, the titanium situation for the world
was summarized.
Ward Minlder of Titanium Metals Company of America presented the US. picture. He noted the unprecedented
demand for titanium in the U.S. with record shipments to all market sectors. Production last year hadbeen arecord
19,599 tons, However, Minkler felt the shortages of titanium would ease because production of F.14 and F-IS fighter

aircraft was
peaking which would bring down demand. Opportunities for titanium in the 1980's appeared good. There
were new benefaction processes. Use
of electrowinning along with continuous casting techniques would beimplemented,
Intermetallic compound based alloys woul, find increased application at high temperatures. Greater amounts of titanium
would be used
inheat exchangers and power plants.
A. F. Belov of the Soviet Academy of Sciences gavehis evaluation of the Soviet industry. The recent demand for
titanium in the USSR was also very great. The increase anits usehadamounted to about 50 percent in 5 years. One ton
of titanium in civilian industries could save9000 rubles. The Soviet Union was able to produce complex titanium prod.
ucts with different microstructutes and provide specialized testing services. The USSR hadfocused on asignificant effort
to bring down titanium costs through inproved melting methods, powder metallurgy, and joining by diffusion bonding.
In the future the Soviets would fabricate pasts from evaporation techniques, increase the level of effort inpowder metallurgy and emphasize intermetallic and high.rate solidification alloys.
Kokichi Takahashi, president of Kobe Steel, Ltd.. gavethe keynote address for Japan. Demand for titanium in Japan
is currently very heavy. Titanium is needed for new types of coisuercial aircraft, for lighter, quieter engines and in ther.
nal and nuclear power stations. Last year Japan produced 13,200 tons of sponge and this yearwas expected to produce
17,000 to 18,000 tons, as 1981, 22,000 to 23,000 tons. Current Japanese
production capacity is equivalent to that of
the US. at 22,500 tons. (The Soviet Union hasthe highest capability at 35,000 tons.) Japan hadmade asignificant effort

to cut down the power requirements for titanium production Japan's prunary applications asthe past had been geared
to the chemical and power industry as opposed to aerospace in other countries. Takahashi
felt that titanium would fiid
increasing usein other new applications asthe future. As examples,
lie showed ,ilciu,,: of a deep submergence vehicle
and amagnetically levitated tram.
Additional presentations were made on UK, French and West German industry Tie British who areprimarily con.
cerned with aircraft and aircraft engines stressed iheseareas feeling there was a large isarket in military and new wide
body civian aircraft. They were also experiencing large demands for titanium material The French speaker stressed
newer melting processes and emphasized power metallurgical techniques A new French process produced superior
powders through electron bombardment. Germany utilized titanium primarily in the chemical industry Because of their
heavy dependence on foreign producers for the metal, they were considering going into sponge production The high
prices now being charged could lead to matrital substitution and in the long run bedetrimental to the industry
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R. Jaffee of the Electric Power Research Institute commented on the worldwide titanium situation. From the 1955
tsme period titanium hadgone from a purely military material to the point where 50 percent of the production went for
commercial applications. Titanium assumed special importance because the world's supply was nearly inexhaustible, and
it could replace stainless steels and other alloys which contained elements in short supply. High quality titanium could be
produced by 3 methods; magnesium or sodium reduction and electrolytic. The electrolytic process required about 40
percent less energy than the magnesium or sodium reduction methods. Jaffee presented abreakdown of titanium product
forms. In his table, powder metallurgy and casting were only on the order of one percent because these methods were
still limited, and only in the development stages.
The speaker covered new heat treatment processes and joining by diffusion bonding.
At present the Ti-6AI.4V alloy dominated the market at 52 percent and commercially pure titanium at 29 percent.
Tendency was toward a fewer number of alloys to decrease costs. However, some new alloys were being developed fw
engines. The T 3 Al and TI-AI intermetallic series were examples.
Unsolved problems in titanium were hydrogen migration over long time periods, room temperature creep, hot salt
corrosion, and combustion problems at high temperature.
Long term prospects for titanium wete excellent.
The remainder of the conference was devoted to various sessions
which specialized in one particular areaof titanium
technology. Generally two sessions ran concurrently. The method by which papers were presented was by the rapporteur
system. The rapporteur would be tasked with bringing together or summarizing all the papers in asession in an hour or
lesspresentation, Questions to the individual authors who sataround the podium followed. Useof this approach, while ist
suffers some disadvantages, gives benefits when given technical experts can summarize a number of papers into amore
meaningful whole. Over 300 papers were presented at the conference.
Sessions for the rust day were entitled "Commercially Pure Titanium on Surface Condt.ssers and Chemical Equip.
ment" and "Titanium Alloys in Aerospace Industry and Other Fields." The subject of condensers generated a great deal
of interest, particularly from the nuclear energy field. The long term reliability of titanium can give significant safety and
llfe-cycle cost jdvantages over other materials. Hydrogen absorptioniconcentration is an areaof special consideration in
this conteCt however. Hydrogen migration to highly stressed areascould produce zones of weakness and propensity for
brittle failure. Long term hydrogen absorption wasnot observed in the session reports. In the second session many diverseinvestigations from rocket motor casesto medical implant applications were reported on.
Two concurrent sessions were the rule for the remainder of the conference. The subject matter for the sessions of 20
May were of two general types: rather basic research of scientific interest on metal physics and behavior, and those of
prinary significance to the production/lhrtrcation of titanium. These sessions
%ere separated accordingly. The topics in
the first category were diffusion and internal friction, lattice defects, crystallography and physical properties, dcformation, texture and auperplasticity and creep.
In them sessions there was notable interest in superconti'utive alloys of the
Ti-Cb class.There wasinteresting research on micro-alloying to improve titanium properties. Many of the papers in the
sessions
and throughout the conference focused on British alloy IMI 685 aTi.AI.Zr.Mo.Si composition which isreplacing
"h.oAI.4V in anumber of applications. In the second category the following topics were covered extractive metallurgy,
specification and test methods, fabrication methods, and powder metallurgy and composites.
The sessions
of 21 May were in a number of areasof interest, many inerrelated, but could roughly be divided into
those of more basic research and those of more significance to the user/producer. These were separated accordingly. The
more basic research areaswere concerned with mechanical properties and phasetransformations and heat treatments
The others were on metal working, corrosion and oxidation, and avery popular session
on the apphation of titanium in
electric power stations In the more basic research interest included microstructure for unproved fatigue p,iformane
and strength, unproved heat resistance, memory alloys, amorphous alloys, and alloys containing titaxium aslessthan a
major constituent.
The concurrent sessions
focused on titanium hard facing, extrusions, forgings, corrosion problems (chemical industry), oxidation mechanisms (turbine technology), and useof titanium asnoted before in conventional and nucdear
power
industry.
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The final sessions were in the morning of 22 May and concerned fracture and fatigue of titanium structures. Concurrently investigations of phasestability and equilibria were reported. The fracture and fatigu areasassessed
both
micro- andmacro-mechansms in alloy titanium. Hydrogen content, surface condition, manufacturing method and local
microatructural variations were considered. Phase
equilibrium and stability of anumber of complex alloys were covered.
The conference provided in-depth evaluation of the multiplicity of applications in which the relatively new metal
titanium is finding use.It was decided tl.at the next conference in 1984 would be held in Munich, Germany.
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FOURTH INTERNATIONAL CONFERENCE ON TITANIUM
R. Yoder
-'he Fourth International Conference on Titanium was held 19-22 May 1980 at the Kyoto International Conference
Hall In Kyoto, Japan. The conference was sponsored by the Japan Institute of Metals, in association with societies from
the United States (American Society for Metals and The Metallurgical Society of the American Institute of Minin.
Metallurgical and Petroleum Engineers), the United Kingdom (The Metals Society), the Federal Republic of Germany
(Deutsche Gesellachaft fur Metallkunde), France (Societe F'ancalse dc Metallurgie) and the U.S.S.R. (The Academy of
Sciences U.S.S.R.). The International Organizing Committee, chaired hy H.Kimura of the National Research Inititute for
Metals (Japan), included three representatives from the United States. Conference co.chairman J. C.Williams (Carnegie.
Mellon University) and Harold Margolin (Polytechnic Institute of New York), both prominent ONR contractors, and
E. F. Bradley.
This conference, the latest of a quadrennial series, follows those held in Moscow (1976), Boston (1972) and London (1968). There were approximately 500 registrants for the conference In Kyoto from 24 countries, with approxi.
mately 275 of the participants from Japan and 65 from the United States.
Tho conference program was comprised of keynote lectures, critical reviews, and about 300 papers that touched
upon virtually all facets of the technology of titanium-based materials, from basic research to the applications end of the
spectrum. In view of the sheer numbers of papers-as well as the fact that parallel sessions foreclosed the possibility of
hearing all of them, no attempt will be made here to review all of the papers presented. Moreover, early publication of
the Proceedings of the Fourth Internatiosal Conference on Titanium is anticipated before the end of March 1981 (in
four volumes, of approximately 4000 total pages).
In the Introduction and Keynote session, authorities from the United States (W.W.Minkler of TIMET), the U.SS.R.
(A. F. Belov of Academy of Sciences U.S.S.R), Japan (K. Takahashi of Kobe Steel. Ltd.), the United Kingdom (T. W.
Farthing of IMI Ltd.), France (P.Lacombe, Universite de Paris-Sud) and the Federal Republic of Germany (W. Knorr of
Friedrich Krupp GmbH) presented keynote addresses on the titanium industry ustheir re.pective countries, followed by
an Overview presentation by R. 1. Jaffee of the Electric Power Research Institute (U.S.A.). Several observation. from
these experts focused on the current, unprecedented demand for titanium and its alloys that is experienced worldwide a demand prompted in no small part by the energy wrings and increased component life that can be realized in applications which take advantage of the superior stirength.toweight ratio and corrosion resistance of titanium and its alloys.
Jaffee indicated that titanium. plentiful as the fourth most abundant metal in the earth's crust-there are an antici.
pated 400 years worth of reserves-and its alloys are prune candidates to replace stainless steel after the turn of the
century With increased sponge production, he expects that 1-5years will pass before production catches up with world.
wide demand for titanium. However, he expressed concern that increased uige of titanium in the long term may well
rest upon development of less costly alternatives in processing Jaffee mentioned that by 1979, miitary aerospace apph
cations had decreased to 45% of total production (from 94% in 1955), while commercial aerospace applications mnreased
to 35% and other industrial applications to 20%.
Relative to usage in commercial asrcraft. Mnkler noted huge orders for new lighierweight aircraft (to lower fuel
costs) He further noted that the growth of industrial applications is currently at a 17% arnui rate In the ,ourse of the
1980s, Minkler expects that reduced demand for military and aerospace applications will help level off the supply and
demand situation in the United States, even though increased use is anticipated for steam turbine blades, medical prosthetis, commercial aircraft, heat exchangers and marme-relsted ipplications.
Blov, who indicated about a 50% increase in U SS R. titanium pro'lu~tion from 1975 to 1980, demrbed advanes
in processing methods, from diffusion bonding to 20-m fod production by vacuum depositio in hard-to-deform alloys
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Takahashi noted that the titanium industry in Japan hasbeen geared primarily to the production of commercially
pure titanium for corrosion-resistant applications in the chemical and other nonaerospace industries-in contrast to
experience in the U.S and European countries. Consequently it was not surprising to find that 10 of the 13papers in the
subsequent session on Commercially Pure Titanium in Surface Condensers and Chemical Equipment were authored solely
by Japanese Investigators-and an eleventh was coauthored by a Japanese However, he expects increased demand for
alloyed titanium in the domestic production of commercial aircraft and other applications. Takahashi mentioned that
titanium alloys are being usedin Japan for steam turbine blades and for deep-submergence vehicles for oceanic research
Farthing, who indicated a very great demand for aircraft applications in the United Kingdom, noted alloy development programs for new jet engine materials. Onesuch material, the new creep-resistant titanium alloy, IMI 829 (Ti-5.5AI3.5Sn-3Zr-I Nb-0.25Mo-03Si), was described in subsequent sessions in three papers by authors from IMI Titanium, IMI
Kynoch Ltd., and Rolls-Royce Ltd.
LaCombe referred to processing developments, from microstructures obtained by centrlfugation to hot.isostaticpressing of metal powders. He indicated that in nuclear reactor applications, titanium is now supplanting the useof
copper and nickel alloys in France.
Knorr described applications in the Federal Republic of Germany, from welded tubes fo, power generation plants to
heat exchangers and commercial aircraft.
Following the Introduction and Keynote session, conference papers were presented in the following twelve categories, with subdivisions asIndicated (names in parentheses identify authors of critical reviews):
Applications of Titanium and Titanium Alloys
- Commercially Pure Titanium in Surface Condensers and Chemical Equipment
- Titanium Alloys in Aerospace Industry and Other Fields
Physical Phenomena and Properties (E.W.Collings, Battelle Memorial Institute, U.S.A.)
- Diffusion and Internal Friction
- Lattice Defects, Crystallography and Physical Properties
Deformation (0. Izumi. Tohoku Univer:sity, Japan)
- Deformation Dynamics
- Texture
- Superplasticity and Creep
Mechanical Properties (P.J Postans, Rolls Royce Ltd., Uited Kingdom)
- Mechanical Properties I
- Mechamcal Properties II
Phase
Transformations and Heat Treatments (Y. Murakami, Ky ,to University, Japan)
- Precipitatlon
- Phase
Transformations and Heat Treatments
Fracture, Fatigue and Wear (H. Margolin, Polytechnic Institute of New York, U.S.A.. J C Cheasnutt,
Rockwell International Science Center, U.S.A , G. Lutjering, Ruhr-Universitat Bochum, F R Germany, and J C Williams, CarnegieMellon University, U.S A)
- Fracture
- Fatigue and Wear
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Extractive Metallurgy (W.W.MnkIer, TIMET, USA)
Specification and Test Methods (H.Kusamichi Kobe Steel, Ltd., Japan)
Fabrication Methods I (G.H. Gessinger, Brown Boveri & Co., Ltd., Switzerland;W. Knorr, Friendrich Krupp GmbH,
F. R. Germany
- Melting and Casting
- Powder Metallurgy and Composites

Fabrication Methods II (D. W. Becker, Kohler Co., U.S.A.; W. A. Baeslack III, Air Force Materials Laboratory,
U.S.A.; and R. W.Messier, U.S.A.)
- Welding and Brazing
- Metalworking
Corrosion and Oxidation (G. Beranger, Universite de Technologic de Compiegne, France)
- Corrosion and Hydrogen Absorption
- Oxidation and Oxidation Mechanisms
PhaseStability and Phase
Equilibria (V. V. Tetyukhin, All.Union Institute of Aviation Materials, U.S.S.R.) Addition.
ally, aspecial session
with ten panelists was held on the Application of Titanium in Electric Power Stations.
For further details concerning publication of t e Proceedings of the Fourth International Conference on Titanium,
please contact:
The Japan Institute of Metals
Aoba Aramaki
Sendal 980
Japan
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FOURTH INTERNATIONAL WORKSHOP ON RARE EARTH-COBALT PERMANENT MAGNETS
AND THEIR APPLICATIONS AT HAKONE
Frederick Rothwarf
(Editor's note. A previous report on this meeting, listing only papers and their authors, was published in this Bulletin.
Vol. 4, No. 2, (1979). The proceedings of this meeting are available at this office and specific ones can besent to those
who request them).

INTRODUCTION
The Workshop was attended by nearly 200 people (of whom only about 10% werc Americans). These were of very
diverse backgrounds and included representatives of the rare earth refining industry, applications engineers, physicians
and fundamental materials scientists. This mixture of talents led to an interesting cross-fertilization that does not occur
at the usual scientifi.: meetligs which tend to bemore restricted in scope. Forty-six papers were presented at the twelve
successive sesions which addressed the following topics (the number of sessions
devoted to a given topic are in parentheses):
-

electrical applications (2),
medical applications (2),
magnetic bearings and other mechanical devices (1),
magnetic properties (1).
magnetic after effect (I),
structures and coercivity (I).
permanent magnets (3),
resources and refining of rare earth elements (1).

The published proceedings
containing all but three of dsiepapers on the program were available at registration.
APPLICATIONS
Professor K. J. Stmat, University of Dayton, the dttcoverer of the rare earth permanent magnets (REPM), gavethe
opening plenary address in which fie reviewed the history of the field and presented a summary of the latest devsce
applications, material developments, and future projections. This extensive overview nicely setthe tone for the more
detailed presentations that followed, lie pointed out that, wle the initial usesaround 1965 of SmCos magnets were
limited to replacing expensive platinum cobalt magnets (which then sold for $3500 perkilogram) in military traveling
tubes (TWT) and in specialized aerospace applications, the hst of their present usesisrapidly growing The outline of the
present applications given byProfessor Stmat is quite impressive. It is shown in Appendix I with afew modifications to
give the reader the present scope of REPM-based devices:
Many of the device papers at the Workshop expanded upon the applications hsted in Appendix I and demonstrated
that REPM can achieve a significantly smaller device size for a given performance, simpler design with fewer parts, and
advantages in machining and assembly which yield savings in production. In most designs the REPM have replaced
electromagnets, Alnico magnets and in some caseseven ferntes. As energy costs increase, designers of motors and of
systems which traditionally uselarge electromagnets arenow finding that operating expenses can now be sigificantly
reduced by the increased efficiency offered byemploying permanent-magnet fields Rare earth magnets frequently offer
the most energy-efficient design.
The most extensive development work in using the REFM has been done for motors and generators where the significant advantages that have resulted include the possibility of novel machine
geometries, improved cooling, smaller
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volume and weight, greater design flexibility and simplicity, and enhanced reliability. Several papers addressed the
questions of new motor/generator designs.
Microwave tubes built with REPM areoutstanding examples of how the whole-system redesign approach canresult
in better, smaller, and cheaper end products even though Alnico or ferrite magnets are replaced bythe more expensive
REPM materials. Three papers discussed such new backward wave tube, magnetron and TWT designs Of particular
interest was the fine paper by H. T. Soong and L. J.Kwang of the Southwest Research Institute of Applied Magnetics,
Mienyang, Szechuan,
Peoples Republic of China, on the design of O-type backward wave tubes for useat K band This
was the first indication that the Chinese have a well-deveioped rare earth magnet research and design effort in progress
Dr. Soong indicated that these tubes were now in mass
production but refused to sayfor what application or where the
tubes were being made. In this tube, (Sm.Pr)Cos magnets having an energy product of 20 MGOe were being used is a
well-designed step-type focusing system to produce a uniform axial field of 1400 Oealong alength of about 6 5cm over
a diameter of 2.8 cm. The ripple was lessthan 30 Oe along the axis The magnetic circuit produced very low external
leakage fields so that the tubes could be operated near magnetically sensitive instruments without any serious problems.
Two papers reported on the unique Japanese TWT and magnetron designs with REPM developed by the To.hiba and
Hitachi companies. By incorporating the REPM inside the tube vacuum space, Toshiba hasachieved asignificant state-ofthe-art improvement In their 2M166 magnetron for microwave ovens It has resulted in atube having lest than half the
weight of the conventional tube used in a600-W oven. The sizeof the tube was also reduced to nearly half the volume
of the previous tube which employed ferrite. The weight of REPM usedis only about 20 grams and represents lessthan
5%of the magnetron weight. Hitachi reported similar results.
A dramatic example of how the unique properties of high anisotropy, coercivity and energy products inthe REPM
permit radically new designs was given in the paper "A New Generation of Samarium-Cobalt Quadrupole Magnets for
Particle Beam Focusing Application" by R. F. Holsinger of New England Nuclear and K Halbach of Lawrence Berkeley
Laboratory. A new class
of permanent magnet quadrupole lensesfor beam focusing in proton linear accelerators hasbeen
invented basedupon the SmCo$ material. An optimized lens of simple design consists of 16 uniformly magnetied
SmCos wedges of varying magnetization directions and contains
no iron poles. Very high field gradients and pole-tip
fields of about 10 kG have been achieved. The structure hasonly one-sixth the weight of aconventional electromagnetic
leni of equivalent performance and, of course, consumes no power. The evolution of this work hasbeen particularly
satisfying to me, since Dr. K. Halbach credits me with sparking this
new idesduring a talk that I gaveat the Third
International Workshop on Rare Earth-Cobalt Permanent Magnets and Their Applications in 1978 at SanDiego In that
talk and later conversations, I had pointed out that more useshould be made of a relatively obscure idea originated by
W. Neugebauer, who cleverly usedtheantitsotropy of REPM materials for"guiding" flux around magnetic structures,
thereby minimizing stray flux and enhancing theuseful field
Another group of devices made possible with the advent of REPM arelarge isagnetic bearings Before the advent
of rare earth magnets the only bearings of this type in production were for watt-hour meters and a few clocks These
used magnets in repulsion foraxial support of rotor weight Since Eansliaw's theorem shows that complete threedimensional stability cannot beattained in a bearing by means of permanent magnets alone, at least one degree ot
freedom always requirs another bearing type such asa mechanical contact, an air cushion or an active electroimagnet c
system. The various papers presented detailed mathematica! analyses of different bearing designs. Passive
radial and axial
PM bearings were described where repulsive crattractive forces (orboth) are utilized Mainly passive
REPM beatings are
now usedin high-speed spinning turbines and ultra-centrifuges for isotope separation Many servced, partly or tully
active, electromagnetic bearing systems arenow in development using Sin-Co magnets as crucial cO.sponents hot ot
these systems arefor space
applications Other terrestrial applications being studied include laige eneigy storage flywheels
and high.speed rotating electrical machinery, turbines, compressors, etc Such bearings reduce friction, eliminate weas
and the need for lubrication and cooling. lowever, Professor Srnat pointed outthat. since thesenewbeatings
compete
with the accepted technologies of oil and gas-pressure bearing and depend on unique concepts aid nicitals, hen
widespread acceptance and usewill probably be very slow
Two sessions
were devoted to various medical applications that employ RLIPMTheseincluded various dental pros
thetic devices, techniques for measuring blood flow electrontagnetically , aid various c)tological studies o the cit, is
of magnetic. fields on the growth of iiormal and tumor cells No definite ytotoxic, effects oh SnCo5 or its rraglsetil
field were noted, i e ,neither inhibition of cellgrowth or morphological chiages oh the I L stiair ofhells
studied were
noted. No chromosomal aberrations over the acceptable upper limit were iioted These firdiigs suppoit the adaptability
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and lack of cytotoxicity of SmCos magents to the human body. They also showed a preference for using SmCo$ magnets
plated with Cr for various implantation applications, e g , for fixing dentures to gums. lmtial inhibitory effects on the
growth of several standard strains
of tumor cells
were noted on exposure to a field of 6 kOe but the effects diminished
with succeeding subcultivations The mitotic activity was inhibited in the magnetic field and reached the minimum value
34 hours after removal of the cells from the field and recovered almost completely after 24 hours. Further research on
these effects were recommended.
In private conversations with Mr. T. E Soung of the Peoples Republic of China, I was told of a new magnetic acupuncture technique which employs rotating SmCo magnets applied in the vicinity of the conventional acupuncture
points.
This method does away with the need for inserting needles at the varsous points. Mr. Soung gave me a copy of a
publication in Chinese
which describes work done during the period from 1973-1975. Success is claimed with such varied
conditions a high blood pressure, bronchitis, asthma, skin problems, heart disease, and vertigo.
MATERIALS
The latter half of the conference dealt with the various REPM materials, their fabrication and properties. Generally
two types of magnets are distinguished by their production methods and physical characteristics. There are the sintered
magnets and polymer-bonded (matrix) magnets. All sistered types (1-5
or 2.17, Sin,
Ce, Pr or mischmetal.based) are hard
and brittle and must be shaped by grinding or machining withdiamond tools. They have fair electrical and thermal
conductivities with good temperature/time stabilities for many applications. Polymer.bonded powder magnets made
from the same alloys are also presently available. However, these offer less magnetic flux, poorer stability and lower
maximum useful temperature (50-100°C) than their sintered counterparts. However, they can be pressed to size, easily
machined or cut, are not brittle, and can even be made flexible or soft at the price of lower magnetic flux. Electrically
and thermally they range from poor conductors to poor insulators. Their use is restricted to applications where ease of
shaping and handling is more important than high energy, use is near room temperature and stability is not critical.
Certain topics or papers stand out as being of particular interest. These dealt with the questions of mechanical
stability, the effect of oxygen content on coorcivtty, the effect of Ti,
V and Hr substituents on the coercivity, and energy
product of 2-17 compounds, new heat.resistant bonded magnets, and new composite reinforced RE-Co permanent
magnets. These will now be discussed briefly in turn.
During several private discussions the need was emphasized for
good data on, and approaches for, improving the
mechanical properties of the 1.5 and 2-17 type magnets so as tominimize losses due to fracture in handling or heat
treatment. Very little work has been done on this topic in the West or in Japan. The only two papers which touched
on this
subject were both from the People's Republic of China.
The temperature dependence of the lattice constants of the compounds CeCos, Ce(CoCu) and Ce(CoCuFe)s were
reported for the temperature range 25 C* to 600*C at the paper "Thermal Expansion Anomalies of the Compounds
RCo 5 " by Y C Yang, W.W Ho and C.Lin of Beijing University. CeCos shows an Invai-type thermal expansion anomaly
along the c-axis at the Curie temperature, T.,i.e., a sharp increase us the slope of the
C.axis lattice constant vs temperature curve occurs on heating above T, No such
discontinuity is seen for the a-axis lattice constant wlu.h shows a linear
temperature dependence over the whole range. This anomaly is considerably reduced on the partial substitution of Co
atoms by Cu atoms. Neutron diffraction studies of the compounds Y(CoCu)s show that theCu atoms preferentially
substitute
on the 2c-aite The reduction in the thermal expansion anomaly with Cu substitution is explained in terms of
the Cu atoms acting to cut off very effectively the exchange interaction of the
Co.Co atomic pairs along the c-axis.
"The Amsotropic Thermal Fxpansion and the Fracture of Radially Oriented Toroid Specimens of the Rare-arthCobalt Permanent Magnets" by T D Sun, I HI Fhu and D. W.Wan of the Research Institute of Iron and Steel, Beijing,
dealt extensively with the results of a study of thefracture mechanism of radially oriented sintered SmCos totoids It
showed that the strong anlisotropy of the thermal expansion Lontrols the fraturing of the radial toroid after sntring.
A detailed analysis in terms of the anisoiropiL values of the thermal expansion coefflioents, moduh ut elasticity, tensile
strength and Poisson coefficients led to an expression for the Llitical degree of particle onentatitn with the (.axis
along radial direction The parameter used to destribe this orientation was (cos2O)f", where 0 denotes the angle between the c-axis of a Lrystalite and the radial diretion along whundi
it hesBoth the akulation andexperiment show
that the cnmal degree of the orientation, (cos0)t' ,ii, should not exceed 0 7 Experimentally itwasshown that
the thermal expansion anisotropy Lould be decreased by employing a partial substitution otCu lotCo ani a shift in
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composition toward the cobalt-rich (2-17 phase) region of the phasediagram They found that the compositions
for making high
Sm(Coo.8sCao
14Feo 0 )7 and Sm(Co0s3Cuo I)s arealmost completely isotropic and areideal materials
pe-rmance, radially oriented toroids. The cause of the thermal expansion anisotropy in SmCos wasfully discussed
us terms of exchange interactions between the various cobalt sites and their dependence on the various Co-Co lattice
spacings. It was shown how the preferential substitution of Cu atoms on Co 2c-sites could explain the effective decrease
in this anisotropy.
in the 1-Sand 2-17 comAfter the session
which dealt with the effects on coercivity of the various secondary phases
pounds, prolonged discussion took place concerning the effect of oxygen in thesematerials. The role of oxygen sothese
to be present in the form of islands of
magnets is not very clear and has been controversial for some time. It seems
samarium oxide Sins 03. C.Merget and M. Velicescu of the Goldschmidt Co , Essen, West Germany, indicated that their
magneto-optical Kerr effect and microprobe studies showed theseinclusions occur as separate particles of 2-3 Am size
that do not have any
evenly distributed on the surface of the sample. The oxide particles arethought to bedead spaces
effect on the coercivity, though they lower the remanence and energy product. The oxide is now thought to be also
present as the fine, submicron dispersion that would berequired to produce the domain wall pinning needed to enhance
the coercivity, but no one has been able to test this speculation definitively Strnat felt that if the oxide were present
asa fine dispersion of precipitates, it probably has a concentration lessthan the 4,000 to 5,000 ppm that M. Ishigak
and A. Higuchi of Sumitomo Special Metals Co., Japan, have previously claimed yield on optimum intrinsic coercivity
in -,iCos. However, in any case,Strnat thought that it is indeed a finely dispersed precipitate of some kind whether
oxide of carbide that contributes to the high coercivity of SmCos or Sm-mischmetal Cos .based magnets
The iluestion arose asto whether a very high purity SmCos magnet would still have a high coercivity. No one
seemed
to know. Strnat thought not. He doubted the possibility of achieving lessthan 200 ppm of oxygen on a commercial scale of production. Dr. K. V. S. Narashimhan of Colt Industries, Pittsburgh, expressed the opinion that one
would indeed beable to achieve high coercivity SmCos magnats with low oxygen content. He reported on efforts at Colt
to produce low.oxygen content magnets under an Air Fu,ce manufacturing metho,- ,'echnology contract They have
achieved magnets with energy products greater than 20 MGOe and with oxygen concentration lessthan 2,000 ppm, as
compared to industrial standard magnets which usually have greater than 6,000 ppm of oxygen. The Colt results contradicted the Sumitomo results mentioned above. No one in the audience seemed to haveany good ideas for resolving the
discrepancy.
Recent problems with the international cobalt supply havelimited the allocations to magnet manufacturers and
havecaused unprecedented increases in the price of cobalt Since the rare earth magnets make much more effective use
of the contained cobalt than do Alnicos, many of the Workshop talks on materials were concerned with the possibilities
within the family of REPM of enhancing the magnetic energy per unit weight of cobalt above that obtainable even with
SmCos. Recent Japanese and Swiss
work has indi-ated that energy product, (BII)mu. in excess of 30 MGOe can be
achieved. In the SmiCo17 and other 2.17 alloys, istis possible to substitute substantial amounts of Fe.Cu and also some
Mn or Cr for a part of the Co and still be able to maintain or improve the performance of the material Therefore, these
factors have stimulated renewed materials development of the SmICo 17 -basedalloys, particularly by the Japanese
Several papers were presented which dealt with the effects of various substituents such asTi, Zr or lif on the coercivity and energy products of REPM. Papers by Inomata's group at the Toshiba Research and Development Center of
Kawasaki in collaboration with Gato, Sakuras
and Ito of Tohoku University dealt with "Magnetic CharacteritiLs of
Ce(Co, Cu, Fe, Ti) 6.4 Magnets" One paper byYoneyama. Fukuno and Ojima of TDK Electronics Co.. Ichikawa, Chiba,
wasentitled "Magnetic Properties and Structures of Sm2(Co, Cu.Fe. Zr), type Magnets," while another paper byNeiu,
Tokunaga and Igarashi of Hitachi Metals Ltd, at Kumagaya. Saltama was "Smi (Co. Fe,Cu), Permanent Magnet Alloys
with the Additive Element Ilf." In all of thesealloys the IV-A subasituent acts to enchance the coercivity and thus the
energy product. The exact mechanis for doing sois obscure It was speculated that the presence of carbon in all of
thesecompounds, asreported by Hierget and Velicescu points to the existence of a fine dispersion oi the various IV-A
carbines usthe respective alloys Such a dispersion might a.t asthe source of the domain wall pinning defects needed to
enhance the coercivity In various discussions, is wasgenerally agreed that it would beimportant ior future wurk to
determine whether the Ti, V, or lIf substituents go into solution and thus act onthe crystal fields or whether they iorm
the fre dispersion of oxides or carbines, referred to above, and act aspinning sites
The important papers on resin-bonded were presented "A Ileat-Resistant R-Co Bonded Magnet." bySuzuki,
Yamane,and Kamuse of the Mitsubishi Steel Mfg Co, Tokyo, and lasegawa, Hlamano, and Yajima of Tohoku University,
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Oaras,Ibaraki, dealt with a new type of heat resistant polymer-bonded R-Co magnet manufactured by using SmCos
powder and a newly developed borosiloxane-based polymer that featured excellent thermal stability in air up to 400°C.
Measurements of magnetic properties of the bondedmagnet yieldedB r = 6.3 kB, iH, = 6.4 kOe and (BH)mu = 9.3 MGOe.
Also, the irreversible loss in spontaneous magnetization at -B/H = 3 was 2.5% for a 150°C heat-treated sample and 5.5%
for a sample treated at 200°C Such characteristics are comparable to that of sintered SmCos magnets. These excellent
magnetic properties were confirmed to be due to:
- the heat resistance of the polymer,
-

the high content of the polymer is the magnet, over 2 wt%,
the high density, over 6 5 g/cc, of the magnet,
the high coercivity of the bmCos powder.

The long term stability of this material has not been determined. These magnets are not yet commercially available.
A paper by Shimoda, Kasai, and Teraithi of the Suwa Seskotha Co., Suwa, Nagano, described a "New Resin-Bonded
Sm-Co Magnet Having High Energy Product," in which SmCoI7 -based magnet material was used with an epoxy resin.
High coercive force was obtained using a composition of Sm(Coa. 72Cuoi&Feoa1Zreos) where Z varied from 8.35 to
9.0. An 1Hc over 20 kOe was found for Z =8.35 with appropriate heat treatment. Initial magnetization of these magnets
showed that the magnetization was controlled by domain wall-pinning. Since the iHc did not depend on the particle size
s
used, high density magnets (p = 7.1 g/cm ) were made by combining large particles with small ones to reduce the void
content. The magnetic properties were B, a 8.5 kG, bHc =6.8 kOe and (BH),mu - 17.3 MG e. These were exceptional
results for a bonded magnet. T',,o very sophisticated production processes were described. In one method called "the
whole die press forming method," the powders (magnet and resin) are packed, preaw4 and pulled out from the die in a
single process. The resin is then cured to obtain the final magnet product. This method s akes it possible to manufacture
the magnets with excellent dimen.sonal accuracy and requires only half the cost of the coiventional process.
Another paper that aroused considerable interest was entitled "Composite Reinforced RE-Co ?ermanent Magnets,"
by P. H. Draper of Les Fabriques d'Assortiments Reunies, Le Locle, Switzerland. Draper described a new class of precipitation-hardened RE-Co permanent magnet alloys with unproved mechanical properties which minimize the problems
associated with the brittleness of currently available RE-Co materials. The mlcrostfucture of this class of materials
consists of a small volume fraction of ductile cobalt dendrites within a cobalt-copper.rare earth matrix and is pioduced
by directioned solidification. A pilot plant operation is presently being developed. Metallurgically, the current alloys
being commercially developed consist of three phases:
- The Co dendrite phase, occupying 10 volume %,and incorporating a large fraction of the other transition metalelements.
- The 2-17 type phase, saturated with Sm and Cu, and occupying about 70%of the volume.
- The 1-5type phase containing about 20% Cu.
The material is not fully in equilibitum at low temperatures according to the ternary phase diagram However, the Co
phase, once formed, shows no measurable tendency to redissolve The fracture energy of this material is five tunes
greater than that of sintered SmCos magnets. Consequently, the material exhibits greater machinability and can be
turned and/or drilled using conventional hard metal techniques. Better surface quality and more precise dimensions can
be obtained, particularly for small work pieces. The material is also less susceptible to thermal shock. The magnetic properties are modest compared to SmC.s. Those presently attainable are Br - 8 0 kG, 1Hc = 5 5 kOe and (BH).
f=14 0
MGOe The major limitaion results from the fabrication method which controls the form of the raw magnet material
a cylindrical bar, some tens of cms in length and about one cm in diameter with a unique magnetization axis along the
length of the bar Other cast forms are also possible, using the techniquesoof directed solidification, but considerabk
development work will be required.
A special session was held on the Fundamental Problems of Rare Earth-Cobalt Magnet Materials. It was chaired by
Professor Wallace of the Univensty of Pittsburgh He opened the session with a lengthy commentary of his own thoughts
on the matter that I feel are worth preserving in this report, along wiih some of the replies that his thoughts prompted.
Wallace felt that "the fundamental scienuific base on wh'
tis technology is resting is very, very narrow indeed"
Paraphrasing Winston Churchill, he said, "Never has so l ,4 a technology owed so much to such a small amount of basic
science," and pointed out that the whole technology is now based on the characteristics of just the three materials
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(Msschmetal)Cos, SmCos and Sm2Cos 7. He reviewed the properties required of a good permanent magnet material,
namely: "a good remanence, a sufficiently high Curie temperature, and the most subtle
feature of a strong magnetic
anisotropy. The alignment of the magnetic moments is maintained by the anisotropy energy, eg, the crystal field
interaction that operates between the several Co sublattices and the rare earth or SM sublattice. The Co sublattce
anisotropy inSmCos is not very strong. It is not significant in producing good permanent magnet behavior. One needs
the rare earth anisotropy, which makes the major contribution to the magnet anisotropy. What is wrong with the cobalt
ardstropy? Why doem't it do the job? The anisotropy of Co usYCos and LaCos isquite igh and is presumably due to
the Co alone, but you can't take advantage of it there to attain good magnets The anisotropy field of SmusSmCos
on the other hand isquite high and you can take advaxage of it. It isquite clear that the issueof the anisotropy that is
developed out of the Co sublattices is very poorly ur nrstood." Wallace felt that the most revealing treatment of the
problem has been done by Dr. Inomata at the T.-1 ,,rm
' earch Center, "but he keeps his
conclusions and his calculations locked up in alaboratory report writ:.i in Japanese because heis not confident that this really should beexposed
yet tothe full public. However, the issu 'f why there isthe strong cobalt anisotropy sometimes and why itdiffers from
the single ion anisotropy exhibited by the ra. earth sublattice is not at all well understood."
Professor Wallace emphasized the need for detailed band structure calculktions before wewill have adequate fundsmental understanding of the basedmaterials. Wedo not underitand the role of d.band sublattices inthese materials.
Wallace also pointed out that all the
compounds arechemically dirty aswell asbeing brittle, in fact, it isknown that
other substances become ductile when adequately c!esnied up He speculated that
a very clean SmCo material might be
ductile and more amenable to simple manufacturing processes. Since thesematerials have a strong affinity for oxygen
and carbon, the adverse mechanical properties may ariseasa result ofberig so dirty. Wallace wondered about the
properties that really clean compounds, i.e., semiconductor-grade SmCos and SmZ Co 7 corpoisids, might have.
Professor Strnst replied that Joe Becker of GE, years ago showed that small single crystals of YCO$, prepared
carefully, attained ahigh coercivity and a(BH)m, of 28 MGOe,so thit
the Co anisotropy isnot absolutely worthless.
But it Is somewhat more difficult to put topractical usethanthe rare earth crystalline anisotropy. Dr. Mashidi ot
Hitachi Magnetics said- "it would benice tocome up with a clean alloy, but itdoes not make agood magnet. All you
would have would bea clean alloy." He indicated Hitachi hasdetermined that. in order to maintain repeatability of
magnet propertie, a certain amount of oxygen is anabsolute necessity. Lack of oxygen gives ashiny alloy, but thealloy
does not make good magnets.
Stmat agreed
with Ra.hidi and further said that higher coercivities might be attained in pure alloys from ascatterdisorder mechanim similar tothat observed by Oesterreicher. Those coercivities seemto exist only at low temperatures.
but not at room temperatures. The high coercivity in any of the practical magnets seems
torely on some form of dirt,
e.g.,another intermetallc compound precipitated out, scme type of stacking fault structure, and/or oxide or carbide
precipitates. Possibly the zirconium or titanium carbides, that Dr. Vahicesscu
found, areimportant agents in causing tire
magnetic hardening. In the end you may need the dirt for the practical magnets.
Wallace, changing the subject, asked "Wouldn't it be nice not to begeared tousethe Co?Wouldn't itbenice to have
aSmFes alloy for example, that would behave substantially like SmCos ?A very interesting fundamental question iswhy
don't the REFes compounds form." Of course ThFes does form, suggesting
thepossibility that there are some electronic
factors involved. Wallace and one of his associates are now doing a band structure calculation for SmFes toseeif by
examination of the electronic band structure they might be able to ascertain what parameters might bemanipulared to
bring
this material into existence.
Professor Wallace also felt that there wasalack of aconcerted effort on the part of the rare earth magnet community
to explore other options. He pointed out that "Jesitao. formerly of DuPont and now atthe Universtty of Giessen,
recently reported on a number of rare earth iron phosphors, which are 2.19 compounds and arematerials which are
potentially unsaxial. Their magnetic properties have not been investigated." lie also noted that "tire initial work on
the structure of the 2-17 compounds wasdone many years ago in the Soviet Union by Gladishesku, who has
continued
to synthesaze many potentially interesting ne imagnetic compounds. Their magnetic properties have also not been
studied, even though they aught
beof interest forapphcation After all, the 1-5
compounds date back tothe work ot
Novotony in Austria forty or fifty years ago.The 2-17's are also very old compounds. There are lots ofthings like
these 2-19's or the compounds that Gladtshesk isproviding or anumber of other compounds that warrant investigation
aspotential permanent magnet materials It seemed
to Wallace that the basic science that
needed doing, Lollaterai to the

t
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present technological effort, should be astrong follow-up on these new compounds. When Wallace asked for further sug.
gestions for new materials from the audience, there were none.
FUTURE MICETINGS
At this time tentative preparations arebeing made for a 5th Workshop in the USA and a 7th in Europe, while
Professor Ho Wen-Wang of Peking University has received permission from his government to hold the 7th meeting in
China during 1982.
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APPENDIX I
REVIEW OF PRESENT RARE EARTH PERMANENT MAGNET APPLICATIONS
A.ELECTROMECHANICAL DEVICES
1. Electric Motors: Types - DC (commutator and brushless), synchronous, induction start/sync, run, rotary and
linear; continuous, torque, stepping. Geometries - PM stator (conventional or seonlesa
armature), PM rotor; radial or
axial field (disc motor). Applications - Watch and clock drives, aerospace gyros, momentum wheels, textile spinning
turbines, servomotors, machine tool drives, (jet engine starter, electric vehicle propulsion, automotive accessory motors
and starters under development).
2. Electric Generators: Types - Brushless DC motor/generators, exciters, alternators, multi.phase sync. machines,
pulse generators. Geometries - PM rotor, radial or axial field; stator winding with or without iron. Applications Tachometers, satellite energy storage wheels, excitation of large sync. turbogenerators, aircraft turbine ignition, (400
Hz mali aircraft generator/starter Indevelopment).
3 Electro",chanlcal Actuators: Linear - Computer printers; magnetic head, laser mirror, recorder pen posittoners
- (Aircraft control surface (fin) actuators in development),
4. Sound/lUltrasound Technology: Microphones, earphones, loudspeakers, vibration sensors, phonograph pickup.
S. Measuring Instruments: Moving-coil meters (core magnet), moving magnet instruments.
6. Electrical Switches: Reed switches, snap-action relays, thermostats, eddy-current motor overspeed switch, Halleffect switches (microswitch, automotive ignition).
7. Accelerometers/Gyoscopes: Military and commercial navigational/guidance systems.
B. MECHANICAL FORCE AND TORQUE DEVICES
1. Couplings and Brakes: Synaraonous torque couplers, eddy current and hysteresis brakes, rotary.to-linear motion
converter.
2 Magnetic Bearings anl Svi .ensions: Passive
- Textile spinnig turbines, ultra-centifuges, watt.hour meters.
record.player tonearm support, asustable magnetic spring, (repulsive vehicle support). Partly active servoed system gyros, satellite momentum and energy wheels, laser bean scanner (Turbo.nolecular pumps, electromagnetic/electro.
dynamic vehicle levitation in deve'spment).
3 Holding and Lifting Specl purpose holding (elec.switching by flux displacement in development) Seealso
D. 1,2.
4. Bioedical Devices" Cathters, eyelid muscle assist, stoma seal,dental prostheses (Implantable pumps and
valves, head support harness in dei,tlopment.)
C.MICROWAVE AND ION BEAM TECHNOLOGY
I. Microwave Tubes: TWT PPMfocusing, klystrons, mgnetrons, crossed.field amplifiers and backward-wave
oscillators.
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2. Waveguide Devices. Ferrite biasing in nonreciprocal waveguides, circulators etc., YIG resonance filters.
3. ParticleAccelerators PMquadrupole lenses.
4. Mass Spectrometer- Deflecting magnet in spacecraft instrunment.
D. MISCELLANEOUS APPLICATIONS
1. Magnetic Locks- Key with magnets.
2. Magnetic Jewelry: Necklaces, clasps, earsings.
3. Electronic Chokes: Steady bias field.
4. MagneticBubble Memory: (Thin-film REPM for bias field under development.)
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RARE EARTH - COBALT PERMANENT MAGNETS:
VISITS TO JAPANESE LABORATORIES
Frederick Rothwarf
(Editor's Note, Following the "Fourth International Workshop on Rare Earth-cobalt Permanent Magnets and their
Applications at Hakone, "Dr Rothwarf visited Japanese laboratories, together with Professors Karl Stmat and A. E.
Ray of the University of Dayton.)
TDK ELECTRONICS CO., Ltd.. 14.6, Uchi-Kanda 2-chome, Chiyoda.ku, Tokyo 101

Mr. Y.Mano, General Manager, R&D Laboratory
Mr. M.Ishikawa, Product Manager, Narita Factory
Dr. T.Hiraga, Managing Director, TDK
Dr. T.Ojima, Senior Scientist
Dr. T.Hon, Chief Engineer, Magnet Div.. Narita Factory
Dr. T.Honeyama, Research Scientist
TDK were quite interested in trying to understand where the zirconium was going intheir 30 MGOe. REC-30 alloy
that iscurrently in production Even though they have achieved a significant enhancement of the energy product, they
do not understand exactly why it is happening, They asked us our opinion of the role the zirconium was playing and
where it was going in the crystal structure Professor AlRay thought that the zirionium was probably occupying cobalt
sites. His long experience with metallurgical processing led him to believe that the zirconium atom and all the other
trantsion metal atoms, such as Ti, Nb, Ta, Hf, that have been tried will not go into a site where they rattle around. They
tend to go into sites where they have to squeeze themselves in or can just barely make it. Therefore, he feels that t its
into the Co.stes in the 1.5compounds that these substituents go. In the 2.17 compounds, they would go into only the
"dumbbell" Co-sutes, lie feels that the rare earth sites are too large for the transition metal atoms to enter. However, he
isnot absolutely certain that this is in fact occurring Such atoms might also be going into a second phase, in that connection, I raised the question of Takahashi's work During the Hakone meeting, I had met Professor M.Takahashi of the
Applied Physics Department of the Engineering Faculty, Tohoku University at Sendai. lie privately described his very
interesting work on dilute solutions of various transition elements and rare earths in pure cobalt. lIe had found some
dramatic effects due to such substituents They led to remarkable enhancements ir the anisotropy energies when the
dilute cobalt alloys were subjected to magnetic annealing. Apparently the effe.ts are caused by a very finely dispersed
second phase in pure cobalt I wondered whether such a cobalh-rich dispersion might be present and act as the pinning
centers in some of the alloys we were considering. Al Ra) felt strongly that Iwas ioriect in assuming that there must be
a finely dispersed phase present in these materials, lie based lis opinion on observations of large supercooling during
differential thermal analysis experiments on the nils of 2-17 and 1-5materials. The supermooling produces a super.
saturated cobalt solution. The subsequent spontaneous lieating, Ray felt, is sndiiative of a massive nucleation of a very
finely dispersed second phase similar to that which I had intuitively suggested. We asked the Japanese to look at the
effects of a magnetic anneal on these materials to see if there is any enhntenient of the anisotropy or coercivity that
might indicate the presence of this finely dispersed obalt precipitate They indicated they would try this experiment
Ray also suggested that they put a thermocouple ii their ielts to see ifthey observe the DTA curve charileristsc of the
masssve supercooling effect.
The laboratory was very impressive Everything was clean and neat They have i enUral daa L.quisition/computer
facility for the online processing of experiments from allparts of the laboratory Ei.h room inthe laboratory has a data
acquisisson/processssg terminal which is connected to the Lomsputer They had a complete materials charactelization
facility x-ray diffraction, scanning and iransmission cleton iniiosiopes, ESCA, and innrioprobe analyss. The com-

pleteness of the characterization facilities puts most of the United States government and industrial facilities to share
They had a very fine Edwards ion-msihing apparatus for ttinniig down their speciniens for transmission studies I was
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very impressed by the fact that this relatively small industrial company has had the vision to invest so heavily in, and
fully staff, such an analytical, characterization, magnetics measurements and data acquisition/processing operation to
provide rapid feed back to their materials development people
Their magnetics laboratory was equipped with a large 20.kOe electromagnet where they do their magnetization and
anisotropy field measurements. They have to extrapolate to high magnetic fields to estimate their aisotropy fields and
intrinsic coercivity values They use a rather simple arrangement to obtain high temperature magnetization data with
their TEOL vibrating sample magnetometer. A quartz tube with a bifilar nschrome winding that is insulated with asbestos
sheeting permits measurements to I,000°C No water cooling is used.
We were told about the new TDK plant at Narita which opened in September 1978, and now employs about 100
2
5
people. It has 9,000 m for magnet production and 7,500 m for product assembly, e g, RE-G necklaces, home drinking
water delonizers and vaporizers. The RE-Co magnet production capacity is 10 tons/month. Presently, production is 3
tonsjmonth, (40%, 1-5 material, 60% 2.17 material). The magnet types are (1) SmCos, made from (a) the Goldschmdt
reduction.diffusion processed powder called TEOMAG and (b) the TDK cast alloy Sm 60/Co 40, (2) Mischmetal Cos,
and (3) the REC-24 (parallel pressed) and REC-30 (transversely pressed) Sm2Co1 ..based magnets. According to Professor Strnat, who subsequently visited the Narita plant, it was an all new, highly automated facility with the latest proc.
essing and machining equipment.
ELECTROTECHNICAL LABORATORY (Tanahi Branch,(since then moved to Tsukuba), 1-1-4, Sakura.mura, Umezono,
Niihari-Gun, Ibaraki 305)
Dr. Tachito Tsushima, Chief, Magnetic Materials Section
Dr. Tsgio Shibata, Senior Researcher
Dr. Takashl Horigome, Chief, Energy Systems Section
Dr. S Ihava, Senior Researcher
The Electrotechnical Laboratory (ETL) is the largest national research organization specializing in electricity and
electronics in Japan. Since its establishment In 1891, ETL has greatly contributed to the progress of science and technol.
ogy by serving as a nucleus for R&D activities in Japan ETL became affilated with the Agency of Industrial Science and
Technology in 1948. Since then, many reorganizations and expansions have occurred in order to cope with the needs for
rapid technological innovation. During fiscal year 1978, ETL had a staff of 768, of whom 573 were research personnel
The FY78 budget was about $32,000,000. At present, ETL is primarily involved with the following four R&D areas'
solid physics and materials, information processing, energy, as well as standards and measurements. ETL is also taking
technical leadership in performing three national R&D programs. one is for MIlD generation (1966-1982), another is for
pattern information processing (1971-1980), and the last is the so-called "Sunshine Project" (1974.2000), in which ETL
is engaged in R&D of solar and hydrogen energy technologies. ETL is also establishing fundamental technologies to serve
as the basis for future national programs on space and ocean engineering.
The magnetic materials section had a permanent staff of eleven scientists, eight of whom were Pit D.'s, and one

secretary It had no technicians but had a temporary staff of eight, consisting of one person from industry, three gradu.
ate students doing their Ph.D. theses at ETL, and four undergraduate students Dr. Tsushura indicated that it was quite
common for ETL to supplement its staff with people from industry or the universities. The fields being studied by tire

section were amorphous magnetic metals, rare earth-cobalt magnets, amorphous thin filns, magnetic semiconductors.
thin film bobbles, magneto-optic studies, the liquid phase epitaxy and dynanic behavior of garnets This is quite a range
of materials. They had an impressive amount of equipment, all of it seemed to be functional Some of it was dated, but
not too much so. Their laboratories were not as well equipped for analytical and character,ation studies as the TDK

laboratory. They have a unique high.tempeiature arc-iniagiag single crystal growth furnace A high intensity halogen
lamp is at one focus of a gold.plated elliptical cavity, while the single crystal is grown at the other focu by slowly pulling
a suitable seed crystal from the feed material being melted at a temperature of about 1500'C by the concentrated radiant
energy They have been growing a variety of rare earth orthofesrites such as REFeO3 , where RF = H'ror Srn They have
also been studying the iron borates, FeBe6, with cobalt and titansum substituents for sorte of tire iron. As one alters
the dopant concentration in this material, either a spin reorientation transition or a change from antiferornagnetc to
weakly ferromsagnetic behavior occurs on increasing the temperature
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Dr. Tsuslsma's major interest has been spin reorientation systems such asNdCos and the rare earth orthoferrites.
Such systems change from one magnetically ordered state to another magnetically ordered state when thermodynamical
parameters such as temperature, magnetic field, or pressure arechanged. As one increases temperature, the hexagonal
NdCos system changes from a basal plane anisotropy to an axial anisotropy, while the REFeOs materials show the reorientation of the spontaneous moments between the a-axis and the c.axis of a distorted perovskite structure He has
studied these transitions by means of Faraday rotation, magnetization, and specific heat.
Tsushima hasfound some interesting applications for these materials; it turns out many of the RECos -type compounds exhibit such spin reorientation phasechanges over awell-defined temperature interval, &T = (Tsrs - Tsrl) A
large discontinuity in specific heat usually occurs at the upper limit, Ta,, of the temperature interval over which s, !n
reorientation occurs. In particular, the Dy,.. x Ndx Co s ternary system hassuch a transition whose characteristic temperatures T,,, vary with its Nd concentration from 285K for NdCo. to 367K for DyCo. Tsushima makes useof the transition region, an interval of about 40K, where the material becomes magnetically soft, whereas above or below this interval
the material Is hard,By heating with a high intensity lamp ir concentrated sunlight, a rod of this material, which is
placed in a magnetic circuit containing a RECo permanent magnet bias and a transformer coil wound on one of the soft
iron legsof the circuit, he obtains a device for converting thermal into electrical energy by suitably chopping the light
The Dy, _xNdxCo s alloy is alternately changed from a soft to a hard magnetic state by the thermal impulses, The alloy
thus modulates the magnetic flux linking the circuit asIt changes from a high to alow permeability state. The device
essentially makes useof the change in alloy specific heat that occurs with spin reorientation. This specific heat change
represents about 10% of the total specific heat of the sample. It isabout 10' ergs/em However, this total energy is not
realized because only asurface heating is obtained at the chopping frequencies employed Thus it is useful to usethin
sheets of material having aslarge an areaaspossible. A chopping frequency of about 30 to 40 rpm isused.
This effect hasalso been used in a photo-motor developed by Dr. Tsushuna's brother at the Nihon Broadcasting
Corporation, NhHK.
Elements consisting of orthofemte sheets are fixed on the perimeter of a quartz wheel The edgeof
this wheel is biased in the gradient produced by two setsof canted ferrite magnets located near the circumference of the
wheel at either end of a diameter. The quartz disc is freeto rotate on its axis and is caused to do sowhen chopped light
is focused on the orthoferrite plates on its edge.
Speeds up to 30 rpm have been achieved. Stacks of such discs on a given
axis can beused to obtain a higher power output. This Is a very novel device. A demonstration hasbeen running in a
department store window in Tokyo for several months with no difficulties. Rare earth cobalt biasing magnets could be
used with Dys_xNd.Co s single crystal materials to obtain greater torque output from such a photo-motor. Some of this
work hasbeen written up in IEEE A.4G 13, 1158 (1977) A paper was also presented at the lakone Workshop on this
work. Dr. Tsshlima showed us a short fim demonstrating these devices.
Dr. T. Slubata and Mr. T. Katayama. with the help of Mr. M. Katsu of the Brother Industrial Co, have been studying
the coercivity in Sm(Ce, xTMX)$ ssntered magnets where TM - Fe, Mn, Cr A dramratic maximum in the coercivity, 11,,
vscomposition curves was observed at x = 0.1 in the Sms-rich
compounds, SmCo 4 .3 TM for each of the substituents.
0
Sharply peaked He vsannealing temperature curves werealso found with optimum temperature in the range 850-900 C
They felt that the coercielty mechaism in these materials was the sameasthat for SmCos, namely, reverse
domain nucleation. The details for this work weie given in Paper XI- at the hakone Workshop
The orthofesites arealso being studied for useasoptical modulators A thin single crystal isbiased in a Helmholtz
coil set.When hehum-neon red laser light impinges on the crystal after passing through a polarizer, it is transmitted
through the analyzer when no magnetic field is applied. In a field liteplane of polarization isrotated sothat no light is
transmittod through the analyzer. Fields of only 10 to 30 Oeare used to modulate the light Good contrast is produced
To date only modulation frequencies up to I kllz have been used,but the high domain wall velocities indicate that the
orthoferrist should be capable of being modulated to frequencies as high as 10MHz This is an order of magnitude
better than can beachieved in the garnets
The most interesting work that I saw wason a time-resolved observation system for the high-speed contracting
motion of bubble domains in real time, being done byDr. M. Ilirano A TV system was usedfor recording the motion of
bubble domains generated by the incidene onto LPE-garnet films of laser pulses produced by aQ-switched YAG Nd'*
laser that puts out 10 pse, pulses These ause domain stripes to move across the field of view One an get the velocities
of these stripes from the pitures that they take They had to modify the electroni.s of the TV system sothat, instead of
getting 16 or 32 frames per seLond, they choose oneparticula frame to record magnesially eash second They have
found that the contracting velocities in YIGcoated films havean asymmetry with respect to the sense
of the ia-plane
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field. This asymmetry can be attributed to the YIG layer being on one side of the films. The details of some of these
experiments were published in J.Appl. Phys. 49,1909 (1978).
The magnetics section is also doing work on magnetic semiconductors. Large ("Nl-rcm-diameter) single crystals of
CdCr2
Se4havebeen grown using a traveling.zone, flux-melt technique. These arc huge compared to the best size previously available, which were cubes about 2 mm on a side. There isno practical useyet foreseen for this work. Various
magneto.optical and resonant Raman scattering studies arebeing done to elucidate the electronic structure of this spinel.
type ferromagnetic semiconductor. At the moment, it is just abasic research study.
Silicon substrates are being used to grow their Gd.Co-Mo amorphous films for bubble memory work. Of course, the
single crystal Si substrates areeasy to obtain; they have a good thermal match to the GdCoMo material and aremuch
cheaper than the GGG, gadolinium gallium garnet, commonly employed asa substrate.
TOSHIBA R&D CENTER, Toshiba-cho l-banchi, Komukai, Saiwai.ku, Kawasaki-city 210
Dr. Shu Cluba, Manager, Metals andCeramics Laboratory
Mr. Naoyuki Sori,
Deputy Manager, Metal Engineering Section
Dr. Koichiso Inomata, Senior Researcher
Mr. H.Hoxie, Researcher
Mr. Teruo Oshima. Researcher
Dr. Chiba showed us a brief, closed circuit TV film of a few of the projects being worked on atthe Toshiba R&D
Center. This work included e.beam lithography, using both positive and negative resists with resolutions better than
I um; lithium tantalate SAW devices; the technology of fabricating NbTi superconducting wire; an in situ
method for
producing Nb3Sn superconducting films; projects concerning VLSI; and superconducting levitated high speed transportation
systems. Toshiba, Hitachi, Mitsubishi, Matsushita are all collaborating with Japan National Railway to produce a superconducting levitated train. Such a joint effort would be impossible in the U.S.A. because of our anti-trust
laws. Synchronous pulsed coi), in the track supply the energy for levitation and propulsion. Superconducting magnets
arelocated on the train cars. 'he train becomes levitated at speeds
above 100 ki/hr. Current designs call for a maximum speed of 500 kin/hr. We, -ere told that Toshiba has about 60,000 employees, of whom 1,500 work at the R&D
Center.
After the overview by Dr. Cluba, we met with Dr. Inomata and his associates to discuss the Toshiba REPM effort
and products. These include lugh.fidelity loudspeakers and cirphones, stepping motors for clocks, radially anisotropic
"TORSOREXTM" magnets formotors and generators, magnetrons and large generators. They showed us new, very
thin loudspeaker designs that were now in production. They were quite proud of a newREPM.based magnetron tube for
their
microwave cookers. This tube replaces one that used a ferrite biasing magnet. The new tube has an output of I kW
ascompared to the 0.75 kW of the old design. Italso had about two.tiurds the weight and volume of the old tube, which
had occupied a cubic volume 4" on a side. All of their magnets employ Ti rather than Zr asthe substituent used to en.
hance the coercivity They are making cost-effective cersum.based magnets with an energy product close to 14MGOe.
They showed us anisotropy constant data on the
system Ce(Co0
FeTi
TCu ). A maximum occurs at
5
X y 0.13 with avalue of K = 2.5 X 10' erg/cu . Wewere given a large, as-cast
sample having a(BH)a, = 13.6 MGOe
and a composition Ce(CoO.7
4 2Cuo.1 4,Feo. 1 0oTi oi).32. Their samples are inductton-melted under an argon atmo
sphere in magnesia crucibles and castinto an iron mold. The as-cast
ingot isthen ground into powder without ahomog,
enizig heat treatment. The powder is subsequently aligned with apulsed magnetic field, pressed into the desired shape,
and sintered at I IOV0C in an argon atmosphere for an hour. Itis then given a controlled air quench with rapid coohng
rates of about 200 to 300°C/sec, followed by a one-hour anneal at 400'C to develop theintrinsic coercivity A Hc
remains atabout 5.5 kOe, independent of annealing tenperatuses, in the range 300-700'C above 700'C, itdrops rapidly
to below I kOc They indicated that this material hasa I 7 composition in the grains and I 5 in the grain boundaries.
Dr J. Livingston of G E. has analyzed the microstructure of the Toshiba Ce.based material and published the results in
IEEE Trans, Magnetics, MAG.10, 313 (1974). Their higher energy product samarium cobalt-based alloys are close to the
1'7composition and also contain Ti asthe coercivity enhancing substituent along with iron and copper. Dr. Inomata also
gaveme samples of their TOSOREXTM, TS.22 Sm-Co material,
wlich is rated for continuous useto200'C. At 230'C,
the material shows a loss
of only 5%in its rcianence Inomata was interested in having us measure the anisotropy fields
in their materials.
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Having overseen the development of commercially useful magnet materials, Dr. Inomata has now been assigned to
the development of amorphous metal, high permeability magnetic materials This is unfortunate from the point of view
of fostering a basic understanding of the REPM materials, since he had been doing some very important NMR studies
concerning the contribution of the various cobalt sites to the magnetization and anisotropy of these materials As was
mentioned above, Professor Wallace feels that the most revealing theoretical treatment of the contributions to the anisotropy by the different Co sublattices has been made by Dr. Inomata, who has not yet felt confident enough to publish
his results. Inomata gave me a sample of the new amorphous magnetic material that his group has developed to replace
permalloys in recording heads. It has the composition (Co.ss Fel 06Nio oNbo o3),sSiloBis The Ni and Nb substituents are used to enhance the mechanical stability of the material. I promised to check on what effect the absorption of
hydrogen might have on the magnetic properties of this material, since Dr Tauber and I have found that other Metglass.
type materials can have their magnetic properties significantly degraded or enhanced by the presence of hydrogen
NATIONAL RESEARCH INSTITUTE FOR METALS, 3-12, Nekameguro 2-chome, Meguroku, Tokyo 153
Professor - Dr. Toru Araks, Director
Dr. H.Maeda
Dr. H.Moma
Dr. Y.Sasaki
Dr. K.Hoshimoto
Professor Araki has had a distinguished career dealing with the metallurgy of steel. He is currently President of the
Iron and Steel Institute of Japan. The Institute of Metals publishes its own journal in English, "Transactions of the
National Institute of Metals." A subscription can be obtained by writing to Professor Araki. The Institute is also participating In the national "Sunshine" and "Moonlight" projects. The first is an effort to develop new energy sources, while
the second is to extend and promote energy conservation methods There is a major effort on the development of various
corrosion and stress resistant steel alloys for the shipping industry. The improvement of welding techniques for steels and
the tensile testing of welds are also areas given great emphasis. Other areas of interest are the rare earth-cobalt permanent
magnets, metal hydrides for hydrogen storage applications, and amorphous metals. We were told that the Institute will be
moving within a year or two to modern facilities in the new "Science City", Tsukuba, about 80 km north of Tokyo. A
new university is to be located there as well as many of the national laboratories
Dr. Maeda took us on a tour of the institute facilities which were housed in a large complex of buildings about 60
years old. Everything seemed to be well.maintained. We weie shown sonic huge tensile testing-machines, about twostories high used for testing the single pass welds in two or three-inch thick steel plate used for building the supertankers
Also quite impressive was a floor filled with row on row of high.temperature stress corrosion furnaces used for the evaluation of steels and other high-temperature alloys to be used in the eventual construction of breeder reactors. These
computer.controlled and -monitored furnaces were part of a five-year, 15-million~dollar testing program to determine the
at-temperature stress corrosion properties of many alloys They feel that only data taken under actual.use conditions for
long periods of time are valid. They do not believe that the accelerated testing and statistical modeling used by the
Americans have been valid approaches, as es lenced by the large amount of down-time s our reactors due to the failure
of steam lines. There were 1100 such furnaces in use on one floor and 750 on another as part of this extensive testing
program. These tests are under the direction of Dr Moia and involve following the interaction between creep and
fatigue, especially thermal fatigue, and employ the alternate low-frequency application of compressive and tensile stress
at high temperatures
Dr Maeda told us briefly about the toercivity cakulations that he has done for the highly anrsotropi R(Co _,M,),
alloys where R = Y, Ce, Pr, Sm and M =Cu, Ni. lie used a simple discrete-spin configuration model for a domain wall in
the presence of planar short.range fluctuations of the exsshange interaction and anisotropy, which strongly depends oni
fluctuations in the distribution of nonniagnetic elements. lie has found that, by using a reasonable magnitude for short
range fluctuations, he can predict coercive fields of the same order as those measured.
Dr. Maedaintroduced us to Dr. Y.Sasaki, who has developed a fine facility for studying the hydriding of magnesium.
based alloys for use in automotive applications lie has a Kahn balance arrangensent, such as Dr A Tauber is building at
ET&DL, for studying hydriding kinetics at various temperatures for pressures below one atmosphere The pressure below
one atmosphere is regulated by the thermal decomposition of ZrlH2in a teiiperature-Lontrolled reservoir lie also has a
high pressure apparatus for doing similar studies in pressures to 70 atmospheres This unique apparatus was built under
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contract by Japanese industry and employs a hydrogen cylinder with a mechanical compressor. Sasaki has been studying
hydriding in the single phase Mg2Ni alloy and the polyphase material Mg.6oTio.sNio2oFeosn Some of Dr Sasaki's
work on these metal hydrides is being sponsored by the Daimler-Benz Company of West Germany ir connection with
their attempt to develop a hydrogen-fueled atomobile.
We were also introduced to Dr. I. Hoshimoto, who has been studying the hardness and tensile strength of amorphous
metals of the system (FexNi -x)7sS 1 0 BI ' HIswork correlating the inirosisuvtrrc of these materials as seen in electron
micrographs with their hardness and tenile strength was scheduled for publication in Scripta Metallurgica. He was nice
enough to give me samples of his alloys so that we might check on their capacity to absorb hydrogen and any consequent
changes in their magnetic properties
SHIN-ETSU CHEMICAL INDUSTRY CO., LTD., 6.1, Ohiemachi 2-chome, Chiyoda.ku, Tokyo 100
Dr. Y.Tawara
Mr. M. Honshiima
Mr. T. Chino
Mr. K. Ohashi
Mr. C.Nakazawa, Director
The Shin-Etsu plant at Takefu employs about 600 people. They are engaged in rare earth oxide reduction rare earth
separation, and the production of rare eartlh.cobalt magnets. They also produce polypropylene thin films or capacitors
and single crystal silicon for the semiconductor industry. Their subsidiary, Shm-Etsu Hannotar, was formerly a partner
with Dow Chemical and today is one of the world's big three producers of single crystal silr.on (along with Wacker and
Monsanto). Shin-Etsu also produces fused quarts for seniconductor processing furnaces, and high quality quartz for
optical fibers. The quartz products are made at a plant in Esobe. Silicone oils aid rubber are also produced at the Takefu
location. After giving us an overview of the Shm-Etsu business, Mr. Nakagawa left us to detailed technical discussions
with Dr. Tawara and iis rare earth magnet group. These talks were very open, furnishing us many technical details which
they have not yet published in the open literature. Even the subsequent trip through their manufacturing facility was
quite open. They answered all technical questions most freely. This frankness was due to the friendship between Professor Strnat and Dr. Tawara, who had spent nearly a year as a visiting scientist in Strnat's laboratory at the University
of Dayton a few years ago.
The raw material for their magnet and rare earth production is obtained irom Europe as a concentrate from xenotime ores. They obtain Y,Sm, Gd and a small amount of Eu. They use an ionic separation and solvent extraction method
to obtain the rare earth metals. Since their own production of sirarium is insufficient lot their magnet production
needs, they buy Sat metal and samariur oxide where they can ir the world markets. They make their magnet alloys both
by a direct alloying of tire metals and through a reduction-diflusion processing of tire oxides. They are presently making
both Ce-based and Sm-based magnets. They are using about 15 tons/year each ot Sm and Ce. The ireaper Cc magnets are
used in watches and clocks. In fact, tile Japanese are exporting watch miovemrents to Lurupe, even to Switzerland and
France. There is a much bigger demand for tire Si- tiran lostire Ce-based magnets, However, since Rhone-Poulenc, a
major rare-earth suppier, has warned about the lnsmted world supply ot Sin, the Shm-Eisu people are trying to conserve
Sm by combining it with Ce while still trying to maitarn a relatively iuh energy product magnet Titus, while tile tompound CeCos has only a (BHl)mu of 15 MGOe, tire compound Sim sCeo sCes has a (Bit).,, of 20 MGOe With prothe Shirr.tsu people expected to be ii prodution with a 22-MGOe niagnet
prietary substituents into tins latter mrsaterial,
in about three months.
They are also developing Sit2Co07 -type cotirpounds iraving energy products close to 30 MGOe Since tire TDK
patents for such materials are based on matenils having 7 2 < Z < 8 5 in tire lormiula Sin(Co, Fe, Cu, Zr) , tie Shun I Isu
group is developing material with Z 6.2. They are also using Zr subsituents to develop tire coercmvity. lowever, by
using tire lower transition metal concentrations they avoid conflict with tire TDK parent positron
Dr. Tawara and Iis people stdilare uncertain as to frowtire Zr is enihancing tile ocit.vitrcs In these ilnatelals I told
them about my discussions with Takehasli and about my spo.ulation that internal inagnieti lields may be imposing
order on a fine dispersion oh ZrCo precipitates They had no oniients oi this idea Wcalso discussed the idea of a ZiC
precipitate contributing to tire coerLivlty as put toith at tile Ilakone Workshop by Dis Gteinacher and Vehescu of tie
Goldschmidt Co. Dr Tawara said that it is dilficult to keep the carbon level down ii pule Si or Sr 03, sime some
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contamination is inevitable from the milling with hexane or toluene. Gresnacher of Goldschndt claims there is always
some carbon contamination in the starting oxide materials. Tawara said that, while CO2 goes off during the arc melting
process so that only 0 002% carbon is left, this concentration goes up about tenfold after milling since milling brings in
CO2 from the air. Thus, the Shin-Etsu people specify a 0 02% carbon concentration in their powder materials. Some
further addition may take place in the pressed magnet bodies due to the stearate-type mold release employed, which
enters the magnet during the sintering process.
Dr. Taw-aa pointed out that Shln-Etsu has been using Mn to enhance the coercivity of their magnets for some
time, even though they have never published or said anything publicly before. They have studied the system
Sm(CoeAoFeAs-yCuo IsMnv) 6 and found they got fairly good magnets with a (BIlmu of 23 MGOe with y =0.03
The intrinsic coercivity IHc-isi 'ound to increase fairly uniformly with Mn concentration even up to Y = 0.05, i.e.,
with no Fe present. While a quench gives higher IHC, they usually age their material at 750°C for about 45 minutes
and then give it a slow furnace cool to 400*C with a final cool also in an argon atmosphere to room temperature.
The slow cooling gives sound magnets with uniform properties. One of their present commercial magnets has a
energy product of 21 MGOe with y = 0.025 and is made with a slow cool.down. Another magnet compound, their
S.25 material, has a (BH)mAX
- 25 MGOe with Z = 6.8. It contains Ti as well as Mn and hais the formula
Sm(Cco.saFeo.oisCuo jsMnoo3Tio.aso)us. The Ti Is used as a replacement for Zr. The combination of the Mn with
the Ti helps Shin.Etsu get around the Toshiba and TDK patents.
We were taken for a tour of the magnet measurement and production facilities. Their measurement facility includes
an electromagnet capable of achieving about 18 kOe. They have an automated B.H Analyzer with an analog.to-dlgital
tape data storage system, which used an Intel 8080 16.kbit RAM. The system, designed and built by the Shin-Etsu
Engineering Co., uses two tape cassettes - one for data storage and the other for programming. The system is used as
a permeameter with the magnet poles screwed down flush t the magnet face, so that demagetization effects are elmin.
ated. Asearch coil surrounds the magnet and Its output is fed to the integrating flux meter assembly.
A pulsed-fleld magnetizer (2,500 V, 2,000 pF), capable of supplying a 15,000 A pulse with a I ms rise time and a
broad I ms peak, was used for the one.shot magnetization of a variety of magnet configurations. Several different coil
jigs were available to supply axial, radial, or transverse magnetizations. The peak pulsed magnet field achieved depended
upon the jig coil configuration, but usually was about 25 kOe. They also had a 50 Hz demagnetization arrangement for
the 2.17 type materials because of their relatively low coercivitles. All production magnets are pulse magnetized, tested,
and then demagnetized before shipment to the customers.
Sintering and heat treatment of magnets is done in three large, 12.ft-long furnaces which are heated with carbon
resistance elements. An argon atmosphere is used in all the operations. Each furnace has three chambers held at the
different temperatures for a batch processing, semicontinuous operation. They also have several small test furnaces,
8 ft long, also with three chambers separately controlled. Green pressed magnet material is first preheated at 400C
and then sintered at 1200C. After sinterng, samples are moved through gate valves with fork-lift type transfer devices
to a fan-cooled chamber. The S.25 material is given a subsequent treatment in an aging furnace, 8 ft long. which has
four chambers at temperatures of 750C, 650*C, 550*C and 440°C. This furnace has tantalum windings and also uses an
argon atmosphere. A long puh.rod is used through a vacuum seal to push the molybdenum sample boats, having inconel
edges to prevent worping, to the various heat treatment zones.
Automated multiple punch.presses with pulse electromagnets associated with each die were used to align and press
the magnet powders. Vanous dies were available to make bars, rings, and radial arc segments. Two types of presses were
available, either with the aligning field perpendicular to the pressing direction or parallel to it. The aligning fields used
2
were about 10 kOe. For axial (parallel) pressing, the pressure used was about I ton/cm , while for transverse pressing it
was 0.6 ton/cm. The latter was the method for making their large standard blocks (I X 3 X 6 cm) The green density
achieved was 54% of the theoretical value, while the final density after sintering was 99.8% The die lubricant was stearic
acid.
The factory is working 24 hours per day, seven days a week. Four full-ime production teams have been trained and
they rotate their siuftb from week to week. Shin.Etsu is currently selling all the magnets and magnet powder they can
make.
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Both attntor and jet milling processes are used to make the magnet feel powders. The jet milling iemore convenient
for the Sm-based magnets, while the attntor is more useful for the Ce-based material. At the moment, they have one large
unit of each type and are in the process of acquiring another jet mill. These units start with coarse 20-mesh powder
obtained from another plant in Takefu. The jet mill can process material at the rate of 150 kg/day to produce the final
3 un powder. The attritors and jet mills are made by Japanese companies. The jet mill was made by the Japan Pneumatic
Co., while the attritor was supplied by the Mitsui Mill and Attritor Co. The powder is sized by a Fischer unit. Six storage
chambers are used for drying the powder by means of aspirator pumps. The powdered material is stored in sealed chain.
bers under dry nitrogen gas. Final powders of various materials are stored in color coded cans in a fireproof cinder block
room.
The final mechanical finishing of the magnets was done in a large modern automated machine shop. They had twelve
automated cutting machines with sets of parallel diamond impregnated blades of thickness from 0.6-0.8 mm. These
machines were used to square-up the ends of bar magnets. The cutting edges were on the inside surface of the blades.
Automated surface grinders with magnetic chucks were used to attain given thickness specifications. Inside/outside
grinders for segmented-arc, concentric torque coupler assemblies for large, seal.less chemical pumps were also in use.
Tight eccentricity tolerances are required for the torque couplers. Shin-Etsu is manufacturing torque couplers having
two sets of eight magnets facing each other on concentric rings. The I.D. of the outer ring is 95 nun, while the O.D. of
the inner ring is 75 mm. The magnet dimensions are 5.5 X 5.5 X 1.0 cm and they are made of the Ce-based Rarenet H
material. The device delivers a torque of 180 kg-cm. A similar coupler, employing the Sm-based Rarenet S-22 material,
delivers a torque of 300 kg-cm. Dr. Tawara indicated that larger torque couplers with a capacity of 3,000 kg-cm are being
developed in Germany for autoclave chemical processing. The machine shop works only two shifts for 16 hours a day
and handles about one.half of the machining load. The rest is contracted with outside Japanese companies. Incidentally,
great care is also taken to salvage and recycle all of the scrap metal resulting from the magnet machining operations.
At this time Shin.Etsu is using about 50% of its magnet production/sntering capacity. They are now producing 3
tons per month, which is about 50% Ce.based and 50% Sm-based. While the magnet business was profitable last year, it
is not currently profitable because of the dramatic rise in cobalt prices (nearly sixfold from $6.85 to $40 per pound)
that has taken place since the invasion of Zaire in May 1978. The competition (TDK, Toshiba, Hitachi, Sumitomo.
Mitsubishi) is also keeping magnet prices down. Market prices are still going down in Japan. Shin.Etsu is carefully think.
ing about recycling processes to salvage solid material from breakage in handling the brtttle magnets, machining, and
cutting sludges from water grinding operations. They are also seriously considering producing plastic bonded magnets,
which would not be so brittle and could be pressed to any size and shape.
SUMITOMO SPECIAL METALS CO. LTD., 22, Kitshama 5.chome, lligashi.ku, Osaka, Osaka 541
Dr. A. Higuchi
Mr. Y. Matsuura
Mr. N. Ithigaki
Mr. I. Yamamoto
Mr. Aoyagi, Director, Manager of Yamazaks Works
Sumitomo Special Metals Co is making ferrite magnets at a rate in excess of 1,000 tons/month, They are second
only to TDK and are aining to achieve a production of 1.500 tons/month at their Kyuthu plant. They presently produce
about one thud of the Japanese ferrite magnet output. A new fully automated plant was also due to go into production
in July 1979 at Yabu in lyogo Prefecture. They hope to achieve, with this plant on-line, an ultimate total production of
3,000 to 4,000 tonsjmonth. Sumitomo also makes cast and sintered nickel based alloys, permalloys, glass-sealing Kovars,
FeCrCo permanent magnet alloys, and 45% of the Japanese Almco production. Their Almco production rate was currently 200 tonujmonth with a capacity for 500 tons/month, They are also producing the RE cobalt permanent magnets
as well as such soft alloys as the pernsandurs and amorphous metals. They are using hot isostatic pressing methods for
making soft ferrite materials for recording heads needed in computer, audio and video applications. Sumitomo is not
involved in making any ncrowave or millimeter wave devices as such
Their nickel alloys are produced at the Suits Works, which has facilties for hot and cold rolling Layers containing
three to five sheets can be bonded simultaneously by cold welding in one pass Such composites replace pure Ni in
various anode applications, especially in power transmitting tubes for the television industry The same facility produces
Nichrome and Alumel as well as the low expansion coefficient Invar and Superinvar alloys
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The Yamazaki Works makes a variety of Alsco and RE cobalt magnets for t',rque couplers, TWT's, magnetic separators, and toner arms for Xerox type photocopiers. They also make a sheet floating device using permanent magnets for
handling large steel sheets in various manufacturing plants They also use microcomputers such as the Hewlett-Packard
9820A to design magnetic circuits for their customers. In fact, an automated hysteresograph, which uses an HP9820A,
was designed by Dr. Higuchi and is being marketed by the YPH (Yokagawa.Hewlett-Packard) Co. in Japan
In the manufacture of the RECo magnets, facilities for x-ray fluorescence and wet chemical analysis are used for
quality control. In particular the
hydrogen, oxygen, carbon, and sulfur content of the
starting powders are monitored.
Mr. H. Yamamoto is working with )lischmetal) Cos magnets trying tooptimize the substitution of Fe for Co and
Sm for
MM. He finds that the coercivity citically depends upon the milling and sintering procedures. SmFes and MMFes
have not been observed; only the 2-7and 2.17 phases seem to form Al Ray commented that the systems RE Cos, Fe
form only for X = 0, when RE = Sm and for X < 1.5-2
for RE = Y or Ce. Namiki in Tokyo claims to have made i reasonable (Sminx Y,),Co, 7 magnet where X - 0.1.
They have licensed Sumitomo to make such magnets.
MATSUSHITA ELECTRIC INDUSTRIAL CO., LTD. - MATERIALS RESEARCH LABORATORY, 1006, Momma,
Momma, Osaka 571
Mr. Y. Sakamoto
Dr. T. Kubo, Head of the Magnetics Division
Matsushita has developed a unique magnet material, manganese aluminum carbon, MnA C, that has an energy productof 6.0 MGOe and a coercivity of about 2.8 kOe. This standard Alloy, now being sold commercially, has a nominal
composition of 70 W/o Mn, 295 W/oA2, 0.5 W/o C.However, an energy product of 8.0 MGOe has been achieved in the
laboratory with a small amount of NI substituent. Sakamoto indicated that the material had a relatively low Curie
temperature near 300*C. The irreversible loss
inmagnetization is about 5-7% on cycling the material from room temperature to 100"C and back for an operating point at (BH)n, .No policy on licensing agreements had been established as of
the time of our visit. Matsushita is the only producer ofthematerial. They have a fully automated pilot plant on-line,
which produces several hundred extruded cylinders per month. A hot extrusion process at 700C is used to achieve an
85% reduction in cross-section and to impart a uniaxial anisotropy to the material Starting 80 mim 0 billets are cast in
magnesia crucibles in air at about 1450°C. Very little oxidation occurs, but about 1%hydrogen is detected, since the
starting electrolytic Mn contains hydrogen. Long bars about 31 mm in diameter are produced, since Matsushita isusing
discs 31 mm 0 X6 mm asspeaker magnets. Several thousand test speakers have been produced for a new line of very thin
(^,,10
cm) Panasonic wallet-sized AM-FM receivers.
The extruded MnARC material is very hardtomachine and requires tungsten carbide tools aswell Asa special heat
treatment. The material cannot be soldered to directly with lead-tin solder, but the use of an electrolytic coating permits
such soldering.
The pricing of the material is between that of the Alnicos 5 or 8 and the ferrites. It can replace Almco 8 for small
magnet applications. This is important in view of the high cobalt costs, which have driven up the prices of Alnicos
The Matsushita people showed us several prototypes of new products which will use these magnets These included
-

Amagnetic reed-switch security system.
A reed-tuning fork assembly for clocks.
An automotive engine speed tachometer.
An 8-pole magnetic toner-roller magnetized along four equally spated diameters for xerox-type photixopiers
These 14 mm 0 rollers replace 41 mm 0 ferrite rollers. lere 2-MGOe isotropi. magnets are used These are pro
duced by control of the composition, conditions of extruson, andheat treatment.
- A flat, 6-pole, disc-armature motor for an electric bicycle The MnAkC replaces a ferrite used in previous proto
type and yields a 50% reduction in total motor weight and produces I5 times the torque
The biLytle has a
20-km range and uses a lead-acid battery which can be recharged overnight Itis Lurrently being test
marketed in
the Osaka area
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- A small 3" speaker for the "Mister Thin"
Panasonic radios mentioned above. For a 3"speaker
with comparable
performance, the use of MnARC

requires a magnet weighing only 23 g, while Alnico 5
and ferrite magnets would
weigh 34 g and 48 g, respectively.
- Various electrical analog instrument meters.
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THE ENVIRONMENTAL RESEARCH CENTER, UNIVERSITY OF TSUKUBA
H. J. Walker and Masao Inokuchi
INTRODUCTION
While planning for the transfer of Tokyo University from Tokyo to Tsukiba Science Center, the concept of establishing an Environmental Research Center (ERC) at the new site was formulated. The objective of the new center would
beto facilitate thestudy of natural phenomena on and near the earth's surface, especially those phenomena related to
geomorphology, hydrology, and meteorology. After plans were developed and approved, construction was begun in 1975
and Isstill continuing.
Located on the northwestern corner of what is now known asthe University of Tsukuba, the Center occupies
67,000 m' of areaon which is located a large flume, a meteorological observatory, an administration and research
laboratory building, a temporary building with small flume and wave generating lank, and a workshop among other
supporting buildings (Fig. I).
The Center's staff includes the Director. Dr. Masao lnokucht (coastal and fluvial geomorphology), who holds ajoint
appointment with the Institute of Geoscience. Dr. Kazuo Kotoda (hydroineteorology). Dr. Hiroshi Ikeda (geomor.
phology). Dr. Yugo Ono (periglacial geomorphology), and five technicians. This staff manages the Center, maintains its
equipment. and organizes the research conducted at the Center. Although the bulk of the research at the Center Isconducted by the permanent staff, the Center isalso used by graduate and undergraduate students from several colleges at
the University in thesis work and by other University faculty members.
FACILITIES
The Center is divided into two sections; a hydraulics section and a heat and water balance section. Its facilities were
designed to promote the research of these two sections and center around a large flume and a heat and water balance
experimental field.
Tre LargeRme
Experimental flumes have been used for decades at various research laboratories in the Netherlands. England. and
the U.S.A. among many other countries. Most flumes have been small and all have certain inherent weaknesses. Prior to
the construction of the flume at the ERC, specific objectives were established and detailed studies of the qualities of
established flumes were exantined. Among the objectives were- to simulate the changing inchnation of natural strean beds,
-

to simulate variations in textural proportions of bottom materials in natural beds,
to have the flowing water in the flume sufficiently deep so that turbulence can beexamined.
to reduce the side friction of the flume to aminmunum,
to conduct long.period experiments without interrupting tie sediment orwater supply, and
while achieving the above objectives, maintain areasonable operating cost

The resultant flume, constructed in 1976 and 1977, is4 aswide, 2 m deep, and 160 m long and completely housed
(Fig 2). Although the original plans specified that it be constructed of concrete, sodtests at tht building site showed
that serious settling would likely occur Therefore, steel was usedBecause
of size and weight an tt great expense of
providing ajacking system for changing inclination, it was decided to usea fixed bed with aslope of 1/100 In order to
vary the inclination of the simulated river bed studied, gate systems at the end of the flume were added and allowed tise
changing of the slope for 0 to 1/50.
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The 4 m width minimizes sideeffects and the 2 in depth allows the
establishment of arelatively thick sedinentary
bed (up to 1.6 m deep) when needed The pumping system can provide amaximum discharge of 1.5t/sec which allows
the development of deepflow.
The sieving and mixing system which can handle both sand and gravel was added in 1978. With this addition the
flume can be operated with either straight sediment re.circulation or with a texture-controlled feed system. In the recirculating system, sediment that has been deposited in the settling tank is ircovered, weighed, and transported by
conveyor belt to the head of the flume, where it isfed directly back into the flume. In the texture-controlled feed system,
the sand and gravel (up to 25mm in diameter) is first transported to sieving and mixing equipment and, after the desired
proportions of textural categories are obtained, fedinto the flume. These systems when combined with the water circulating system permits continuous experiments over long periods of time.
The experiment-controlling and data.gathering systems were added in 1979. They include acontrol room that allows
remote control of television cameras and other data gathering systems. There isan electric carriage with longitudinal and
transverse capabilities, allowing the measurement of flow velocity, water depth, and bedcharacteristics. There isalso an
electric photographic carriage that is suspended from the ceiling. It runs
automatically atspeds varying up to I m/sec
and can be used to photograph flow and bed forms stereographically.
The Heat and Water Balance Experimental Field
Research on the heat
and water balance is facilitated by agrass
covered experimental field 160 in in diameter (over
20,000 m3). At its
center isa 30 in high meteorological observation tower. On the tower and in the field area number of
Instruments including-

-

sonic anemometer thermometers (at
30.5, 30.0, 12.4, and 1.6 in),
resistance thermometers (at 30.0. 12.4, and 1.6 m),
dew point thermometers (at 30.0,12.4, and 1.6 in),
resistance thermometers (at -2.- 10,-50,and- 100 cm),
heat flux plates (at -2 and -50 cm),
groundwater level gauges
(as-2,- 10,and -20 in),
pyroheliometer.
total hemispherical radiometer,
net radiometer,
weighing lysimeter,
evaporation pan,
rainfall intensity recorder,
rain gauge,
and
discharge meter (for measuring runoff front the experimental field).

All of these instruments aretied into a terminal box that leads toadata recorder and eventually to aprintout form.
In addition to the 30-in tower, there is also an 8-m observation pole. Psychrometers and 3-cup anemometers at
heights of 0 5, I 0,2.0, 4.0, and 8 0 m provide data on wind velocity andwet and dry tir temperatures. Periodic
measurements ae made of areaand height of thegrass
growing in theexperimental field.
The main purpose of this system is to acquire the long term basic data needed to aid in the understanding of the
heat nd water balance under natural conditions andtoclarify the transfer processes of heat and water energy in and
near the surface boundary layer.
Other
Facilities
2

The Center's main building (725 i ) serves
both asan administrative and research buddur, It hasa number of
offices and data r cquisision, documentation, basic analysis, dark, and study rooms. The staff refers to this budding as
the "brains 'oft e Center, whereas the flume and the
experimental field arethe "muscles"
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Because the Center is still under construction (see below), some of the research is presently conducted in temporary
laboratories. One such laboratory houses a small flume (0.5 m wide, 1.0 m deep, 13 m long) and a two-dimensional wave
generation tank (0.5 m wide, 0.7 m deep, 21 m long). The workshop (which contains a small trough for the the calibration of current meters) is also a temporary building.
FutureFacilities
The addition of three additional laboratories has been approved. They include:
2

- a hydraulic laboratory (2,025 in ) which will house several flumes capable of supporting large scale experiments,
- a soil mechanics and ground-water hydrology laboratory (1,120 in), and
- a water balance wind tunnel laboratory (608 in').
PRODUCTIVITY
The ERC hastwo publications: one, the Bulletin of the EnvironmentalResearch Center. which consists of articles
stemming from research at the Center; the other, ObservationalData of Heat Balanceand Water Balance, which contains
tables of data collected by the Center. Only one number of ObservationalData has been published (issued in March
1980). It covers data collected over the 20-month period of August 1977 to March 1979.
The Bulletin Is issued annually in March. To date, four numbers have appeared (1977-1980) and contain 31 research
articles and some 20 other (usually short) items that describe techniques and equipment. The Bulletin is in Japanese;
only the titles of articles are presented InEnglish. Six examples of these articles include:
-

K.Kotoda, "Amethod for estimating lake evaporation based on climatological data." (1977) No. I: 53-65

This article deals with the method of estimating deep-lake evaporation. In the case of deep lakes, such as Lake Biwa
(Japan's largest), Penman's formula is only partially applicable because it does not consider the effect of changes in
heat storage, In this study, the wind parameter f(u) in the Dalton type evaporation formula
EB - f(u)(e - e.)
was estimated as
f(u) - 0.316
u
by the use of the climatological data at Hikone metetological observatory The values of f(o) for Lake Biwa were found
to be very close to the values obtained by Jacobs in 1942. A new evaporation formula which considers theeffects of
atmospheric stability was proposed and is
E, =0.13u(es - e.)]/I1

0 375 exp (-0.5s)l

where
2

S - (T, - T,)/u

Y.Ono, "Pipkrakes as a periglacial process." (1979) No. 2.47-55.
This paper summarizes the studies about pipkrakes in Japan and in the rest of the woild About 70 articles are reviewed and criticized. Though the mechanism of the formation of pipkiakes hasbeen well studied by physicists, their
role as a penglacial process ns not yet been clarified. The asymmesiy of one valley in the Kanto Plain has been explained
by the difference in pipkrake activity on valley slopes of different exposure Ilowever, actual measurements of the processes
in this region have never been made. The accumulation of basic data concerning the geomorphic process of prpkrake
development is badly needed.
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R. Kawamata, "On the two-dimensional beach transformation is the surf zone," (1978) No. 2. 9-15.

-

In thsspaper amodel is presented that describes onshore-offshore sandtransport and two-dinen-onal beach transformation in the surf zone. Equation 2 (below) reflects the conditions at the time net transport is in a state of equhbrism. Two important parameters controlling sand transport are the dsmensionless fall-time parameter and bottom
slope. Using these parameters, the direction of onshore-offshore transport and the beach profide us the surf zone are
expressed as:
0.3 (onshore transport, accretion profile)

.<

2. (Ho/Lo) tan //(w,/gT)
=0.3 - 0.7 (neutral; equilibrium profile)
3.>

0.7 (offshore transport; erosive profile)

where w, is the settling velocity of sand grains, T is the period of waves, H. is the wave height of deep-water waves, Lo
isthe wave length of deepwater waves, g isthe acceleration of gravity, and 0 tithe angle of the beach face.
-

H. Ikeda, Y. Ono, K. Izumi, and R. Kawansata, "The speeds
of solid grains, rolling along the smooth bed,"
(1979) No. 3: 7-15

The velocities of particles of various sizes and densities were examined in the 4-in-wide flume at different flow
depths
inorder to determine the velocity of single spherical particles rolling on a smooth bed.As aresult, the relatie or
slip velocity of particles (i.e., the difference between the speedof the fluid and of the particle), is not equal to the fall
velocity of the particle in stillwater, but, instead, isproportional tothe intensity of theviscous resistance on the particle.
The viscous resistance is caused by theparticle's revolution in theviscous fluid.
-

Y, Matsukura, K. Izumi, T. Sasaki, and I. Takeda, "The diffusion of grains in the lee slope of aeolian dunes in
Nakatajuna, Shizuoka Prefecture." (1979) No. 3: 47-53.

Barchan-like dunes, with wavelength ranging frost 20 n to 200 m and with heights ranging from 0.5 m to 10 m. are
formed on the backshore (inside abeach ridge) in Enshunada beach, Central Japan. Wind velocity profiles and amount of
sand drift were measured on theie dunes. The amount of sand drift on the lee slope (Aiipfs*.
of the barchans). which
was transported by saltation from thebrink line, was trapped. The grain size distibution of the blown sand was determined. A good correlation between shear
velocity and the amount of sand drift and/or the diffusion of the grains in the
lee slope wasfound.
-

Y. Sakura and I.Kashotso, "Observation ofvertical movement of rainwater in the lysimeter," (1980) No. 4. 25-29.

The vertical water movement in the Center's lysmseter was investigated bythe observation of changes in pressure
head (tensometer), water content (neutron scattering moisture meter), temperature (thermocouple), and groundwater
discharge (flowmeter) during and after a rain in August 197q. The groundwater table was fixed at 160 cm beneath the
ground surface.
The analysis of these observational data showed that vertical water movement is affected significantly by entrapped
air and that thevalue of the sodwater flux estimated
from the change of soil temperature agreeswell with that deteruned by measurement.
The titles of the articles summarized above areprinted here as presented sothe Bulletin,
Because
the Bulletin does
not carry abstracts, thesummaries above aremodified from some provided by the authors of each article for this paper
Those readers interested in flumes may find useful the 33-page article entitled "The 4-meter-wide flume in the
Environmental Research Center " Although in Japanese,
it .ontains
60 photographs and drawings that illustrate nearly
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the Japanese author of this
all aspects of the flume. It and any other infoemation about EKC may be had by writing
article at
The Environmental Research Center
University of Tsukuba
Ibaraki 305
Japan
to the staff of EKC for the many
The American author would like to take this opportunity to express his thanks
the useof a large office which greatly
courtesies extended during his 9.month stay in Japan in 1979. Included was
facilitated his own research.
FIGURES
Fig. I. The Environmental Research Center.
- the large flume,
- the heat and water balance experimental field,
- the 30.m observation tower,
- the main building,
- atemporary laboratory,
- the workshop, and
- planned facilities
- ahydraulics laboratory,
- a soil mechanics and ground water gydrology laboratory,
- awater balance wind tunnel laboratory.
Fig. 2.Internal view of flume during abed configuration research project.
Fig. 3. The water and sediment circulating system of the flur.e,
feservolr,
- water
- pumping equipment,
- high water tank,
- flume,
- gate system,
- settling tant
- sediment recovery system,
- sediment weigher.
- sedunent re~irculation conveyor,
- sieving and mixing system,
-sediment feeder, and
- underground piping system.
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WESTPAC WORKSHOP ON COASTAL TRANSI'ORT OF POLLUTANTS AND ANNUAL MEETING
OF OCEANOGRAPTHC SOCIETY IN JAPAN
Takashi Ichiye
INTRODUCTION
Ayearand a half after my last visit Ithis Bulletin (SB), 3(4), 67-71, (1978)], 1had a chance to visit Japan again.
This time my main purposes were to discuss with Japanese oceanographers the future cooperative study of the three
straits into the Japan Sea, and also to attend the workshop sponsored by UNESCO on Coastal Transport of Pollutants
(CTOP) for the WESTPAC (Western Pacific) Program, 27.31 March, in Tokyo. Since the annual meeting of the Oceano.
graphical Society of Japan (OSJ) was to be held in Tokyo 5.9 April, I assumed that the first purpose would be achieved
by attending this meeting and associated symposia.
WESTPAC WORKSHOP ON COASTAL TRANSPORT OF POLLUTANTS
The WESTPAC program seems to be a continuation of CSK (Cooperative Study of the Kuroshlo and adjacent
regions) which was started in the early sixties (Richards, this Bulletin 4(2), 71.73 (1979)]. U.S. oceanographers have
been inundated by so many acronyms in the seventies, the decade noted as IDOE, that they may not be concerned with
one or two more like CSK or WESTPAC. However, for oceanographers of the CSK countries, particularly Japan, Korea,
The People's Republic of China, Hong Kong, Taiwan (unfortunately this country seems to have withdrawn), Indonesia,
Thailand, Philippines, Malaysia, Singapore and Vietnam, CSK seems to be a good program for improving marine scrences
in general and particularly for promoting cooperation in oceanographic research of the western part of the Pacific Ocean.
For instance, Dr. Jotaro Masuzawa, now Director-General of the Japan Meteorological Agency, once stated in his accep.
tance speech of the OSJ Award that he obtained special worldwide insight and experience on oceanography by cooperat.
ing wrth oceanographers of the Southeast Asian countries.
The official report on WESTPAC may be obtained from UNESCO, IOC, Paris, I am writing a rather opinionated
report in the spirit of Dr. Francis Richards. He wrote once in this Bulletin 14(3), 45 (1979)] about the existence of two
schools of physical oceanography rn Japan, the Todat (Tokyo University) school and the Kyodai (Kyoto University)
school. Th view is quite true but Japanese oceanographers are reluctant to admit it.
According to a UNESCO document, the first session of the Working Group for the WESTPAC Program was held in
Tokyo on 21-24 February 1979 (this Bulletin 4(2),71-73 (1979)). One of its decisions was to hold a workshop on CTOP
in Japan during 1979.80, with Professor Toshiyaki Hirano, of the Ocean Research institute of Tokyo University as the
convener. Another document reveals that an international workshop on marine pollution so East Asran waters was
convened at Malaysia University of Penan 7-13 April, 1976, sponsosed by UNESCO, IOC and other UN subsidiary
organizations. In this workshop the effects of different kinds of pollutants, including oil, pesticides. heavy metals, silt,
thermal, radioactive waster, and other industrial wastes on the environment were widely treated. The disciplines covered

biology, chemistry, geology, and physical oceanography and the regions of study were those from the Bay of Bengal to
the Japan Sea and the Seas of the Eastern Archipelago. This workshop recommended four major projects and twenty
sub-projects. It is not clear how these proposed projects were carried out. A new workshop on CTOP thus seemed
justified.
Preparation for the workshop was started in June 1979 by Hirano. The final agenda of the meeting was sent to invited participants is February, 1980, announcing the date and the meeting place at Asia Kaikan (Asia Center of Japan)
in Tokyo. Another workshop on the marine geology and geophysics of the Northwest Pacific was held concurrently at
the same place. The US. participants in the CTOP workshop were Drs. Don Pritchard and Jelry Schube from State
University of New Yo k at Stony Brook, and Professor Roy Han and I from Texas A&MUniversity.
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The total number of particlpants was about 22, with an additional three to five observers in each session. The
chairman and rapporteur were Schubel and Dr. M.Tomczak of Australia, respectively. The first day and morning of the
second day were devoted to review papers on progress of research and problems in different countries, including Australia,
P.R.C., Japan, Korea, Malaysia, Thailand and USS R. Inteinational programs for monitoring oil spills and the training of
personnel for this purpose were presented by Hann. The P.R.C. delegates (Mr. X. Quin, Ms. L. Tang and Mr. Q. Xu)
revealed that industrial pollution has become serious in several coastal provinces, notably along the coast of Bohai Day
and in the estuary of the Yangtze. The Republic of Korea (Drs. S. Change and K.W. Lee) also suffers some pollution
problems from industrial wastes, particularly in the Korean Strait and the Yellow Seacoast, and hasstarted bimonthly
survey programs by monitoring water quality and other hydrographic data on a number of transects in these
areas.
Malaysia (Mr. P. H. C. Tan), together with Singapore and Indonesia, face particularly difficult problems with possible
disasters from oil spills in the Malacca Straits, where it is reported that tanker passages
aremore frequent than the
AMTRAK schedule between New York and Washington, D C. So far, only strict navigation control has prevented
tanker mishaps. The Gulf of Thailand (Dr. P. Menasvata and Ms. A. Siripong) suffers from agricultural pollution and
silting. Monitoring with satellite imagery is planned Australia (Dr. Tomczak) has pollution problems from heavy metals,
hydrocarbons, and pesticides, but monitoring programs are mainly for chemistry, geology and fisheries and rarely include
physical oceanography. The Pacific Oceanology Institute of Vladivostok (Dr. V. Akulichev) isstudying oil spill transport
and the discharge of toxic metal in the ocean and its effects. In Japan, (Drs. H.Nakata andT. Suzuoki andMr. M.Hiasida)
the Inland Seaand other bays and estuaries suffered from red tides, oil spills, and oxygen depletion. Their impact on
fisheries is assessed
by field observations and by mathematical and hydraulic modelling. Also, Japan hasstarted baseline
studies and monitoring of hydrocarbonsheavy metals in the water column, and sediments along about 30 coastal standard
transects of 100 to 300 n.miles and one oceanic standard transect along 137*E from the Japanese coastto l*S.
During the afternoon of the second day, review papers on selected topics were presented. I gaveasummary report
on an oil spill prediction model basedon the horizontal turbulent diffusion with examples for a proposed St. Thomas
(Virgin Islands) supertanker port. Dr. Pitchard discussed movement of water masses
and pollutants in estuaries by subtidal frequency motions from observations of the Chesapeake Bay. Dr. T. Yanagiof Ehlime University reviewed the
studies on pollutant transport by tidal residue currents for different coastal topography of the Inland Sea.
The remaining days were devoted to discussing and drafting recommendations for research and training programs.
In contrast to the 1976 Workshop, wt, !-de only seven recommendations on research projects, besides the training
projects, which consist of standardization of poliutat sampling and analysis and establishment of data exchange
systems.
These research programs include
- obtaining data on currents and tides in the coastal waters,
- cooperative monitoring of pollutant transport in the Seaof Japan, the Yellow Sea,Bohai Bay and the EastChina

Seawhich are affected heavily by industrial and domestic wastes,
- long.term monitoring of sediments from river discharge,
- transport and accumulation of fine-grained sediments and of agricultural chemical residues,
- prediction and monitoring of spilled oil, and
- exchange processes at coral reefs.

The justification and long- and short.range objectives are stated for each proposed project. It is to be seen how these
recommendations will be unplemented in the futu in each national government andby international organizations.
OCEANOGRAPII[CAL SOCIETY OF JAPAN (OSJ)MEETING
The OSJ is the largest society on oceanography in Japan, with amembershp of more than 1500, including 125
foreign members, in March 1979 It publishes the bimonthly Journal of Oceanographic Society of Japan (JOSJ). This is
one of the few publications in oceanography which arereferred journals, it also prints most papers in English In Japan,
many periodicals in oceanography arepublished bygovernmental organizations like the Japan Meteorological Agency, the
Ilydrographic Department and regional fisheries institutes, as memoirs from different universities or, asoccasional
publications from the Japan Academy or Ministry of Education. The OSJwas established sn1941, but is not the oldest
oceanography socety. The oldest is the Marine Meteorological Society, started at Kobe Marine Observatory snthe early
twenties The latter has published "Unu to Sora" (Seaand Sky), mostly in Japanese, since 1921 The other society is
La Societe franco.japonaise d-oceanographie, started in 1962 by Dr Tadayoshi Sasaki, who specialized in marine optics,
spent ayear or two in Frane and isnow president of Tokyo University of Fisheries (and also the president of La Societe)
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This society publishes the quarterly journal La mer ("Urn" in Japanese) which contains a fairly large percentage of
English papers, with almost the samenumber in Japanese, but very few French, papers. This society wasstarted to improve Japanese and French cooperation in the marine sciences. Its membership isabout 500.
The current president of the OSJ is Dr. Tosio Nanniti, formerly director of the Oceanographic Lab of the Meterological Research Institute. Professor Koji Hidaka was the president for 19 years until 1967, and Professor Yasuo
Miyake was president for several years. The annual meeting is usually held in Tokyo in April, with a fall meeting in
October in another part of Japan. Dr. Richards attended the 1978 fail meeting held in Sapporo, Hokkaido. Both meetings
offer good opportunities for academic and governmental oceanographers, and Tokyo and local oceanographers to meet
together. Unlike the American Geophysical Unlo, or the American Society of Limnology and Oceanography, membership
and participation in annual meetings of the QJ co ers all five disciplines, physical, chemical, biological, geological and
geophysical oceanography, though geological und geophysical fields are underrepresented, and physical oceanography
overrepresented, compared to the current censais
of Japanese oceanographers in each discipline. This tendency was
particularly strong in the 1980 annual meeting, in which 106, 52, 35 and 4 papers were presented from April 6 through
8 for physical, biological, chemical and geological-geophysical oceanography, respectively. Marine geology and geophysics
including tectnophysics papers areusually presented at Japanese Geological Society and Seismological Society meetings.
Coverage in physical oceanography was quite broad. The numbers of papers in different subjects areasfollows:
-

descriptive in the deep sea18,
descriptive on nearshore and estuaries 29,
theoretical and other modelling of large scale circulation 7,
modelling of small scalecirculation 9,
surface waves 12,
remote sensing 15,
marine optics 5,
beach and bottom processes 4,
seiches and tides 4,
and instrument 3 although some papers cover two or three of these topics.

Descriptive and theoretical papers were more on nearshore and estuaries than on blue water oceanography in contrast
to the AGU Oceanography Section meeting. This is mainly because participants in the meeting come more from academic
institutions than from governmental agencies, which have overwhelmingly largenumbers of ocean.going research and
survey vessels
(about fourteen agi nst four, excluding training ships, according to this Bulletin 3(3), 34.36 (1978), and
because the governmental support of academic oceanographic research has been heavily focused towards environmental
problems in bays and estuaries in recent years. Remote sensing, mainly based
on satellite data, is now apopular topic in
Japan, particularly for monitoring pollution and fishery resources asdiscussed later.
The meeting was held concurrently in three classrooms at the Yoyogi (Tokyo) campus of Toka University with
three sessions each morning and afternoon. Each session
conalsted of three to five papers dealing with similar topics with
a I5-minute talk followed by 2.3 minute discussion for each paper. Each session seemed
to be well attended by 60-100
people. Because of the rather heavy schedule, discussions were sometimes perfunctory but seemed to be always cour.
teous, more so now than about 25 yearsago when I last attended. The preprints of the meeting ismuch better than in
meetings of the US., because
each paperisallowed two pagesof handwritten manuscript with figure reduced to about
15 cm X 22 cm, 68% of the orsginal sheet by offset printing. Since Japanese writing ismuch more concise than western
languages, many papers in the preprint seem
to represent almost their full contents.
Most sessions
were devoted to separate fields, but in some sessions, particularly for remote sensing, physical and
biological oceanography papers were intermixed. Six announced, and two additional special, symposia were devoted to
interdiscipllnary topics on-

fisheries oceanography,
dumping of low.level radioactive wastes,
nearshore bottom processes,
roles of plankton and bacteria on mr ernal
transfer usthe ocean,
methodology ofmarine environmental assessment,
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- application of remote sensing, and
- planning of the Japanese actrvities for the CRP (Climate change and variation Research Program) for the WCP
(World Climate Program).
I attended the last two symposia. The symposium on remote sensing was sponsored by the newly established Society
of Airborne and Satellite Fisheries Oceanography (president, Professor Mitsuo Iwashita of Tokal University), which
publishes the quarterly journal "Sora to Umi" (Sky and Sea)mainly in Japanese and partly in English. I asked the editor,
Professor Yashuro
Sugimod of Tokai University, whether there is alegal problem with the journal title which isvery
similar to the journal of the Marine Meterological Society. It seems
to be no such problem is Japan because there isan
understanding (and dual membership) between the two groups. At the symposium, nine papers were presented dealing
with various subjects on the application of satellite imageiy to hydrography and fisheries, and also a prospectus of the
Japanese Marine Observation Satellites (MOS) up to 1993 (four MOS areexpected to begin operation by 1983) by a
representative of NASDA (the National Artificial Satellite Development Agency). I was invited to speak on the proposed
program of using satellite imagery (Nimbus 7and others) for oceanography near the three straits of the Japan Seastarting
next year.
The last symposium on the CRP was convened by Professor Yoshiaki Toba of Tohoku University and attended by
30 people, mainly from academic institutions. The Japanese oceanographers andclimatologists areinterested in analysis
of the long-term change of the seasurface temperature, monitoring of the temperature in the North Pacific, particularly
the sub.tropical regions and modelling for seasurface temperature prediction by combining atmospheric and oceanic
circulation models. It was decided that Toba will send questionnaires among a wider group of prospective participants
later in order to form more concrete programs in this respect. I volunteered to stress the importance of the Japan Sea
for long.term variation studies, both because of its effects on the Northwestern Pacific by exchange through the straits
and because
it is manageable by one or two countries due to its small size.
Dr. Jotaro Masuzawa
Director-General
Japan Meteorological Agency
3.4, Ohtemachi l.chome
Chiyoda.ku, Tokyo 100

Professor Toshiyuki Hirano,
Dr. H.Nakata,
Dr. T. Suzuoki, and
Mr. M. ishida
Ocean Research Institute
University of Tokyo
15.1, Minamidai I-chome
Nakano-ku,
Tokyo 164

Dr. T. Yanagi
Ehime University
3, Bunkyo-cho, Matsuyama
Ehime 790

Dr. Tadyoshi Sasaki
President
Tokyo University of Fisheries
5.7, Konan 4-chome
Minato.ku, Tokyo 108

Dr. Toshio Nannichi
President
Oceanographical Society of Japan
15.1,
Minamidai l-chome
Nakano.ku, Tokyo 164

Professor Koji Hidaka
Ocean Research Institute
University of Tokyo
15.1.
Minamidat I-chome
Nakano.ku, Tokyo 164

Professor Yasuo Miyake
Geochemistry Research Association
29.2-217, Koenji-kita 4.chome
Suginami.ku, Tokyo 166

Professor Yoskiaki Toba
Tohoku University
Aoba, aramaki, Sendai
Miyagi 980

Professor Mitsuo Iwashita,
Professor Yashiro Sugimoto
Tokas University
1000, Orido, Shjimizu
Shizuoka 424
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LABORATORY OF BIOGEOCHEMISTRY AND SOCIOGEOCHEMISTRY OF
THE MITSUBISHI-KASEI INSTITUTE OF LIFE SCIENCES
Francis A. Richards
What is sociogeochemistry and what do sociogeochemists do? The concept of biogeochemistry is well established,
but sociogeochemistry? When I asked this question of the director of the laboratory, Dr. Ertaro Wada, he was rather
amused and slightly confused. "I think it means what we want it to mean," was his approximate answer He then went
on to explain that the objectives of the laboratory were purposely left vague by the parent insttitute to give a rather free
rein to the young scientific staff that had been assembled. It is significant that Wada had taken his doctorate in geochemistry under the eminent Professor Yasuo Miyake, at the former Tokyo University of Education, which has now been
absorbed in the new Tsukuba University. After graduation, Wada spent a post-doctoral of 14 months at the University of
Texas, where he worked with Professor P. L. Parker, who is well.known for his studies of biogeochemical processes
through the use of stable isotopes, especially carbon.13 (isC). Wada also served at the Ocean Research Institute of
Tokyo University in the Marine Beochemistry Division with Professor Akihiko Hattori, working on various aspects of the
biological nitrogen cycle in the ocean. Upon his appointment to the Institute of Life Sciences, he was sent for an additional year's study of agrictultural chemistrv at Tokyo University. His background and special training have been
dominant in determining the course of research in his laboratory.
The Laboratory of Biogeochemistry and Sociogeochemistry is one of II life sciences laboratories, five special research groups, and two administrative sections that make up the institute, which began operation on I June, 1977,
having been formed by the late president of the Mitsubishi Chemical Company, Mr H Shmopma The first and present
director of the institute is Dr. Fujo Egami, a retired professor from Tokyo University The general nature of the rescardi
fields is suggested by the names of the laboratories biophysics, biological activities of biopolymers, biochemical reactions
and biocatalysts, microbiological chemistry, cell biology, developmental biology, neurophysiology, physiological psychology, neurochemistry, pharmacology, and biogeochemistry and socogeo0a'emistry There are groups for bochenical
preparations, organochemical preparations, the Nakashibetsu serum preparation Lenter, the social life sciences, and the
director's group. The director is interested in the origin of life and the activities of this group reflect that interest
The institute is at II Mmarmooya, Machida-sht, Tokyo 194, Tel. 0427-26-1211, and is easily reached by express train
from Shinjuku, It has two main research buddings, animal and micro-organism culture buildings, a seniiar and dining
room building, and a building for administration and utdilties. Typical of many companies and government laboratories
in Japan, there are apartments and dormitories for employees. The first building was completed is 1972, the second
building phase in 1977. The grounds are nicety landscaped and tended, altogether both the interior and exterior of tle
institute are pleasant and attractive. I was pleased that the Japanese and American flags were flying to mark my visit
The staff of the Laboratory of Brogeochemistry and Soxrogeochemistry consists of Wada, Drs Masao Minagawa,
Hiroshi Mizutam, and Takashi Tsuji, a predoctoral fellow from the University of Tokyo, Mr Koichi Nakanmura, and two
research assistants, Ms. Mikie Ogn and Ms Reiko Slubata The main research themes of the laboratory are
- nitrogen isotope ratios in biogeochemical systems
- studies of carbon isotopes

measurement of standing stocks of red tide phytoplankton by an image processing system
- brogeochemical studies of Lake Ashino-ko
-- basic studies on nutrient dynamics in paddy water

Generally each staff member has a lead role in one of the theme projects, but annually one proje~t is selected is
a group effort and the various specialties of the staff members are .alled upon to take in integnated approah to bi,
geochemical system In 1979 the group project was the study oi Lake Ashmo-ko, a lake in liakone National Park boui
12km long and I to l- km wide From June to November. water, plankton, and sediment oie samples were .ole.tcd
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monthly for chemical and isotopic sdies, and concentrations
of suspended matter and the vertical distribution of
temperature were observed during the period.
Temperatures followed a typical seasonal pattern with a well-developed thermoclhne between 10 and 18 meters
persisting through the period; maximum temperatures, over 23'C, were observed at the surface on S September. Sus.
pended matter was generally low, and a small maximum, over 6 mg per liter, occurred at 6 meters during the September
sampling Although the lake was described as oligotrophic in 1937, there has been some eutrophication in recent years
and the lake ecology is beginning to reflect the impingement of the activities of man.
Perhaps even more interesting than the impingement of man on the lake water is the history of the volcanic activity
of Mt Fuji asrecorded in pumice layers in the lake sediments. A 20-cm gravity core from the northern part of the lake
contained three pumice layers, which could be dated from the relatively low sedimentation rate of 0.2 millimeters per
year, which was in turn estimated from the vertical distribution of the isotope lead-2 10 inthe core. The depths (ages) of
the pumice !ayers thus estimated agree well with the historical records of the volcanic activity of the mountain-999 to
1083, 1511 to1560, and 1700 to 1707 AD.
The organic nitrogen content of the core, as determined by the Kjeldahl method, decreases with depth. Combining
the rate of decrease with the sediment accumulation rate permits an estimate of the average rate of decomposition of
organic matter of 47 micrograms of nitrogen per gram of dry sediment per year for the past 200 years.
The sedimentation rate in the southern part of Ahino-ko is considerably higher than in the northern part-0.8 mm
per year vs. 0.2 mm per year, and the nitrogen isotopic ratios of thedissolved nitrogen compounds in deep sediments also
differ The ratios in thedeep sediments from the north are nearly the same as the reference standard.atmospheric nitrogen, but the ,5"SN*value is about +3%,, meaning that the nitrogen is relatively richer in the heavy isotope, mirogen.15,
than in nitrogen-14. Isotopes of differing atomic weight are fractionated by various physical and biological processes, so
theratios of the isotopes in various materials reflects the history and processes the material has gone through. For example, the 6is N is about +7 to 9 in plankton, +11 in fish In the sediments, the water-soluble (exchangeable) nitrogen is
2 to3%o heavier than the fixed nitrogen. Thus, the nitrogen isotope studies are useful in helping to understand the past
andpresent ecology of the system.
The theme of the laboratory group project for 1980 is the geochemical study of the Ohtsucli water system. The
specialties of all members of the laboratory will be brought to bear on understanding the system from studies beginning
with the headwaters of the Ohtsuchi River, through its mixing and transport through the bay, and finally its influence
on the coastal zone Subjects include the transport of nutrient chemicals and other elements from their introduction to
the system front the air via precipitation and by leaching from the soil to their entry into the ocean. Variables to be
observed are ratios of the stable isotopes of carbon and nitrogen, radioisotopes, organic geochemucals, nutrient concentrations, and the concentration and composition of standing stocks of the biota. especially tise phytoplankton and zoo.
plankton.
Several subprojects of the laboratory are included in the general theme of nitrogen isotope ratios in biogeochemical
systems Nitrogen isotope ratios are the special interest of Dr Wada, who uses them to study paddy soils, in investigations
of marine plankton, their changes associated with denitrification in soil water systems, and nitrogen isotope fractionation
along the food chain.
Studies of the is N abundance in paddy soils from five agricultural experiment stations in Japan showed that the 15 N
content of the organic matter decreased asthe organic matter increased, probably because o tse
large isotope fractionilion occurring during denstrification, leaching, and volatilization of ammonia. Forest systems have been investigated ih,
three regions in Japan Values of 6"SN tend to increase with depth inthe soil while the total nitrogen (KIjeldalsl)
de.
creases At thesurface, values of 6"N are low,
about 217,
where the source of nitrogen ompounds isprecipitation and
nitrogen fixation The isotope ratios are altered as f~eeanminossa ions exchange with potassium and calcium
days
4

4

IsN1l4 + 1 NilX
'6 N is drlined as follo.s
6 N
N (sainple)
- "N (standard)
" N (standard)
Itis expred as parts
per thousand. 'I,
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N114 + iSNiihX

where X is a clay. The fractionation factors differ for exchanges with potassium and calcium saturated clays. The
resulting equilibrium ratios arecomplex functions of the clay composition, the permeation of ground water, nitrogen
fixation, denitrification, volatilization of ammonia, and other processes
Values of SiaN were low in cells of Tnchodesmum spp.and associated zooplankton from the East China Sea
nichodesmium is generally considered to be responsible for nitrogen fixation under certain circumstances in the ocean
The low 6IsN values suggest
an atmospheric origin and therefore nitrogen fixation. The low 6 "N values in Trschodesmium cells were associated with low concentrations of nitrate.nitrogen in the euphotic zone, also suggesting that
fixation of atmospheric nitrogen is the principal source of combined nitrogen In boreal areas,where nitrate ions are
abundant in the photic zone, 6 'IN values arehigh, but in lig" limiting cases,
epibenthic algaegrown in the presence of
high nitrate concentrations show high fractionation factors and correspondingly low values of 6 IsN.
Exotic communities in which Wada has been studying nitrogen isotope fractionation arethree Antarctic ecosystemsVictoria Land, the dry valleys, and a Ross Island penguin rookery. The nitrates in Antarctic soils have large negative
values of 6 11N (relative to atmospheric nitrogen) suggesting that the nitrates in Antarctic soils originate from atmospheric
phenomena, precipitation, and auroral actisity. Extreme values, -23.6%, -21.2%. and -20 6%7o,
were found in nitrates
in sol materials from Lake Vanda (77'30'S, 161'40'E). In contrast, lugh values were found in the organic fraction of
soil nitrogen from the Cape Bird, Ross Island, penguin rookery (+28 6%,) and in epibenthic algaefrom the sameregion
(+30.7%). The fractionation of the isotopes probably follows ascheme such as
NH3, poorernIN
f volatilization
(NH2)CO"-N I +CO

I

Organic N, richer in IsN.
The high ratios at the rookeries result from the birds' "heavy nitrogen" diet of fish and additional fractionation as
indicated above. These processes may also account for extremely low values (-47 8, -49 07,) observed in the epihenithic
algaein anunnamed saline pond on the edgeof the Wright upper glacier (77'32'S, 160°45'E).
Until now Dr. Wada hashad to content himself with samples from Antarctica collected hy other workers, but ie
will Join the Japanese
Antarctica Research Expedition in the austral summer of 1980 81 to do his own sampling and
observations.
To study nitrogen isotope fractionation along the food chain, laboratory animals were fed diets of constant isotopic
compostion and then analyzed. The whole bodies of the brine shrimp, Artenua sp, and of tropical fish, lebistes sp,
were enriched in tIN by about 476 relative to the diet Natural samples were also collected from both aquatic and ter,
restrial ecosystems to determine the isotopic composition of animals and dietary organisms along tIre food chain As is
the laboratory studies, the IfN in the whole body of an anmal is about 4%, higher than that of its diet, regardless of
the isotopic composition of the diet The enrichment may result during b-ocienical nitrogen metabolism This view is
supported by the fact that ammonia nitrogen15 excreted by tire fishers was about - 15% lower than that of tIre diet
Koichi Nakamura is a pre.doctoral associate at the laboratory and a graduate student in soil sciente in the Depart
ment of Agricultural Chemistry of Tokyo University lie is concerned with tie dynamics of stable carbon isotopes,
especially in paddy fields. Experimental paddy fields at the Central Agricultural Experiment Station, Konosu, Saitama
Prefecture, haverecorded fertilizer histories since 1928 Four plots were studied and the 6"iC PDB (referred t) tie
5
PeeDeeBelemnite Standard) differed significantly with the fertilizer history of tie plot Tire valuCs of 3C II tthe
nonfertlized plot were greater than those in the plot that receives 10 kg N asammoniun sulfate per100 acresper year
The 6iaC ;,alues in tire latter were much greater than in a plot that received the sameamount of fertilitzer nitrogen as
a mixture if soybean leesand farmyard manure, which wasin turn richer in "'Cthan a plant that re.eived i nltogemr
asChinese vetch green manure Seasonal variations of 'C values is the soil during submerged periods (June thrrougr
September) were followed in the Oto I-cm (oxidized) soil layer and in the 5 to 10cm (reduced) deep layer The '"C
values in the upper layer did not change much, but they increased during the period in the deeper stratui Thus, the
CO5 in the reduced layer is richer than in the oxidized soil Int.ubation of the reduced soil under anoxic conditions at
27'C for aweek resulted in a decrease
in the amount of COr and an iIcrese is
II C values
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During incubation under oxidizing conditions there was a higher production of CO, with lower values of 6 C than
5
in the organic carbon Under anoxic conditions methane was also produced, but the "C values in the CO were not
closely related to the CH4 product, so alternate metabolic pathways are being investigated Respiration, fermentation,
and dark carbon fixation by soil microorganisms evidently are important in regulating the carbon isotopic ratios in
various types of organic matter in soils In any case, information on stable carbon isotope distributions is proving useful
in the study of short term carbon cycling processes (epidiagenesis).
Carbon isotopes are also being used to study isotope fractionation during photosynthesis (in laboratory cultures) of
thermophilic algae by Dr Hiioshi Mizutam During the Pleistocene, plants using the C4 photosynthetic pathway evolved
from Ca plants They were more effective in utilizing CO, and could grow at much lower partial pressures of CO than
could their ancestors. Ca plants have lower 6"C values (-16 to -26o') relative to atmospheric air than do C4 plants
(+2 to -I15%) Although generally considered ts be Ca plants, algae have values fiom -4 to-lS% , suggesting they may
utilize the C. pathway during an induction period Thermophilic blue green and green algae were collected from various
hot springs and cultured in the laboratory, using ambient atmospheric CO2 as a carbon source The 6 "C value depended
on growth conditions such as light intensity and temperature, in some caser the value was greater than -4, possibly because of the presence of a C4 type pathway.
Changes in carbon isotope ratios have also been used to investigate tie growth physiology of algae in extreme environments. A highly thermophilic alga, Synechocyncus sp., and an acidophilic specos, Cyantdiani caldarium, were grown
under different conditions. Preliminary results suggest that C Caldariam uses gaseous CO. instead of dissolved bicarbon
ate as a carbon source and that the extent of photosynthetic i4otope fractionation depends strongly oii the partial pressure of the feed p,,s.Continued studies are planned in an attempt to undcrstand the paleoenvironnients in whli.h these
and other algae pre.J.ded
Drs, T Tsuji, T Nishlkawa and M. Ogii have developed a new method for iieasuring the standing stock ol rcd tide
phytoplankton by an image processing system Samples of natural popultions of phytopLankton were photographed
simultaneously under optical and fluoiescent microscopes. The ucrophotograplhs were then analyzed by an image
analyzer system including a host Facom 230.55 computer, a Fujitsu Co. Ltd.. U-300 front Minicomputer, and a Kowa C.
Ltd , OS701 optical pattern reader recorder The images were first scanned. converted to digital form, and accumulated
by the OS-701 and U-300 A prototype, the most typical organism among a population, was then processed The Facoits
230-55 sejected cells that resembled the prototype using 14 paraseters suds as density, area. naxinum diametes. and
eccentricity The 14 parameters were measured tor each selected phytoplankier, and a histogiam of phytoplankton
numbers against each parameter was displayed on the line printer.
The new method has been applied to the measurement of standing stocks of led tide phytoplankton in Tokyo and
Sagami bays At the time of sampling, a red tide was evident in Tokyo Bay but not in SagamiBay The sie distisbutiuns
at some stations in Tokyo Bay are shown in the figure The distributions reflect that nutrient concentrations in Tokyo
Bay are 10 times those in Sagam Bay and suggest that small phytoplankters (from 3 to 21 ani) can grow eves in low
nutrient concentrations, but that larger organisms, such as PFsr-sesiaim trestinas (a dinuiflagellate, 20 to 33 il), can
grow only in high nutrient concentrations
Other than the lead-210 dating work already relerred to, other sork with iadsoai.tive nudides isjust beginning at the
4
laboratory Observations designed to measure tone scales in ecosystems using suds radiconudldes as
Th (hall le 24
510
days),
Po (half-life 138 days), and iOPb (half life 22 years) are planned to help assess enovrosnental fluctuations
and to establish what Dr Wada calls "ecochronology " At the tme o my visit the laboratory was equipped only to
measure alpha emitters using an Alte. alpha spe.tronierer They plan to expand iheii capabilities to the ineasusenient of
s4asu,
232,
aaTh and 26 Ra
The laboratories are functional, well equipped for the work they are doing, and well maintained Special rovis oi
laboratories are maintained ain algal culture ioui and incubation sysIeiM tIM culturing thierMUplihi algae and algae
under other extreme conditions, a cold room kept at 4*C + 0 2 or 0 3C, a ionm lot sterile tiansleis, and a wet cleiisity
laboratory. Specialized equi merit includes
- fluorescence spectrophotometer for measuring chlorophyll
- fluorescence microscope for the miage processing work
- low temperature centrifuge
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Shimadzu UV-210A double beam spectrophotometer
laboratory made automatic analyzer. Its usein estimating nitnte has just begun.
Ortec Model 6240B multichannel alpha spectrometer (made by EG and G, U.S.A.).
Varian carbon furnace system atomic absorption spectrophotometer with tubes for Pb, Co, Zn, K, Cr, Cd, Mg, Ti,
Ta, Al, and V.
- Hitachi RMU-GR mass
spectrometer, used for nitrogen and carbon isotope determinations.
- nitrogen gaspurification system including carbon and copper oxide furnaces.
-

The above account is not complete, but it gives an impression of the compiehensive scope of the activities of the
laboratory. Also, when we realize the social unportance of such things asthe ecology and geochemistry of rice paddies
and forests, of the eutrophication of many of Japan's waters, and of estuarine and aquatic system in general, the term
sociogeochemistry becomes not only understandable but entirely ac,;.irtic.
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INTERNATIONAL MEETINGS IN THE FAR EAST

1981-1983
compiled by Seikoh Sakiyama
It isintended to update and augment this list in future issues
of the Scientific Bulletin. The assistance of Dr. T. D.
Grace, Australian Embassy. Tokyo, and Dr. M. J.McNamara, New Zealand Embassy, Tokyo. in supplying a listing of
meetings in their countries is deeply appreciated. Similarly. the assistance of Dr. Robert Stella, American Embassy. New
Delhi (formerly in Seoul). in supplying a listing of meetings in Korea is deeply appreciated. Readers areasked to notify
us of upcoming international meetings in the Far Eastwhich have not yet been included in thts liat.
1981
Date

Title

Site

January 25.31

International Symposium on Erosion
and Sediment Transport in Pacific
Run Steeplands

Canterbury,
New Zealand

Royal Society of New Zealand
Box 12249, Wellington

January 31February 4

Conference on Large Earthquakes

Napier.
New Zealand

Royal Society of New Zealand
Box 12249. Wellington

Febn.ary 8.11

Second Australian Collold Conference Terrigal,
Australia

Assoc. Professor D. H.Napper,
School of Chemistry. University of
Sydney, Sydney. NSW, 2006

February 11-18

International Conference on Soils
with Vari'ble Charge

Massey,
New Zealand

Royal Society of New Zealand
Box 12249, Wellington

February
(tentative)

Fifth International Conference on
Ion BeamAnalysis

Sydney,
Australia

Professor J.C.Kelly. Department of
Physics. University of NSW, PO Box I,
Kensington. NSW. 2033

March 5.10

Ist International Seminar on Semi.
conductor Processing

Gums. Korea

Mr. K B. Whang. Director Korepn
Institute of Electronics Technology

March 13-14

The 2nd International Symposium

Tokyo,

Prof. T. Abe

on Hemophilia Treatment

Japan

Teikyo University School of Medicine

For Information, Contact

2.11.1 Kaga, Itabashi-ku. Tokyo 173
March 16-21

IUPAC.IUTAM Symposium on
Interactions in Colloidal Suspensions

Match 20-21

The Second International Symposium Adelaide.
on Bone, Structure, Function &
Australia
Disease

Canberra,
Australia
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Professor B W Ninham, Research
School of Physical Sciences, Australian
National University. Canberrd
Dr M.J. Iooper,
Royal Adelaide iospital
North Terrace. Adelaide, SA, 5000

1981-Continued
Date

Site

Title

For Information, Contact

March
(tentative)

Ecotoxicological Problems in the
Indo-Paciflc Region

Taipei,
Taiwan

Dr. JongChin Su
Institute of Zoology
Academia Sinica
Taipei 115

April 13-17

International Telecommunications
Conference

(undecided)
New Zealand

NZ Post Office
Wellington

April 26May I

1stAsian and Pacific Chemistry
Congress

Singapore.
Republic of
Singapore

The Congress Secretary
Ist Aspac Congress
Singapore Professional Center
129B Block 23 Ontram Park
Singapore 0316
Republic of Singapore

May 4.8

Annual Scientific Meeting of the
Australian Society for Microbiology

Canberra,
Australia

V. A. Stanisich, Australian Society for
Microbiology, 191Royal Parade.
Parkvllle, Vic, 3052

May 11.14

12th Australian Polymer Symposium

Blackheath.
Australia

D. F. Sangster, AAECRE, Private Mail
Bag.Sutherland. NSW. 2232

May 11-15

4th International Symposium on
Trace Element Metabolism in Man
& Animals (TEMA-4)

Perth,
Australia

Dr. E. J.Underwood, Chairman.
Orgamsing Committee, TEMA.4.
c/o Department nf Animal Science,
University of WA,
Nedlands. WA, 6009

May 11.15

Australian Biochemical Society
Annual Meeting

Adelaide,
Australia

Dr. H.C. Robinson,
Department of Biochemistry,
Monash University,
68
31
Clayton, Vic,

May 11.15

4th International Conference on
Trace Metabolism in Man &
Anmials (TEMA)

Perth,
Australia

Australian Academy of Science,
PO Box 783,
Canberra City, ACT. 2601

May 18.22

Fourth Internatioual Coral Reef
Symposium

Manila.
Philippines

Marne Sciences Center, IV CRS
University of the Philippines
PO. Box I
Diliman, Quezon City 3004

May 23-30

The 12th Conference of the
International Association of Ports
and Harbors

Nagoya,
Japan

Nagoya Port Authority
1.8-21, Ihfune, Mmato-ku, Nagoya 455
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1981-Continued
Date

Titde

May 25.29

Site

International Tsunami
Symposium 1981

Sendai,

Japan

For Information, Contact
Professor E. Kaiura
Earthquake Research Institute

University of Tokyo
11, Yayoi l-chotne, Bunkyo-ku
Tokyo 113
May
(tentative)

34th Annual Metals Congress

Sydney,
Australia

undecided

May
(tentative)

Electric Energy Manufacturing
Conference

(undecided)
Australia

The Institution of Engineers, Australia,
I I National Circuit, Barton, ACT, 2600

June 6.7

The 4th International Symposium
on Quality Control.- Osaka

Kobe,
Japan

Secretariat, lSQC-Osaka
Kobe Minato P.O. Box 569,
Hyogo 65 1.01

June
(tentative)

ROK.ROC Seminar on Oceanography

Seoul,
Korea

Korea Ocean Research and
Development Institute
P.O. Box 17,Yang-Jac, Seoul

June 28.
July 2

Fifth International Conference
Geochronology. Cosmochronology
and Isotope Geology

Nikko,
Japan

Dr. K. Shibata
Geological Survey, of Japan
1.1-3, Yatabec~o Higashi
Tsr'kut.-gun, Ibaraki 305

Jane 29.
July 3

The Wlith International Symposium
on Gnosobiology

Tokyo,
Japan

Prof. S.Slumk
Chairmnan,
Organizing Committee
VII International Symposium on
Gnoiobiology, Dept. of Microbiology,
School of Medicine,
Tokai University, Bohiseldai, Isehars-shi.
Kanagawa 2S9-11

July 19.24

8th International Co.,gress of
Phacology-IUPIIAR-

Tokyo,
Japan

The Japanese Pharmacological Society
Gatsukai Center Bldg. 4F..
24-16, Yayoi, Bunkyo-ku,
Tokyo 113

July 27.
August I

The 4th International Congress
of Biorheology

Tokyo,
Japan

Japanese Society of Biorheology
Physics Laboratory, Keio University
4-11. iyostsi, Kohoku.ku,
Yokohama 223

Asgust 10.14

International Congress
of Phaemocology

Sydney,
Australia

Australian Academy of Science,
P.O. B,3x783,
Canberra City. A C.T 2601

August 17.

2

Melbourne,
Australia

Mr. K. H. rlarke, Department of
Physical Sciences Cancer Institute,
481 Little Lonsdale St.,
Melbourne, Vic, 3000

1st Conference on Physical Scences
& Engineering in Medicine ani
Biology
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1981-Continued
Date

Title

Site

For Information, Contact

August 21-28

XIII International Botanical Congress

Sydney, NS.W.
Australia

Executive Secretary,
Dr. W. J.Cram,
School of Biological Sciences,
University of Sydney
N.S.W., 2006

August 23.28

Sixth Australian Symposium on
Analytical Chemistry (6AC)

Canberra,
Australia

Hon. Secretary, Miss B. J. Stevenson,
PO Box 1397,
Canberra City, ACT, 2601

August 24.26

Vth International Conference on
Electrical Bio-impedance

Tokyo,
Japan

Prof. K.Nakaya,-a-, Deot. of Electrical
& Electronic Engineering,
Sophia University
7 Kiocho, Chlyoda.ku, Tokyo 102

August 24.28

4th International Conference on
Rapidly Quenched Metals

Sendai,
Japan

The Japan Institute of Metals
Aramaki Aoba
Sendai, Miyagi 980

August 24.28

International Federation of
Automatic Control (IFAC) 8th
Triennial World Congress

Kyoto,
Japan

Prof. Y. Sawarag
Dept. of Applied Mathematics and
Physics, Faculty of Engineering
Kyoto University
Yoshida.Honmachi, Sakyo-ku
Kyoto 606

August 26.27

Symposium on Stress Analysis
for Mechanical Design 1981

Sydney,
Australia

The Conference Manager, The
Institution of Engineers, Australia,
II National Circuit, Barton, ACT, 2600

August
(tentative)

17th Annual Congress of the
Australian and New Zealand
College of Psychiatrists

Victoria.
Australia

(undecided)

September 1-S

9th ICAS.XXII CSI
(9th Inttmational Conference on
Atomic Spectroscopy and XXII
Colloquium Spectroscoplum
International-)

Tokyo,
Japan

The Japan Society for Analytical
Chemistry, 9th ICAS-XXII CSI
Gotanda-Sanhaltsu
26-2, l.chome, Nissi.gotanda
Shnagawa.ku, Tokyo 141

September 12.18

The l0th International Congress of
Eirctzoencephalography and
Clinical Neurophysjology

Kyoto,
(undecided)
Japan

International Conference
Organizers, Inc., Crescent Pl&d,103
2-4-6, Minami-Aoyama
Mmnato-ku, Tokyo 107

September 17-21

The 14th World Congress of Inter.
national League against Epilepsy and
the 13th Symposium of the Inter.
national Bureau of Epilepsy

Kyoto,
Japan

International Conference
Organizers, Inc Crescent Plaza 103,
2-4.6, Minami.Aoyama, Minato-ku,
Tokyo 107
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1981-Continued
Date

Site

Title

For Information, Contact

September 20-23

1981 International Symposium on
Gallium Arsenide and Related
Compounds

Kanagawa,
Japan

Prof. H.Yanai, Dept. of Electronic
Engineering, University of Tokyo
7.3.1, Hongo, Binkyo-ku, Tokyo 113

September 20.2b

12th World Congress of Neurology

Kyoto,
Japan

Simul International, Inc.
No. 9,Kowa Bldg.,
1-8-10, Akasaka, Minato-ku, Tokyo 107

September 23-25

Australasian Society of Nephrology
joint meeting wish Card'.c Society

Brisbane,
Australia

Dr. B. M.Saker, Renal Unit,
Royal Perth Hospital
Perth, WA, 6000

September
(tentative)

Intemational Rock Mechanics
Symposium on Weak Rock Soft, Fractured and Weathered Rock

Tokyo,
Japan

Japan Society of Civil Engineers
l.chome, Yotsuya
Shinjuku.ku, Tokyo 160

October 4-7

4th Congress of International Society
for Laser Surgery

Tokyo,
Japan

Narong Nimsakul, M.D., Secretary
General, 4th Congress of International
Society for Laser Surgery, Department
of Plastic Surgery, School of Medicine,
Tokai University
Boseidai, Isehara.shi, Kanagawa
Pref. 259.11

October 7.9

Symposium on Industrial Robots and
Robot Exhibit

Tokyo,
Japan

Mr. Y. Komori
Japan Industrial Robot Association
Shinko Bldg.
Klaka
3.5-8, Shiba-Koen
Minato-ku, Tokyo 105

October 11-23

International Union Conservation of
Nature and Natural Resources

Christchurch,
New Zealand

Lincoln College, Christchurch

October 18.25

15th Annual Conference on Law of
the Sea

Seoul,
Korea

Korea Ocean Research and
Development Institute
P.O. Box 17,Yang-Jae, Seoul

Late October.
Early November

Tokyo,
FAI the 74th General
Japan
Conference, 1981
(International Aeronautical Federation)

October/
November
(tentatii)

Seminar on Estuaries-their Physics,
.hemistry, Biology, Geology and
Engineering Aspects

Goa, India

Dr. R. Sen Gupta
Convener, Seminar on sruanes
National Institute of Oceanography
Dona Poula, Goa.403004

December
(tentative)

Ninth International Symposum on
Comparative Endocrinology

Hong Kong

Prof. B. Lofts
Department of Zoology,
The University of Hong Kong
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Japan Aeronautic Association
1.18.2, Shlnbashi, Mtnato-ku,
Tokyo 107

1982
Date

Title

Site

For Information, Contact

February
(tentative)

7th Australian Electron Microscopy
Conference

Canberra,
Australia

Australian Academy of Science,
PO Box 783,
Canberra City, ACT, 2600

April/May
(tentative)

Second International Workshop on
the Malacofauna of Hong Kong and
south China

Hong Kong

Dr. B.S. Morton
Department of Zoology,
The University of Hong Kong

May 10-14

Annual Scientific Meeting of the
Australian Society for Microbiology

Hobart,
Australia

Dr. J. Bould, Baas Becking Laboratories,
PO Box 378,
Canberra City, ACT, 2601

May 10.15

General Meeting of the International
Association of Geodesy

Tokyo,
Japan

Assistant Prof. I.Nakagawa, Geophysical
Institute, Faculty of Science,
Kyoto University
Oiwake.cho, Kita.Shirakawa, Sakyo-ku,
Kyoto 606

May 23.28

16th International Congress of
Dermatology (CID)

Tokyo,
Japan

Japan Convention Services, Inc.
Nippon Press Center 8F
2.2-1, Uchisaiwal-cho
Chiyoda.ku, Tokyo 100

May
(tentative)

35th Annual Metals Congress

Sydney,
Australia

Australasian Institute of Metals,
PO Box 263,
Bondi Beach, NSW, 2026

June 7.11

9th International Congress on
Eectrocardiology (23rd International
Symposium on Vectorcadiography)

Tokyo,
Japan

Tokyo University School of Medicine
7.3.1 Hongo, Bunkyo-ku, Tokyo 113

June 7-11

Fourth International Symposium on
the Genetics of Industrial
Microorganisms

Kyoto,
Japan

GIM Japan National Committee
Microbiology Research Foundation
2-4-16 Yayoi, Bunkyo-ku, Tokyo 113

June
(tentative)

Twelfth International Corference
of Biochemistry

Sydney,
Australia

Prof. W.H. Elliot
Biochemistry Department,
University of Adelaide,
Adelaide. SA. 5000

July 5.10

VI International Symposium on
Solute-Solute-Solvent
Interactions

Osaka,
Japan

Prof. H Ohtaki, Tokyo Institute of
Technology at Nagatsuta, Department
of Electronic Chemistry
Nagatsuta, Midor-ku, Yokohama 227

Mid-July
(tentative)

The 5th International Congress of
Plant Tissue

Yamasashsi,
Japan

Assistant Prof. A Komamine
Dept of Botany, Faculty of Science
University of Tokyo
7.3-1, Hongo, Bunkyo.ku
Tokyo 113

1982-Continued
Date

Title

Site

For Information, Contact

August 9.
September 3

The 5th International Congress of
Pesticide Chemistry, IUPAC

Kyoto,
Japan

Rskagaku Kenkyusho
2-1, Hirosawa, Wako
Saitama 351

August 15-21

International Biochemical Congress

Perth,
Australia

Australian Academy of Science and
International Union of Biochemistry
P.O. Box 783, Canberra ACT 2601

August 22.27

Fourth International Conference on
Organic Synthesis (IUPAC)

Tokyo,
Japan

Prof. T. Mukaiyama, Department of
Chemistry, Faculty of Science,
University of Tokyo
7.3.1, Hongo, Bunkya-ku, Tokyo 113

August
(tentative)

The Royal Australian Chemical
Institute 7th National Convention

Canberra,
Australia

Executive Secretary, RACI HQ
191 Royal Parade, Parkville Vic. 3052

August
(teptative)

13th Australian
Spectroscopy Conference

(undecided)
Australia

Australian Academy of Science
PO Box 783, Canberra City, ACT, 2601

August
(tentative)

1982 International Conference on
Solid State Devices

Tokyo,
Japan

The Japan Society of Applied Physics
Kikai.Shinko-Kaikan
5.8, 3-chome, Shibakoen
Minato.ku, Tokyo 105

August
(tentative)

International Biochemistry Congress

Perth, W.A.
Australia

Australian Academy of Science
P.O. Box 783,
Canberra City, A C.T. 2601

August 23.27

The 8th Congress of International
Ergonomics Association

Tokyo,
Japan

Masamitsu Oshma, Director
The Medical Information System
Development Center
Landick Akasaka Bldg.
2.3-4, Akasaka, Mmato-ku
Tokyo, 107

September 5-10

International Conference on
Magetism-1982 (ICM-1982)

Kyoto,
Japan

Prof. J Kanamon, Faculty of Science,
Osaka University
Toyonaka, Osaka Pref. 560

September 6-10

International Conference on Nuclear
Physics in the Cyclotron Energy
Region

Osaka,
Japan

Prof M Kondo, Research Center for
Nuclear Physics, Osaka University
Yamada-kami, Suita.shi, Osaka 565

September
(tentative)

6th International Symposium on
Contamination Control

Tokyo,
Japan

Japan Air Cleaning Association
6.7-5, Soto.Kanda, Chiyoda.ku,
Tokyo l01

October 4.6

Third Internaional Dental Congress
on Modern Pain Control

Tokyo,
Japan

Japan Convention Servize, Inc
Nippon Press Centei8F,
2.2 1, Uchisaiwii-0.o, Chnyoda ku.
Tokyo t00

1982-Continued
Date

Site

Title

For Information, Contact

November 17.19

3rd JIM (Japan Institute of Metals)
International Symposium

(undecided)
Japan

The Japan Institute of Metals
Aza Aoba, Aramaki, Sendai-shl,
Miyagi 980

(undecided)

International Conference on Mass
Spectroscopy

Hawaii, U.S.A.

Prof. T. Tsuchiya
Basic Science Lecture Room
Chiba Institute of Technology
1.17.2, Tsudanuma, Narashino
Chiba 275

(undecided)

International Rehabilitation
Medicine Association
Fourth World Congress

Sydney.
Australia

Prof G. G. Burniston
Department of Rehabilitation Medicine.
Prince Henry Hospital,
Little Bay, NS.W. 2036

(undecided)

Workshop on Marine Microbiology

Seoul,
Korea

Korea Ocean Research and
Development Institute
P.O. Box 17. Yang.Jae. Seoul

1983
Date

Site

Title

For Information. Contact

May 10.12

Royal Australian College of
Physicians ASM

Sydney,
Australia

RACP, 145 Macquarie Street,
Sydney, NSW. 2000

May
(tentative)

52nd ANZAAS Conference

Perth,
Australia

Dr. G. Chindler
University of Western Australia,
Nedlands, W A 6009

August 1.7

International Association for
Dental Research

Sydney,
Australia

Mr. Scott Gotjaisanos
Department of Pathology,
Perth Medical Centre.
Verdon Street,
Nedlands, W.A. 6009

August 17.24

Fourth International Congress of
Plant Pathology

Melbourne,
Australia

Mr. B. Price
Victorian Plant Research Institute,
Department of Agriculture, Victoria
Swan Street,
Burnley, Vie 3121

August 27.31

Twenty.fifth International
Geographical Congress

Sydney,
Australia

Australian Academy of Science.
P 0 Box 783.
Canberra City. A CT. 2601

August 28September 2

29th International Congress
of Physiology

Sydney.
Australia

Australian Academy of Science,
PO box 783. Canberra City,
ACT 2601
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1983-Continued
Date

Tide

Site

For information, contact

August 28.
September 3

The 3rd International Mycological
Congress (MC3)

Tokyo,
Japan

Prof. K. Tsubaki,
Institute of Biological Sciences,
The University of Tsukuba
Sakura-mura, lbaraki Pref. 305

August 29.
September 2

International Union of Physiological
Sciences Congress

Sydney,
Australia

Australian Academy of Science,
P.O. Box 783,
Canberra City, A.C.T. 2601

August
(tentative)

International Solar Energy Congress

Perth,
Australia

Mr. P. Driver,
Honorary Secretary
P.O. Box 123,
Nedlands, W.A. 6009

October
(tentative)

8th International Conference on
Calcium Regulating Hormone

(Kobe),
(tentative)
Japan

Prof. T. Fujita, 3rd Division,
Dept. of Medicine, School of Medicine,
Kobe University
7.13, Kusunoki-cho. lkuta.ku,
Kobe 650

October 29.
November 3

71st FDI Annual World
Dental Congress
(F6dration Dentare Internationale)

Tokyo,
Japan

Japan Dental Association (Japanese
Association for Dental Science)
4.1.20, Kudan.ksta, Chiyoda.ku,
Tokyo 102

(undecided)

Thirteenth International Congress of
Chemotherapy

Melbourne,
Australia

Dr. B. Stratford
St. Vincent's Hospital,
59 Vsctoria Parade,
Fitzroy, Vic. 3065
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Editorial Note: Publications of the Australian Academy of Sciences
The following publications are available from the Executive Secretary, Australian Academy of Science, P.O. Box 783,
Canberra City, ACT 2601, Australia, at the prices listed (in Australian dollars)
- Recombinant DNA: An Australian Perspective. 1980. 148 pages. Price S5.95.
- Scientific Advances and Community Risk. 1980. 153 pages. Price $4.50.
- Chance in Nature, 1979.88 pages. Price $3.95.
- Natural Hazards in Australia. 1979.531 pages. Price $20.00.
Australia's Offshore Resources: Implications of the 200-mile Zone. 1978. 137 pages. Price $3.95.
- Transport in Australia: Some Key Issues. 1978. 153 pages. Price $3.95.
- Water: Planets, Plants and People. 1978. 182 pages. Price $3.95.
Food Quality in Australia. 1977. 105 pages. Price $3.95.
- From StumpJump Plough to Interscan, A Review of Invention and Innovation in Australia. 1977. 112 pages.
Price $4.00.
- Climatic Change. 1976.90 pages. Price $4.00.
- A National System of Ecological Reserves in Australia. 1975. 114 pages. Price $4.40.
- In the Beginning... ASymposium on the Origin of Planets and of Life. 1975.133 pages. Price $4.00.
- National Goals and Research Needs. 1975. 63 pages. Price $3.00.
- PhD Education in Australia - The Making of Professional Scientists. 1974.240 pages. Price $5.00.
- The Future Education of Scientists. 1973.53 pages. Price S2 00.
- Symposium on Biological Memory. 1973. 73 pages. Price $2.00.
- Atmospheric Efficts of Supersonic Aircraft. 1972.48 pages. Price $2.00.
- The Use of DDT in Australia. 1972.72 pages. Price $2.00.
- Obstacles and Aids to Innovation. 1970. 54 pages. Price $2 00.
- Biology in the Modern World: An IBP Symposium, 1968. 57 pages. Price $2.00.
- A Guide to the Manuscript Records of Australian Science. 1966 127 pages. Price $4.50.
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Republic of China .........
4.004
Hangzhsou,
People'a
Kwangchow, People's Republic of China...2.009
Muroran, Japan .......................
1.062
Nagoya, Japan ........................
2.033
Qulagdao, People'a
Republic of China .........
4.006
Quingdaoi, People's Republic of China .........
4.006
Qingdaso, People's Repubolic
of China .........
4.006
Sapporo, Japan .......................
1.058
Sapparo, Japan ........................
1-060
SapporoJapan .......................
1.061
2.027
Sapporo, apan .......................
Shanighai,
People's Republic of China .........
2.011
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